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This study examines the performance of concurrent algorithms for B-trees and

linear hashing. B-trees are widely used as an access method for large, single key,

database files, stored in lexicographic order on secondary storage devices. Linear

hashing is a fast and reliable hash algorithm, suitable for accessing records stored

unordered in buckets.

This dissertation presents performance results on implementations of concurrent

Bunk-tree and linear hashing algorithms, using lock-based, partitioned and distributed

methods on the Sequent Symmetry shared memory multiprocessor system and on

a network of distributed processors created with PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine)

software. Initial experiments, which started with empty data structures, show good

results for the partitioned implementations and lock-based linear hashing, but poor

ones for lock-based Blink-trees. A subsequent test, which started with loaded data

structures, shows similar results, but with much improved performances for locked

Blink- trees. The data also highlighted the high cost of split operations, which reached

up to 70% of the total insert time.

To improve the performance of the B-tree data structure in a parallel computing

environment, we have developed the Bmadtree, a Blink-tree variant. It allows insertion

without node splits, with multiple access in its leaf nodes, and dilation in both the

index and the leaf nodes. Concurrent search, insert and restructuring algorithms for

partitioned, locked and distributed models are given. Two locked approaches are

used; both minimize the necessary number of locks. Only part of an insertion node is

locked during insert, and simultaneous insertions by multiple processors in the same



node are allowed. A restructuring algorithm runs periodically in the background and

requires only waits. At most one such wait is encountered by any search or update

operation.

The Bmad-tree implementations showed very good results for locked and parti-

tioned algorithms. Especially the locked algorithms exceeded expectations. The

distributed results were disappointing. High communication costs prevented a good

performance. Experimental data were used to project performance beyond the cur-

rent test systems.

This research also prompted some further investigations, such as analyzing the

high cost of process creation and the development of a load balancing method.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The subject of this dissertation is a study of concurrent algorithms for those data

structures used to provide fast, reliable and consistent access to large data files for

multiple users. This research concentrates mainly on two data structures - the m-

way balanced search trees (primarily B-trees), and hash tables. Both B-trees and

hash methods have a similar goal, but their approaches are quite distinct and it is of

interest to compare methods as well as results.

B-trees are widely used as an access method for large, single key, data base files,

stored in lexicographic order on secondary storage devices. In the current research,

I concentrate on the B+-tree, a B-tree variant. The background research includes

concurrent algorithms for B-trees and all its variants, as well as for other related

balanced search trees, such as AVL-trees and 0-trees. Also included are certain types

of unbalanced tree data structures, such as binary trees. These algorithms frequently

have similar attributes and problems, and some of their approaches or solutions can

be shared with balanced tree structures.

This dissertation presents performance results on implementations of concurrent

Blink-tree algorithms, using lock-based and partitioned methods. The lock-based im-

plementations are based on the algorithms proposed by Lehman and Yao [LeY81] and

Sagiv [Sag86], and further enhanced by my own improvements. I developed Blink-tree

construction, search, insert, and traversal algorithms for the partitioned model, a

new approach presented in this dissertation. There are far fewer concurrent hash

algorithms than B-tree algorithms. Hash algorithms are fast, reliable, and suitable

1
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for accessing records stored unsorted in buckets. In this dissertation I include imple-

mentations of a disk-based concurrent linear hashing algorithm due to Ellis [E1187].

I improved these algorithms by adding enhancements similar to those suggested in

work due to Severance et al. [SPW90] for a memory-based linear hashing method.

The main emphasis of this dissertation is on the implementation of concurrent

algorithms on real multiprocessor systems. Initial experiments, which started with

empty data structures, show good results for the partitioned implementations, but

poor results for lock-based Blink-trees. Results are similar when the experiment is

altered to start from loaded data structures, except that the performance of the lock-

based Blink-tree improves significantly, even though it remains the slowest algorithm.

The results of the these experiments prompted the development of a new data struc-

ture, called the Bmad-tree, which is based on the Blink-tree. It allows insertion without

node splits, with multiple access in its leaf nodes, and dilation in both the index and

the leaf nodes. Construction, search, insert, and restructure algorithms are given for

partitioned, locked, and distributed models. Each algorithm is implemented for each

model, and the results are compared with the data obtained for the Blink-tree and

linear hashing implementations. The B"oad-tree implementations show very good re-

sults for locked and partitioned algorithms. Especially the locked algorithms exceeds

expectations. The distributed results, however, are disappointing because of high

communication costs.

1.1. B-trees

B-trees, first introduced by Bayer and McCreight [BaM72], have been widely used

as an access method for large data base files stored on secondary storage devices.

They provide rapid access and easy maintenance through such operations as search,

WAR
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modify, insertion and deletion. There are several variants of the B-trees such as B+-

trees, Blink-trees and 2-3 trees. For details on sequential algorithms for manipulating

various B-trees, readers may refer to [BaM72, Knu73, Com79]. Basic definitions and

elementary maintenance operations on B+-trees are discussed in Chapter 2.

Several lock-based concurrent algorithms for the standard B-tree and the B+-tree

are due to [Sam76, BaS77, Par77, KwW82b], for the AVL tree due to [Ell80a] and

for the 2-3 tree due to [E1180b]. Mond and Raz [MoR85] used preparatory operations,

where possible node splits and merges are detected and executed during the search

phase. Mohan [Moh90] suggested locks on individual key values instead of entire

nodes. Many concurrent algorithms exist for the Blink-tree [LeY81, Sag86, FKa89,

DJS90b, WeW90], a B+-tree variant where a pointer is added to each node linking it

with its right neighbor. The addition of the link pointers resulted in several advan-

tages over other B-tree variants. The Blink-tree is implemented using cache memory

by Weihl and Wang [WeW90]. Other algorithms use locks in combination with a

variety of other methods to achieve good performance.

All the preceding algorithms use locks to control access to the data. Synchroniza-

tion and retry strategies attempt to eliminate the use of locks. The first method was

used on shared memory machines for 2-3 trees by Paul et al. [PVW83], and for B-

trees by Higham and Schenk [HiS92]. Loyd [Loy9l] proposed concurrent algorithms

based on the 0-tree, a close relative of the prefix B-trees, which require no locks but

use a retry strategy.

Distributed solutions were proposed by Pramanik and Kim [PrK90], Matsliach

and Shmueli [MaS90], and Shasha and Goodman [ShG88]. The first two approaches

distribute the B-tree among the disks and require synchronized disk access mecha-

nisms. They allow only a single operation to take place in the B-tree at a time. In

both these solutions, the same pointer value is used by all processors to locate the
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next level in the tree. Different processors independently search their portion of the

B-tree and communicate the results.

1.2. Hash Tables

B-trees typically require access to several nodes before gaining access to the target

record. Efficient hashing algorithms on the other hand theoretically allow access to

a record in a data file in a single attempt. However, B-trees store the data in sorted

order, while hash tables do not. Static hash algorithms have a fixed space assignment

and can not expand without a total reorganization of the data structures. Dynamic

hashing schemes allow the data structures to be more flexible and grow or shrink with

the data file as necessary, eliminating the need to rebuild the data structure. For more

information on sequential hash algorithms, the readers may refer to [Knu73, Lit80,

HoS83]. Elementary sequential linear hashing operations are included in Chapter 2.

There are not nearly as many concurrent algorithms for hash tables as there are for

balanced search trees. Much work in concurrent hashing is in the area of perfect

hashing, where the data space remains constant. Other concurrent hash algorithms

exist for concurrent linear hashing [E1187, OuA89], exponential hashing [ShG88] and

extendible hashing [HsY86, Kum90].

The type of operations included on these data structures in a concurrent environ-

ment vary widely. Most data structures include at least algorithms for search on a

key and insertion of a new key. When insertion causes overflow, the majority of al-

gorithms make adjustments to the data structure as the insert occurs or immediately

afterwards. Removal of records, if included, are handled in a variety of ways. In some

algorithms a deletion is performed when it occurs and includes immediate adjust-

ments to the data structure. In other cases the records to be deleted are just marked
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for deletion, either with or without condensing the newly available space. Sometimes

a reconstruction algorithm, which executes periodically, is included. Its function is

to examine the data structure and return it to a correct and/or optimal format. In a

few instances research focuses on a construction algorithm for the data structure. In

most cases the initial construction problem is ignored or the data structure is allowed

to grow from an empty state. Only rarely are range search algorithms included. Very

little work has been done so far on entire or partial file traversal. More detailed

descriptions of concurrent algorithms for both B-trees and dynamic hash tables are

given in Chapter 3.

1.3. Simulation and Experimental Studies

Although many concurrent algorithms were proposed for B-trees (and their vari-

ants) and hashing, very few experimental studies on real multiprocessors have been

reported. Most of the existing experimental studies are simulations of concurrent

B-trees on different parallel architectures. Mukkamala and Shultz [MuS88] measured

the performance of the Blink-tree on two simulated architectures, one with shared

output devices, and the other with one output device for each processor. Ford et al.

[FJS90b] performed a simulation study of the B-trees by [LeY81] and [BaS77] for a

central file server application. The study by Srinivasan and Carey [SrC91] is on sim-

ulations of the same two algorithms used in [FJS90b] and the B-tree algorithms due

to Kwong and Wood [KwW82b]. Johnson and Shasha [JoS93] proposed a framework

for constructing an analytical performance model for concurrent B-tree algorithms,

and they used simulation to substantiate their results. In all of these studies, the

Blink-trees show the best results. To the best of my knowledge, there are no similar

studies for concurrent hash algorithms.

11 4' 1, -, - 4& wommWONAmmoi
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1.4. Contributions of this Dissertation

The contributions of this dissertation are varied. First, the results reported here yield

new information about implementations on real multiprocessors systems of parallel

and distributed algorithms for large data structures. Earlier comparative studies only

offered results concerning implementations on simulated multiprocessors. This dis-

sertation is also the first to compare the performance of concurrent B-tree algorithms

with that of other parallel data structures (i.e. linear hashing).

In this dissertation I first implement parallel algorithms for B+-trees (the Blink-

variant) and linear hashing on the Sequent Symmetry S/81, a multiprocessor with 16

processors. One objective of this study is to compare the performance of Blink-trees

and linear hashing, as well as to study the advantages and problems encountered by

different strategies when algorithms are implemented on a real multiprocessor system.

Initially, for each data structure, a sequential, locked and partitioned algorithm are

implemented. The experimental results show clearly that the partitioned algorithms

perform substantially better than lock-based strategies. In addition, for the same

node or bucket size, linear hashing is substantially faster than Blink-trees. Especially

the performance of lock-based implementation of the Blink-tree algorithm is poor

compared to the other algorithms. I also report experimental results on the parallel

construction of Blink-trees.

The experimental research introduced above resulted in the development of an

improved Blink-tree, called the Bmad-tree. The information obtained through the

experimentation is used to develop a new data structure. The specific intend of

its design is to enhance the performance of parallel algorithms for the B-tree data

structure. One of the performance measures observed was the amount of time required

by node and bucket splits. The results showed that a substantial amount of time was
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directly due to bucket or node splits. As the number of processors increases, the split

time in Blink-trees reaches over 40% in partitioned algorithms, and over 60% in locked

algorithms. In linear hashing, the split time proportion often becomes more than 30%

of the insert time. Also observed was the very large amount of time required by locks

in some of the algorithms.

The results of the these experiments prompted the development of a data structure

where splits are not necessary and restructuring is postponed, while nearly preserving

sequential ordering of the data. The leaf nodes are reorganized to allow simultaneous

inserts in the same node by multiple processors. The result is the Bmad-tree, for Bli"n-

tree with Multiple Access and Dilation. It allows insertion without node splits, with

multiple access in its leaf nodes, and dilation in both the index and the leaf nodes.

Multiple insertions in the same node are also allowed in locked algorithms. Con-

struction, search, insert, and restructure algorithms are given for partitioned, locked,

and distributed models. Each algorithm is implemented for each model. The parti-

tioned and locked algorithms are implemented on the Sequent Symmetry S/81 shared

memory multiprocessor, and the distributed algorithms are implemented on a virtual

network: of processors created with the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) software.

The results are compared with the data obtained from the BLink-tree and linear hash-

ing implementations. The Bmad-tree implementations support my claims of improved

performance, with especially good results for locked and partitioned algorithms. The

locked algorithms in particular exceed my expectations. The distributed results, how-

ever, are disappointing because of high communication costs. A detailed description

of the data structure and the algorithms are given in Chapter 6. Implementations

and experimental results are reported in Chapter 7.

The experimental data also prompted further investigations in some other areas.

Those include more research on overhead and process creation costs, the development

_s: _ _
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of a load balancing strategy for this type of application, and the projection of the

experimental results beyond the limits of the current multiprocessor systems.

1.5. Summary

Chapter 2 introduces B+-trees and Linear Hashing and their sequential algorithms,

as well as concepts, terms and notations used in the remainder of this dissertation.

Chapter 3 gives an overview of the literature on concurrent B-tree and Linear hashing

algorithms. The algorithms are grouped according to the predominant type of concur-

rency control they use and brief descriptions of those most important to the current

topic are included. Chapter 4 gives detailed descriptions of the concurrent algorithms

used in my implementations. Existing lock-based algorithms for the Blik-tree and

linear hashing were used as a base, with the addition of enhancements suggested by

other researchers and by myself. This chapter also introduces the partitioned data

model, which is applied to a shared memory and a distributed multiprocessor sys-

tem. Concurrent partitioned algorithms in the shared memory model are given for

Blink-tree construction, and for Blink-tree and linear hashing maintenance algorithms.

Maintenance algorithms for a distributed environment are also included. Chapter

5 gives details on an initial set of of experiments on Blink-tree and linear hashing

algorithms, and their implementations. The experimental results are analyzed and

discussed. Chapter 6 introduces an improved Blink-tree, called the Bmad-tree. This

new, enhanced B-tree variant was developped as a direct response to the results

observed in the performance study described in the previous Chapter. Chapter 6

includes concurrent algorithms for the Bmad-tree, for the lock-based as well as the

partitioned data model. Chapter 7 includes details and the results of the experiments

on the Bmad-tree. These include implementations of lock-based, partitioned and dis-
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tributed algorithms. The first are on the Sequent Multiprocessor S/81, the last one

on a virtual machine created with PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) software. It also

includes a comparison and evaluation of the results obtained for the newly proposed

Bm"d-tree with the other data structures included in this research. Chapter 8 contains

further research, proposals and discussions of methods to enhance, improve and bet-

ter understand the results of the current research. Chapter 9 contains the conclusions

and further research.



CHAPTER 2

PRELIMINARIES

In this chapter the B-tree data structure is defined, as are its most important variants.

Descriptions of elementary sequential operations and example of each are given. A

description of sequential linear hashing and examples of its sequential operations

are also includded. The chapter further contains definitions of concepts, terms and

notations, used throughout this dissertation.

2.1. Definition of B-trees

A standard B-tree of order m is a multiway search tree, whose growth is restricted by

some value m. Each node in the B-tree has the same format, although the number

of children of a node varies between [m/21 and m. If a node contains i key values,

each denoted as kv2 for 1 K i _ (m - 1), then it has i + 1 pointers, say Pj for

o < j K i. Thus a node has the format Po, kv 1 , P 1 , kv 2 , ... , Pi- 1 , kvi, Pi where

kv 1 < kv 2 < ... < kvi. Each pointer P, points to a subtree, which contains all the

key values between kv3 and kvj+1. The pointer Po points to the subtree that contains

the key values smaller than kv 1 , and Pi points to the subtree that contains the key

values larger than kvi. Formally, in a B-tree of order m

(i) every node has at most m children, and every node has at least> [m/21 children,

(ii) the root has at least 2 children, unless it is the only node,

(iii) all leaf nodes appear at the same level of the tree,

(iv) an internal node with k children, contains k - 1 key values.

10
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Figure 2.1: A B-tree of order 3.

The definition of the B-tree guarantees it is at least half full at all times. An example

B-tree is given in Figure 2.1.

There are several variants of the B-tree data structure including the B*-tree and

the B+-tree [Knu73,Com79]. The former is a B-tree in which each node is at least

full, instead of only 2 full, while in the latter all the keys reside in the leaves (the

sequence set), and the internal nodes (the index set) are used as an index to the data

stored in the leaves. The 2-3 tree is a B-tree of order n = 3. An example B+-tree is

given in Figure 2.2.

2.2. Terminology

The following terms are used with the same meaning througout this dissertation.

" An operation or sequence of instructions is said to be atomic if no other instruc-

tion(s) either by the same processor or some other processor causes changes in

the data accessed by the atomic operation.

* A binary tree is either empty or consists of root node with left and right subtrees

which are themselves disjoint binary trees.

.,: . . . _
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Figure 2.2: A B+-tree of order 3.

* A binary search tree is a binary tree where each node holds a key value. The

key value in the root node is larger than all the keys in the left subtree and

smaller than all the keys in the right subtree. The left and right subtrees are

themselves binary search trees.

" An AVL tree is a balanced binary search tree, where the height of the subtrees

of the root differ by at most 1, and where the subtrees are themselves AVL

trees. The balance factor (bf) of a node is the height of the right subtree minus

the height of the left subtree. Any non-empty node in an AVL tree must have

bf = hr - hi < 1.

* The objective of concurrency control is to control the concurrent executions so

that the resources are used as efficiently as possible while atomicity is preserved.

The goal is to achieve this while locking the smallest possible number of nodes

and to waste the smallest amount of time.

" The critical path or access path is the path from the root node to any node in

the tree.

jo -ON", .. P- 4-
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" Several types of locks are used in the literature on concurrent B-tree and hash

algorithms. In this dissertation, I use the following general notations and defi-

nitions for the locks and their operations. Two operations are needed for lock

implementation - namely lock() which locks a particular node, and unlock()

which releases the lock on the node. The first type of lock is a read-lock, used

in many of the algorithms during searching. It is a lock put on a node by a

read process and allows access to the node by other processes. The second lock

type is the write-lock, which excludes other writers from the critical path but

not other readers. The third type is an exclusive-lock, which guarantees exclu-

sive access to the locked node. Locks of the last two types are used by many

algorithms during node update operations. Sometimes alpha-locks are used.

These are read-locks that can be converted to write-locks or exclusive-locks,

when necessary. Some algorithms use latches instead of locks. Latches are not

as powerful as locks but are used in some of the more recent algorithms. They

are less expensive to implement and can not cause deadlock.

" An important concept is the safeness of a node or bucket. A node is designated

as safe for insertion if the addition of a new key to the node does not cause

overflow. If overflow occurs, the node is called unsafe for insertion. This means

that the number of keys in the node is maximal before insertion of a new key

takes place. Similarly, a node is unsafe for deletion, when the deletion of any

key in the node causes underflow, and key redistribution or concatenation is

necessary. It implies that the number of keys in the node is minimal before

deletion takes place.

" The term scope is used to indicate the part of the data structure locked by

write-locks or exclusive locks during any operation. Most authors use these

-'W.1_r it: 5..,y+: k. .:.:ate +J :.w.f.. .w..:. ... h:, "i: . Ni - ... ,. ..... ... . .._.,.,.._. _,., ,.,r,,.. 
.
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locks only during the insertion or deletion operations and not during the search

operations.

" A structural modification is a change to the data structure. This includes for

example such operations as inserts and'deletes in binary search trees, node splits

and node merges in B-trees, and bucket splits and merges in hash algorithms.

* A transaction or operation is an activity that accesses a record in the data base.

Some transactions change the data base (updates, such as inserts and deletes),

others do not (i.e. searches and traversals). The effect of a transaction must be

atomic to preserve consistency.

2.3. Notations

The following notations are used with the same meaning throughout this work.

* b: The number of buckets in a hash file.

" b : A particular bucket identified by the number i.

" current: a pointer to the current page, node or bucket. Both terms node and

page are used with the same meaning since nodes are usually the size of a page.

" h: The height of a tree, i.e. the longest path from the root to the leaf nodes.

" k: The number of keys is a bucket or a node.

* kvr: A particular key value.

* 1: The level of a node in a tree is the level of its parent plus one. The root node

has a height of zero. In B-trees this convention is often reversed, i.e. the leaf

nodes are on l = 0 and the root node is on l = h - 1.

5+9bY+a T H. _ _ _
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* m: The order of the B-tree or B-tree variant, i.e. the maximum children of

a node. An alternative convention is sometimes to express the order, where a

B-tree is said to have between m and 2m child nodes.

" Maxvalue: an upper bound for key values.

* mod: The modulo function.

* n: The number of records or key values in a file.

* p: The number of processing elements (PE's) in a multiprocessor system.

* parent: a pointer to the parent node of current.

SPE2: A specific processing element (PE) identified by its identification number

i, where 0 < i < p.

" sibling: a pointer to a sibling node of current.

2.4. Sequential Operations on B+-trees

In this section, a brief overview is given of the sequential search, insert and delete

operations on the B+-tree. This variant of the B-tree was selected because it is

the most common underlying data structure in the concurrent tree algorithms under

consideration.

Searching a B+-tree or any of its variants proceeds by comparing the search value

against each key, starting at the root node. The correct range in each node is located,

and the corresponding pointer is followed to the next level. The search continues until

the leaf node level is reached. The leaf node is searched for the search key value. If

the key is present the search is successful, otherwise the search fails.

4..
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(a) Before insertion of key value 8

8 10 13

15 8 9 110 12 14 15

(b) Insertion causes overflow in the subtree

10 1s

8 13 30 40

5 8 9 10 12 14 15 18 20 35 50

(c) Node split and adjustments in parent node

Figure 2.3: Insertion of a key value 8 in a B+-tree of order 3.
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Insertion in a B+-tree always occurs at the leaf node level. The search procedure is

used to locate the node to which the new key value should be added. If the insertion

node is not full, the new key value, the dependent record information, and a nil

pointer are added to the node in such a way that the sequential ordering of the key

values in the node is preserved. If however, the insertion node is full, insertion of a

new key causes an overflow. Then a new node is created, and the contents of the

full node plus the new key value are divided evenly between the two nodes such that

the correct ordering is preserved. Subsequently, a new pointer is added to the parent

node to enable future searches to reach the new node. The addition of a new key to

an index node may in turn cause overflow in the parent node. Then the node split

process is repeated for the parent node. In fact, this problem may appear along the

access path at each level of the tree, in which case the last node split will result in a

new level with a new root node for the tree.

An example of insertion with overflow is shown in Figure 2.3. A key value = 8 is

inserted in a B-tree of order 3 and causes overflow and splits at 2 levels in the tree.

Nil pointers on the leaf node level are not shown.

Deletion of a key value from a B+-tree is more complex than an insertion. In

the standard B-tree the key value can be removed from any (internal as well as leaf)

node. However, in other types of B-trees, such as the B+-tree, key values are deleted

only from the leaf nodes. If the delete key resides in a deletion safe leaf node, its

removal does not cause underflow, and deletion is simple. The delete key value and

its corresponding pointer are removed from the node, and the remaining values are

pushed together. However, if deletion causes underflow, it is resolved by one of the

following two methods.

(i) In key redistribution, keys are borrowed from a sibling such that the minimum

level is preserved in both nodes. This technique is illustrated in Figure 2.4 by the

... ,ui_.; 1i -sN'fisk2 4d@ix, do ri_.. .: y.3 - 11-1- -- - err. wr+t -,.. . - w. .. :<', _ a
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(a) Deletion of key value 35 causes underflow

16

10 13 20 40

5 0 2 14 15 18 20

(b) Underflow resolved by key redistribution

Figure 2.4: Underflow caused by deletion of key value 35 resolved by redistribution.
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removal of key 35 from the tree in Figure 2.3(a). The left sibling node has enough

keys to make this method possible.

(ii) In node concatenation, two sibling nodes are merged and one key value with

its dependent pointer is removed from the parent node. This method is used only

when key redistribution fails. As in insertion, removal of a value in an index node

can propagate underflow along the access path to higher levels of the tree, and may

reduce the height of the tree.

Node concatenation is illustrated in Figure 2.5. A key value = 20 is removed

from a B-tree of order 3. The resulting underflow can not be resolved through key

redistribution, and two nodes must merge. In this example the underflow propagates

up to the root node level.

If deletion occurs in an internal node of a standard B-tree, the key to be deleted

is switched with its successor (or predecessor). The deletion of a key from an internal

node is thus reduced to removing a key from a leaf node.

2.5. Sequential Operations in Linear Hashing

In sequential linear hashing, introduced by Litwin [Lit8O], a contiguous logical address

space is assumed, large enough to store b primary buckets labeled from 0 through b-1,

each of which can hold up to k keys. Key values are assigned to (or retrieved from) one

of the primary buckets according to a hash function. In the linear hashing examples,

hash functions were used based on the following formula:

hievei = kvi mod (N * 2 level )

where kvi is the key value, level is a global variable which defines the initial hash

function and N is an arbitrary fixed value. The quantity N * 2 leel represents the

initial number of primary buckets. The size of N determines how many primary

. ,.
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(a) Before deletion of key value 20

20

18

(b) Deletion causes underflow

(c) Underflow resolved by concatenation

Figure 2.5: Resolution of underflow by concatenation of two sibling nodes.
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Key Bucket number
values Key count

Pointer to overflow bucket

Bucket Overflow chain

Figure 2.6: Format of a bucket and overflow bucket chain in linear hashing.

buckets can be added on any given level. In the examples N = 2, thus the initial

number of primary buckets is 4, labeled 0 through 3. On the next level, for level =

2, there are 2 * 22 = 8 primary buckets.

When a primary bucket is full, additional keys hashed to that bucket are stored

in an overflow chain, attached to the bucket by an overflow pointer. The length of

the overflow chain is theoretically unlimited. A bucket and its overflow chain are

considered a single unit. The general format of a bucket and its overflow chain is

shown in Figure 2.6.

New keys are added to the file as follows. The hash function is used to determine

in which primary bucket the new key belongs. If there is room in the bucket, the key

and its dependent data are simply added to the bucket. If the bucket is full, the new

key is added to the overflow chain. Every overflow results in a bucket split. When a

controlled split method is used, the split occurs when a load factor exceeds a certain

threshold. With the uncontrolled split method, a split happens whenever a bucket

overflows. In the latter it is not necessarily the overflowing bucket that splits. Instead,

splits occur in a strictly linear fashion and a pointer next indicates which bucket is

in line to split. A new bucket is created and is appended to the end of the hash file.

.. ;... ~_. ,,, : 'c : ...--. -emu. -. - -t .r.:7rr, _ .__
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level next next

200

0 1 2 3

1221 10 7
125

8 Ii1 15

32 i3
20 3

0 1 2 3 4

39

Figure 2.7: Insertion with overflow in bucket 3 and split in bucket 0.

Level is temporarily incremented and gives the new hash function N * 2 level+1. All

keys from the old bucket and its overflow chain are rehashed using the new function,

and keys either remain in the original bucket or are moved to the new one. The next

pointer is updated to point to the next bucket in the file. If the next bucket number

is larger than N * level - 1, the limit of the current level is reached. Then level is

incremented permanently and next is reset to point at bucket 0.

An example split is shown in Figure 2.7 where a new key 39 is added to the

file. The new key hashes to bucket 3 and causes overflow there. The next pointer

shows bucket 0 is in line to split, and all its keys are rehashed using the updated hash

function. Records 8 and 32 stay in bucket 0, while records 12 and 20 are moved to the

new bucket 4. The changes due to the bucket split are shown shaded. A subsequent

search for record 12 must be able to find the record and detect that the current hash
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function is obsolete here. This is done by comparing the bucket number obtained by

the initial hash function with the current value of next. If the bucket number is less

than the value of next, the key is rehashed using the incremented value for level. In

my example, 12 mod 4 yields 0, and since 0 < next (currently = 1), rehash 12 mod

8 yields 4, the correct bucket.

Deletion causes underflow when it removes the last key from a bucket. This

triggers a merge and causes the last bucket in the linear chain to merge with the

bucket before the next pointer. The next pointer is decremented before the merge

starts in order to access the correct bucket.

2.6. Multiprocessor Architecture Models

Two types of multiprocessors models are distinguished, based on how memory is used.

In the Shared Memory Model (SMM), all processors share the same memory. In the

Distributed Memory Model (DMM), each processor has its own memory and commu-

nicates with the other processors through communication primitives. Furthermore,

models are classified based on whether instruction and data streams are single or

multiple. The MIMD (Multiple Instruction stream and Multiple Data stream) model

assumes multiple processors, each executing its own program. In the SIMD (Single

Instruction stream and Multiple Data stream) architecture, specialized hardware is

used to synchronize all processors in the execution of a single operation. The abstrac-

tion of the Shared Memory SIMD model is known as the PRAM (Parallel Random

Access Machine).

Within the PRAM Model, there are four subclasses, according to how many pro-

cessors have simultaneous access to the same memory location. Those classes are (i)

Exclusive Read Exclusive Write (EREW), where only one processor at a time has

W.A , - . , "'RORMINA , -" - -im - - - "'4146-1,01MORM , -,
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Table 2.1: Architecture models and data structures.

Concurrent Data Structures Summary

Architecture Data Structures

Model fB+-tree B ink-tree Other B-tree Binary [ Other Tree Hashing

SMM MIMD [BaS77] [LeY81] [Sam76] 1 [KuL8O] [DP186] 5  [E1187]( 8)
[Par77] [Sag86] [Ell80b](2) [Ell80a](3 ) [Loy91]( 7 ) [OuA89](8 )

[KwW82] [FuK89] [Man84](4) [SPW90](8 )

[MoR85] [DJS90] [MaL84] [ShG88](9 )

[ShG88] [WeW90] [ShG88](6) [HsY86]( 0)

[Moh92] [Kum9O]0)
____________[sh92] [V8] 2

SMM SIMD [[PVW83](2
(PRAM) [HiS92](')

DMM SIMD [MaS90]
[PrK90]

DMM MIMD [ShG88](6 ) [ShG89](9 )

(1) standard B-tree (2) 2-3 tree (3) AVL-tree

(4) external binary tree (5) m-ary search tree (6) binary+-tree

(7) O-tree (8) Linear hashing (9) Exponential hashing
(10) Extendible hashing

read or write access to a memory location; (ii) Concurrent Read Exclusive Write

(CREW), where multiple read but only single write access is allowed; (iii) Exclu-

sive Read Concurrent Write (ERCW) for exclusive readers and concurrent writers;

and (iv) Concurrent Read Concurrent Write (CRCW), where concurrent readers and

writers are allowed. For further details on any of the above, readers may refer to

[Akl89, F1y66, Hay88, HoJ81, HwB84, Qui87].

Table 2.1 summarizes the different kinds of concurrent tree and hash algorithms

that have been proposed for various architectures.

2.7. Concurrency Control Methods

The number of operations allowed on a critical path is very important. Most solutions

allow multiple readers on the same path but only single writers. Some algorithms al-

" 
________
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low only a single reader and a few solutions allow multiple writers. In distributed

systems, locks are not required. Here also different approaches are possible. Some

algorithms offer synchronized solutions where all processors in the systems cooper-

ate to complete one operation. Others present asynchronous solutions where each

processing element independently completes its own operations.

Concurrency control is necessary in shared memory multiprocessor systems, to

prevent processors from interfering with each other's actions and to avoid inconsistent

data. The following methods have been used in the literature on B-trees and hash

tables when exclusive access to data is sought.

" Lock-coupling: A process holds a lock on a node while it seeks access to the next

one. The next lock is secured before the current one is released. This technique

is very common in earlier algorithms, and is used for example in B-trees by

Bayer and Scholnick [BaS77].

" Lock with verify: This methods locks a bucket, and then verifies if the correct

one was reached. If not, the lock is immediately released and then the correct

location is sought. This method makes it possible for fewer locks to be used.

In many instances, only single lock at a time is necessary. This method is used

for example by Hsu and Yang [HsY86] on hash tables.

" Link technique: Here also a process is allowed to release its lock on a node before

it seeks access to the next one. Additional links between nodes are added to

the data structure to quickly locate the next node and prevent processes from

getting lost. This technique is first used by Kung and Lehman [KuL80] on

binary trees, and was later successfully used in B-trees by Lehman and Yao

[LeY81].

, , , rw , a _ .. , ,;;
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* Optimistic descent technique: In this approach the processes do not use locks

during the search process. Instead they optimistically assume there will be no

contention for the data. If conflicts occur, the process gives up and starts over,

either from the beginning or from some previous safe point. Some solutions use

version numbers to determine the current status of a node. This method is also

called the give up technique or retry, and is used for example by Shasha and

Goodman [ShG88] in B+-trees and Loyd [Loy9l] in 0-trees.

* Pessimistic descent: This method is the opposite of the optimistic descent in

that it assumes pessimistically that a split (or merge) will be necessary. When a

process encounters maximally (or minimally) full nodes during its search phase,

it proceeds to execute the split (or merge) at this time. This method is also

called preparatory operations and is used by Mond and Raz [MoR85] in B-trees.

" Data Duplication: This method uses extra copies of the data to achieve con-

currency. Some algorithms copy only those data involved in restructuring, as is

the case in [KwW82b] and [Ish92]. Others can copy up to the entire data struc-

ture, as was done in the multiversion algorithms by Weihl and Wang [WeW90].

Altered copies are then reattached or reintegrated into the data structure.

" Synchronous solutions: In this method all the processors in the system cooperate

to achieve either a single operation or a batched group of operations of the same

type. Since the processes will not interfere with each other, no locks are required.

This method was used for example on 2-3 trees by Paul et al. [PVW83] and on

B-trees by Higham and Schenk [HiS92].

Locks, when they are used as the concurrency control mechanism, can have a

coarse or fine granularity. In the former case locks are applied to an entire node or

-404m--- 1 1-711.-.-- '- - ", -. '", 4-17 1 -1- - .1- 1 .- Aa I ---
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bucket, while in the latter it is possible to lock individual key values within a node.

Coarse granularity is used in most algorithms. Fine granularity is rare and is used

only in the ARIES/KVL system [Moh90].

2.8. Summary

This chapter introduced B+-trees and Linear Hashing and their sequential algorithms

and gives examples for each. It also includes other concepts, terms and notations

used in the remainder of this dissertation. Multiprocessor architecture models and

concurrency control methods are defined and briefly discussed. Parallel algorithms

for tree structures and hash algorithms are organized according to the architecture

model and primary concurrency control method used. The next chapter includes an

overview of the literature for concurrent trees and hashing.



CHAPTER 3

PREVIOUS WORK: LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter contains an overview of the literature for concurrent tree and hash-

ing algorithms. The algorithms are organized according to the architecture model

and primary concurrency control methods. Brief descriptions of the most significant

algorithms in each group are given. An overview of concurrent tree construction

algorithms is also included.

3.1. Concurrent B-tree Algorithms

Shared memory algorithms for B-trees are grouped according to the dominant type of

concurrency control method used. Some overlap exists between the methods, and in

those cases the algorithm is placed with the prevalent method. Most of the methods

use locks of some form, but most also use other mechanisms to reduce the number of

locks required or the length of time a lock is held.

3.1.1. Lock-coupling Algorithms

Many of the earlier algorithms use a naive lock-coupling method, which uses the

standard two-phase locking method, to traverse a tree. The algorithms included in

this group use lock-coupling as their main (or only) concurrency control method.

Each node must be locked before it is accessed, and a child node must be locked

before the lock on the parent node is released. In the insert and delete operations,

ancestors of a child are released if and only if the child node is safe. The algorithms for

the B-tree given by Samadi [Sam76], Parr [Par77] and Bayer and Scholnick [BaS77]

28
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belong to this group. Ellis proposes such algorithms for the 2-3 tree [Ell80a] and the

AVL-tree [Ell80b], and Manber and Ladner [MaL84] for the binary search tree. The

algorithms in [Sam76] and [Par77] are Single Reader Single Writer (SRSW) algorithms

for the standard B-tree and the B*-tree (a B+-tree by my definition) respectively. Lock

coupling is used for both readers and writers. An SRSW algorithm for external binary

search trees is given in [Man84, MaL84]. Multiple Reader Single Writer (MRSW)

algorithms for B+-trees are in [BaS77]. Ellis presents MRSW algorithms for both

AVL-trees and 2-3 trees, and includes a Multiple Reader Multiple Write (MRMW)

algorithms for each. All of the preceeding algorithms, except the last two, follow the

sequential algorithm very closely. They basically impose acquiring and releasing locks

on the sequential algorithms.

Ellis [Ell80a] uses some innovative techniques to increase concurrency. Multiple

writers on the same path are made possible by (i) allowing a relaxed 2-3 tree structure

with a pipelined approach, and (ii) by not forcing the process causing the overflow to

be responsible for the restructuring of the tree. The 2-3 tree is used as an index only.

Each index node on the last level points to its own linked list of leaf nodes, and is

responsible for its maintenance. The list is limited in length, and each link holds one

key value. The algorithms use lock-coupling to locate the insertion node and insert a

key in the list. After insertion is complete, all locks are released. If insertion causes

overflow, a node split is necessary. Access to the parent of the chain is restricted by

an exclusive lock. A new parent node is created which points to the head of the chain

while the current parent is reset to the middle element k, of the chain. Then the

chain is split by resetting the pointer from link ke_1 to link k, to nil. Lastly, all locks

are released. The restructuring procedure is illustrated for a 2-3 tree in Figure 3.1. It

shows the deepest index node with a leaf node b and its dependent chain. Insertion

of a new element in the chain causes overflow, and the chain splits at key k. A new

4, zip] K
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node b' is created, and it points to the head of the list. Then node b is reset to point

to the list starting at key k. Lastly the link between key k and its predecessor is

deleted.

3.1.2. Optimistic Descent and Retry

Optimistic descent and retry algorithms are based on the fact that a B-tree is a stable

data structure and rarely reorganizes. The central idea is for update operations to

use only read-locks or no locks at all during the search phase. When an unsafe node is

found, either an index node or a leaf node, the current process halts and restarts from

the beginning or from a previous safe point. Most of the algorithms use locks when

they restart to guarantee completion of the transaction. Algorithms that retreat to a

previous safe point are due to [BaS77] for B+-trees and to [ShG88] for B+-trees and

fixed binary trees. All solutions allow multiple readers but only single writers on the

same critical path.

Loyd [Loy9l] proposes concurrent retry algorithms for the 0-tree', including

search, insert and delete algorithms, that allow multiple readers and multiple writers

on the same critical path. A version number, a variation of a time stamp, is issued

to each block. Each block's initial version number is one. As a process attempts to

write a new block, it first increases the version number, and then checks it against

the one assigned to the block. The write operation only succeeds if the new version

number is larger than the old one. If the write is not successful however, the process

must start over from the top. Another disadvantage of this data structure is that it

often requires the insertion of dummy blocks to keep the tree consistent.

'An 0-tree, developed by [0r189], is a prefix B-tree.

,[« , ., w. t.
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w

(a) Insertion of a new key value k in a full list.

a W

b W

(b) Overflow in the leaf level linked list of node b.

a X

b' b X

"SM1 ""l -41-41

(c) Creation of new node b' and linked list split.

Figure 3.1: Insertion and split in 2-3 tree according to [Ell80a].
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3.1.3. Pessimistic Descent

The pessimistic descent method applies splits or merges every time an update process

finds an unsafe node during its search phase. It does not wait to find out if the split

or merge is really necessary or not, but it allows trees to be updated in one pass.

Guibas and Sedgewick [GuS78] were the first to introduce preparatory operations in

search trees. While this method is said to improve concurrency, additional overhead

costs are incurred by often performing unnecessary splits and merges. As the tree

grows in size, the number of unsafe nodes grows proportionally smaller, and thus the

overhead is reduced proportionally. Concurrent pessimistic descent algorithms are

due to Mond and Raz [MoR85] for the B+-tree. Slight modifications to the B+-tree

are necessary to accommodate this method. The algorithms use lock-coupling during

the search phase, and write-locks are used on both child and parent nodes. A lock on

a third node may be necessary during the delete operation.

3.1.4. Link-type Solutions

This group of algorithms uses additional links in the data structure to achieve greater

concurrency. Readers do not need to lock any nodes and only a small number of nodes

is write-locked in restructuring processes. The link method was first used on B-trees

by Lehman and Yao [LeY81] and other researchers enchanced and improved their

algorithms. Sagiv [Sag86] fills some omissions in the Lehman and Yao algorithms, and

also proposes a tree compression algorithm. An improved tree compression algorithm

was developed by de Jonge and Schijf [DJS90b]. Fu and Kameda [FKa89] propose

algorithms based on the nested transactions model. Others also use the Bink-tree

as the basic data structure, but their algorithms are included in a different group

because additional concurrency control methods are applied.
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The Blink-tree algorithms in this group never lock out a read process, but they

do not allow more than one update process on the same critical path. The major

advantage is that at any time, a process needs only to put write-locks on a very small

(and constant) number of nodes, thereby allowing a higher level of concurrency. To

do that, Lehman and Yao modified the B+-tree structure in two ways, and called it a

Blink-tree. One of the modifications is the insertion of a high key in each node in the

rightmost field, which indicates the highest key value present in a node. The other

modification is the addition of a single link pointer to every node, which links a node

with the next node to the right on the same level. This allows a process to travel

horizontally (to the right only) as well as vertically (down only). The rightmost

node on every level gets a nil pointer. Starting from the leftmost node, an entire

level can be traversed using the link pointers. Link pointers provide an additional

path to reach a node and they allow more concurrency in the structure during the

insertion process. These modifications to the B-tree do not add a significant cost

to the overehad, as the link pointers on the leaf node level were often present in

sequential B+-tree implementations already, to allow rapid sequential traversal of the

data.

Sagiv [Sag86] designed algorithms to cleanup some of the details left unattended in

[LeY81]. Improvements were made in two areas. First, Lehman and Yao present only

a trivial deletion algorithm, and Sagiv also proposes a method to compress the tree

when nodes become too sparse. The second improvement is in the insertion process,

where the maximum number of nodes locked is reduced from three to one. Further

improvements are due to de Jonge and Schijf [DJS90b]. Detailed algorithms as given

in [LeY81, Sag86, DJS90b], my implementation modifications and illustrations for

the Birnk-tree are included in the next chapter.

An approach to B-trees using nested transactions is given by Fu and Kameda
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[FKa89]. As their data structure they adopt the Blink as modified by Sagiv [Sag86].

Their methods are based on the nested transactions model as proposed by Lynch

et al. [LyM86] and resilient two-phase locking [Mos85]. The model assumes that

the database is a collection of search structures, in this case Blik-trees, on which

transactions are performed. Each transaction can be nested, and is able to perform

one or more decisive operations. Each transaction is either a primitive operation or a

set of subtransactions which themselves are nested transactions. Nested transactions

form a hierarchical structure called a transaction tree. A transaction can commit only

if all its descendents have either committed or aborted. Conflicts between transactions

are resolved by two-phase locking. Locking of vertices as well as of individual key

elements is allowed. Nested transactions are considered an elegant but expensive

solution [Moh90].

3.1.5. Data Duplication

Data duplication is another method often used to improve concurrency. Some early

solutions can be found in [KuL80], an SRSW solution for binary search trees, and in

[KwW82b], an MRSW solution for B+-trees. Both use a temporary subtree called

a side branch. When insertion in a full node causes overflow, an extra copy of the

unsafe subtree is made, starting at its root node. This allows the original tree to

remain intact while restructuring takes place. The node split algorithm proceeds in

three phases and is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.2(a) illustrates the insertion

of a new key (25) in the tree. This causes an overflow in node b and a side branch

(SB) is built. All the key values are sorted, and half of the keys are copied to the

new side branch subtree (SB). Next, the side branch is attached to the existing tree

in the insertion-safe parent a (Figure 3.2(b)). The insertion in the parent requires

a write-lock on the node. Lastly there is a cleanup phase (Figure 3.2(c)), where
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redundant keys are removed from the original subtree. This requires a write-lock on

node b, acquired after all other processes have left the current scope. No more than

one write-lock at a time is needed during the entire insertion operation. The merge

algorithm works in a similar manner.

Weihl and Wang [WeW90] use two techniques to implement improvements on

the algorithms in [LeY81] and [Sag86]. One technique is caching of the B-tree. This

improves performance in two ways: (i) It allows access to the data in local memory by

each processor, and thereby avoids any delay that occurs in accessing remote data; (ii)

Through the duplication of the data, it allows many processors to access the data in

parallel. The second technique is called multiversion memory. In traditional coherent

shared memory implementations, there are constraints on the caches since the read

and write operations must appear atomic. This requires significant synchronization

between the read and update operations, implemented through various types of locks.

It also requires communications between the processors to update the local cached

versions of the tree, or to invalidate the cache whenever a change was written to

memory. The constraints are relaxed by allowing readers to access old versions of the

data. At any point in time, the state of the object exists as a sequence of versions

of the B-tree - the first version being the initial version, while the last one is the

current version. Readers can read from any version, while writers create a new version

of the tree, which then becomes the most current one. Each copy of the data has a

flag, indicating whether that version is pinned or not. Only unpinned copies can be

discarded during maintenance operations. Weihl and Wang [WeW90] claim that their

method can be imposed on any B-tree algorithm that uses coherent shared memory.

They implemented algorithms using Sagiv's improved version of the Blik-tree with

good results.

A Multiple Readers Multiple Writers solution is given by Ishtar [Ish92] for a
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a (A)

32 40

b (A) c (A)

24 27 29 32 36 39

SB

(a) Insertion of key 25 causes overflow; build side branch SB

a (W)

25 32 40

b' b (A) c

24 25 24 27 29 32 36 39

(b) Attach side branch to B-tree

a

25 32 40

b'b b (w) c

24 25 27 29 32 36 39

(c) Remove redundant key values

Figure 3.2: Insertion according to Kwong and Wood [KwW82].

24 25 27 29 32
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variant of the B+-tree data structure. All the nodes in the tree are physically of the

same size but the number of entries in the nodes is variable and keys of different

lengths are allowed. Each entry consists of a (keyvalue,pointer) pair. The leaf nodes

form a doubly linked list but the index nodes are not linked. This data structure

closely resembles the one used in the ARIES/KVL system [Moh90] (see 3.1.6). The

operations include the fetch or search, fetch next, insert and delete of a single key,

and a range scan. The fetch next operation starts from the current leaf node position

and continues the search from there. Because leaf nodes are doubly linked, the search

can continue in both directions. Each update operation is assumed to be atomic and

no other operations, including readers, are allowed until it is complete. The splitting

of full nodes is illustrated in Figure 3.3 where node e is a full leaf node. First (Figure

3.3(a)) two new nodes g and h are created. The key values stored in node e are

divided evenly between them, and the links to each other are established. Node g is

linked with node e's left neighbor node d, and node h with its right neighbor node f.
Next (Figure 3.3(b)) a new entry is inserted in the parent node to point to the left

most new node, i.e. node g. Then the old pointer to node e is replaced by a pointer

to new node h but the key value need not be changed. In the next step the neighbors

of node e reset their pointers, one at a time (Figure 3.3(c)). Eventually all processes

will exit node e, which can be returned to the available memory.

3.1.6. Key Value Locking

The ARIES/KVL (Algorithm for Recovery and Isolation Exploiting Semantics using

Key-Value Locking) [Moh90] is an attempt to improve the System R database man-

ager (see [GMB81]) by enhancing concurrency control, performance and functionality

during all operations. The system guarantees serializability of multiple transactions

in B-trees and rollbacks that do not result in deadlock. Only the leaf nodes are linked,

. __.
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(a) Creation of new nodes g and h
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g h

(b) Changes in parent node c.

a

d e

g h

(c) New tree before the removal of the old node e

Figure 3.3: Illustration of the node split algorithm due to Ishak [1sh92].
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by both a forward and a backward link. The key values are of variable length. Each

node has a modification bit and a delete bit, the first of which is set when the node is

modified, the latter when a node is deleted. Each node has a version number which

is incremented every time it is modified. An important distinction of this algorithm

is its ability to lock individual key values instead of only entire nodes. Only the

page-split and page-delete algorithms must lock entire pages. Key value locking re-

quires looking for the key values immediately preceding or following the current key.

In range locking, a range of key values is locked. There are five operations, namely

search, fetch, fetch next, insert and delete. The search is used by all of the other four

actions to locate the target leaf node. The fetch operation retrieves a record within a

leaf node. The fetch next allows for multiple actions within a given range without a

new search or possibly without changing locks. Locks are held for as short a duration

as possible. Thus the same page may be locked and released more than once by the

same process.

3.1.7. Synchronized Solutions

Algorithms in this group use synchronized processors to complete a transaction. In

other words, all PEs in the system cooperate to achieve a single operation or a batched

group of operations. These solutions use no locks, and no two PEs have access to the

same memory location at the same time. Algorithms for single transactions on bal-

anced m-way search trees are given by Dekel, Peng and Iyengar [DPI86]. Algorithms

for batched operations are due to Paul, Vishkin and Wagener [PVW83] for 2-3 trees,

and due to Higham and Schenk [HiS92] for B-trees.

Dekel et al. [DPI86] propose three balancing algorithms for the MIMD model,

which could be modified to work as construction algorithms. The first algorithm

is a simplification of the general algorithm and assumes a full tree. A PE is as-

:., : ...
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signed to each key, and each calculates the location of the key in the tree, using a

two-dimensional index. The position of each key in the tree can be calculated by

computing the level l of each node and the second index q. All elements with the

same values for 1 and q are grouped in the same node. Then the pointers to the

next level are determined. The set-up time for this algorithm is of O(log2 n) time.

The balance time is of order 0(1) with p = n for n keys, or of order O(n/p) with

p < n. A second algorithm requires one PE for each node in the tree, or for a tree

with n = mh - 1 keys, (mh - 1)/(m - 1) PEs. The third algorithm is the general

case for a tree not necessarily full with n = mh - 1 keys in the tree and other tree

parameters must be computed. Those values are c, the number of keys on the last

level, u, the number of keys in the last node, v, the number of full nodes on the last

level, and w, the inorder index of the rightmost node on the last level. An example of

the last algorithm is given in Figure 3.4 for n = 19, m = 3, and 10 PEs. The values

inside the nodes show the inorder numbering of the key values. Each PE calculates

the two-dimensional index of its assigned node as given in Table 3.1. The other tree

parameters are also given in Table 3.1. Subsequent inserts and deletes may unbal-

ance the tree and the last algorithm can be used to periodically rebalance. There are

two update algorithms, one to insert a key and rebalance the tree if necessary, and

a similar one for a single delete. Both assume a balanced tree before the algorithm

starts. The algorithms compute the new m-way search tree and finds the node where

the change takes place. All inorder indexes after this location are modified by one.

Paul, Vishkin and Wagener [PVW83] present synchronous algorithms for a slightly

modified 2-3 tree. The operations are processed as ordered chains of keys. Assume

there are p processors in the system. Then a chain with p sorted keys is formed,

ko, k1 , k2 , ... , k. 1 . Ultimately, at the end of processing, each PE was assigned exactly

one key value, namely PEo knows key ko, PE1 knows key k1 , etc. During the process-
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PEO (1,1)

9 17

PEI (2,1 PE2 (2,2) PE3 (2,3)

3 6 12 15 18 19

1 2 4 5 [; 8 10 11 13 14 16

PE4 (3,1) PE5 (3,2) PE6 (3,3) PE7 (3,4) PE8 (3,5) PE9 (3,6)

Figure 3.4: Dekel, Peng and Iyengar's third algorithm [DP186] for m-way search trees.

Table 3.1: Tree parameters in the general tree balancing algorithm by [DP186].

Individual Two-dimensional Indexing

PE, 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Index (1,1) (2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (3,1) (3,2) (3,3) (3,4) (3,5) (3,6)

Tree Parameters

h=2 c=11 u=1 v=5 w=16

~_.,.
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e

[

Figure 3.5: A 2-3 tree according to Paul et al. [PVW83].

ing, each chain is broken up into subchains, and assigned to the processor correspond-

ing to its smallest index. Thus chain k1, ... , k, is a subchain of chain k0 , k1 , k2 , ... ,k_1

and is assigned to PEI. Chain k1,..., k, splits into two subchains, k1, ..., kmi- assigned
to PEI, and km, ... , k,. assigned to PE. A chain splits, approximately in the middle,
if it hits a label x for x such that k1  X k, for l $ r. Processing stays on the same

level in the tree after a split occurred but an additional processor becomes active. An

example search for the values in a chain co = 11, 12,35,38,45, 76 in the 2-3 tree is

shown in Figure 3.5 and in Table 3.2. The results of the search action are shown in

bold face.

The insert algorithm proceeds in a similar manner. The search algorithm is used

to find insertion locations, i.e. wherever the search algorithm returns a not found.

Each node gets at most three new children to insert. If the number of old children and

number of new children K 3 then one processor takes over and the other(s) become(s)

inactive. Otherwise, new leaf nodes are created and adjustments in the parent nodes
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Table 3.2: Search in a 2-3 tree according to Paul et al. [PVW83].

Step Active] Current Hit Next Action]
PE Chain Node Split or search

1 PEo 11, 12, 35, 38, 45, 76 Y root (a) [(0 + 5)/2] = 3
ko, "..."k5

2 PEo 11, 12, 35 Y root (a) [(0+2)/2] = 1
PE3  38, 45, 76 Y root (a) [(3 + 5)/2] = 4

3 PEo 11 N left child (b)
PE 1  12, 35 Y root (a) [(1 + 2)/2] = 2
PE3  38 N middle child (c)
PE4  45, 76 Y root (a) [(4 + 5)/2] = 5

4 PEo 11 N middle child (f)
PE1  12 N left child (b)
PE2  35 N middle child (c)
PE 3  38 N middle child (i)
PE4  45 N middle child (c)
PE5  75 N right child (d)

5 PEo 11 N leaf node (f) not found
PE 1  12 N middle child (f)
PE 2  35 N left child (h)
PE 3  38 N leaf node (i) not found
PE4  45 N middle child (i)
PE5  75 N middle child (k)

6 PE1  12 N leaf node (f) not found
PE2  35 N leaf node (h) found
PE4  45 N leaf node (i) found
PE5 75 N leaf node (k) not found
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Figure 3.6: Insertion of chain co = 11, 12,13,14 in Paul et al. [PVW83]
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Table 3.3: Insertion of chain co = 11, 12,13,14 in Paul et al. [PVW83].

Step Active Current New Node Other

PE Chain Chain ID Before After Action

1 PEi co = 11, 12,13,14  f [(0 + 3)/21 = 2
ci = 13 insert k2 = 13

C2 = 11,12

2 PE c1 = 13 f 15 20 13 15 20 [(0 + 3)/21 = 2
3 PEi c 2.= 11,12 f [(0 + 1)/21 = 1

c4 = 12 insert k1 = 12

c2 = 11

4 PE2  c4 = 12 f 13 15 20 12 13 node split
c6= 1 3 f' 1520 add13 to b

5 PE, c6 = 13 b 10 20 30 10 13 node split
c7= 13 b' 2030 add13 to a

PE C5 =11 f 1213 111213
PEk c3 =14 f' 1520 141520

6 PET C7 = 13 a 30 45 80 13 30 node split
c8 = 30 a' 4580 add 30 new root

7 PEm c8 = 30 r 30

are made. Only one processor remains active for each node. If the chains remain

long at the leaf node level, then their insertion can be pipelined. Each chain splits in

the middle and the middle element is inserted. This is repeated recursively. After at

most [log2pl splits all the chains have unit length. It is not necessary to wait until

an insertion is completed before starting the next one; the next insert can safely be

started after at most three stages. Insertion of chain co = 11, 12, 13,14 in node f of

the tree from Figure 3.5 is shown in Table 3.3. Insertion starts with the middle node

in the chain. Each processor becomes inactive as it finishes its task(s). The resulting

tree is given in Figure 3.6. All new nodes in the tree are shown shaded.

Similarly, there are also two delete algorithms, one that uses chains and the other

one pipelines. In the former, the search algorithm is run and all the keys in the chain

present in the leaf nodes are marked. One processor places the marks for each leaf

node, and all the other processors become inactive. In stage 1 of the delete algo-

F, -- - ,, " _. . I '' sm-IN-6- - , " -W- - -, --- --- , _ -, - _- -.
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rithm, all the marked leaves are deleted. If at least one child remains, the processor

becomes inactive. Otherwise, each parent of a marked node checks the number of its

grandchildren. If there are at least four, redistribution takes place, otherwise the tree

is reduced in height. At each stage the active processors must be chosen with great

care to avoid read and write conflicts.

Very similar algorithms are presented by Higham and Schenk [HiS92], who give

search, insert and delete algorithms to maintain a B-tree on an EREW PRAM. The

data structure is a standard B-tree of order m which stores n key values and is

implemented as a doubly linked list of n records. Initially all available memory

is stored as a linear array. As the B-tree grows (shrinks), the available memory

is managed in a free list, a linked list of balanced binary trees, which are allocated

(deallocated) as blocks. The algorithms themselves proceed as those due to [PVW83].

3.1.8. Synchronous Distributed Solutions

Synchronous solutions are given by Pramanik and Kim [PrK88] and Matsliach and

Schmueli [MaS90]. In both solutions multiple processors cooperate to achieve a single

operation at a time, and both require special hardware to allow synchronized disk

accesses. Both use reduced height trees by way of increasing the node size.

The Height-Compressed-B-tree (or HCB-tree) was proposed by Pramanik and Kim

[PrK88] for distributed processing. The HCB-tree is a B+-tree whose height is reduced

by compression. One of the main advantages of the HCB-tree lies in lowering the

I/O time since a smaller number of disk accesses is needed, and the frequency of

restructuring is reduced. Each node in the logical B-tree is allowed to grow d times its

normal size. This does not always improve the performance, and may actually degrade

it in certain circumstances. For its implementation, the system needs specialized,

parallel input/output hardware. It has d synchronized disks, each with its own simple

.. ..-
yaw;:<. ... , ... 
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processor, and all the Read/Write heads are in the same position on the disks. The

disk access time is the same as that for a single disk, in this case the access time for

the slowest disk. Each logical node in the HCB-tree is divided into d subnodes, and

all the subnodes of the same logical node are accessed using the same pointer. An

example tree for two disks is shown in Figure 3.7. Disk 1 is shown unshaded, disk

2 is shown shaded. The dashed lines show the logical HCB-tree node. Results of

the individual disk operations are sent to the main processor. The search for a given

key value is performed on each subnode in parallel. Assume that kv8 is the search

key, and L is the pointer to the current node. Initially L is the address of the root

node. Then L and kv 8 are broadcast by the main processor to all the disk processors.

First there is a test to see if L is a leaf node. If so, the leaf node is searched for kv,.

Otherwise each disk processor finds a pair (kvi, L) in its subnode according to the
following rule: Each kv, value in the subnode is subtracted from kv 8 . The smallest

non-negative value together with its companion pointer L are sent back to the main
processor. Next the main processor finds the minimum of all the kvi's it received and
broadcasts the next pair consisting of kVmin and its companion pointer Lmin to all
the disks. If there is no non-negative value, the next pointer to be followed is L0 .

Insertion is straightforward if the insert node is not full, and the new record and
value are added to a subnode. Since the key values are not sorted within a node, it
does not matter exactly where in the node the new key value is inserted. When a
leaf node is full, all subnodes of the leaf are written to an internal buffer and sorted;
d new nodes are created and the sorted keys are divided between them. After the
split, all subnodes are written back to the disks, and a new index value is added to
the parent node. As always, this process can propagate upwards along the access
path up to the root. The insert-with-split procedure in this algorithm is an expensive
process. However, because of the characteristics of the HCB-tree, splits occur d times

_,
; . . w .. ,_, R ,,-.
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a

b d

Figure 3.7: Distributed B-tree over two processors by Pramanik and Kim [PrK88].

less frequently than in conventional B-trees. The insertion of a key value of 25 is
illustrated in Figure 3.8 for a tree where d = 2. The key belongs in leaf node c, but

the node is full. All keys are written into buffer, sorted, and split into nodes c and

c'. The new nodes are then written back to the disks as shown in Figure 3.8(a). A

new index value is added to the parent node a of c and c', but since that node is also

full, another node split takes place. This step is illustrated in Figure 3.8(b). The

new HCB-tree is shown in Figure 3.8(c). A detailed delete or merge algorithm is not

available. In this method only one search or insert process is performed at a time.

Matsliach and Shmueli [MaS9O] propose algorithms for another B+-tree variant.
The conceptual B-tree is distributed among a number of disks, each controlled by its

own processor, which may reside in different sites. Each processor is connected to the
host computer via a local broadcast network. Any message sent by a processor can

be heard by all others. The root node of the B-tree permanently resides in the host

processor. There is only one active transaction in the system at any time instant.
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(c) Resulting tree with a new root node.

Figure 3.8: Insertion of key value 25 in the HCB-tree.
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The current task is broadcast by the host computer and each processor executes it

on its own data. A successful processor broadcasts its results to all other processors.

The B-tree is distributed among the disks as follows. Each disk has its own section of

the tree, a cut, the size of a disk page, and accesses only its own cut. A processor is

not required to know anything about other cuts in the node. As in [PrK88], each cut

within a node resides at the same physical disk address. Figure 3.9 shows an example

of a conceptual B+-tree. The leftmost (rightmost) block holds the smallest (largest)

key value in the subtree, and an asterisk (*) is used to indicate infinity. Figure 3.10

shows how the tree is distributed over two disks. Disk 1 is shown unshaded, disk

2 is shown shaded. Each node pointer is labeled Lx where x is the node number.

Each record pointer shows the record key in bold face. The labeled pointers are used

to identify the connections between the nodes and cuts. Pointers to the records are

not shown in the figures. The last value in each node is an upper bound and is not

followed by a pointer to a record. Leaf nodes do not contain a lower bound as the

internal nodes do.

To search for a key, the root is searched and the next pointer is broadcast. Each

processor searches its cut of the node for the next entry. The processor who finds

the correct pointer in its cut broadcasts a successful search message with the next

pointer. The processor whose cut contains the key value will know the disk and the

address where the record is stored, and sends it to all the other processors.

Once the insert algorithm knows the insert node, each processor p in the system

checks its partition of the node and determines if the new entry should be inserted

in its cut or not. Only one processor will insert the key. Three possible situations

can occur. (i) There is enough space in the target cut to insert the new reference,

it is added, and insertion terminates. (ii) The local cut is full, but there is space in

the conceptual node. Then keys are shifted between processors to make space in the

. ._:_.. _ ,.fi .. _.
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Figure 3.9: A conceptual B+-tree according to Matsliach and Schmueli [MaS90].

target cut and the new key value is inserted. This process is illustrated by insertion

of a key value of 4 in Figure 3.11. To the left the initial status of the leaf node is

shown. The cut of L3 in Disk 1 is full, but there is still space in the cut on Disk 2,

and some key values are shifted to make place for a new key. Figure 3.11 on the right

shows the new conceptual node. (iii) The local cut and the conceptual node are both

full. Then a node split is necessary and each processor computes which of its entries

should be moved to a new conceptual leaf node. Insertion of a new index value in

the parent node proceeds along similar lines. The deletion algorithm is similar to the

insertion algorithm.

3.1.9. Asynchronous Distributed Solutions

Asynchronous distributed solutions for a binary+ forest are due to Shasha and Good-

man [ShG88]. They modify their optimistic descent algorithm for the binary+-tree.

The forest consists of d fixed binary+-trees with d distinct root nodes that all share
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Figure 3.11: Insertion of key value 4 in Matsliach and Shmueli [MaS90].

the same leaf nodes. The internal nodes of the tree can be shared or not, but perfor-

mance is better if the internal nodes and the root nodes all carry the same values. The

search, insert and delete algorithms are as in the shared memory algorithms discussed

earlier, except that they may now originate from any root node. The restructuring

algorithm is more complex since multiple copies of the internal nodes (up to one for

each of the d trees) exist. All the ancestor nodes and the two leaf nodes are locked

before redistribution starts. Changes to the leaf nodes are made first, and then the

ancestor nodes are changed one at a time. An improved algorithm does not require

that all the ancestor nodes be locked at the beginning of the modification algorithm.

Instead, the redistribution is done in two phases. First, only the two adjacent leaf

nodes are locked, and only changes to those two nodes are made. Then the changes

to the ancestor nodes are made but only one node at a time is locked. This increases

concurrency, but it also makes it possible for the search algorithm to arrive at the

wrong node. In that case, the search process must traverse the leaf nodes until it

finds the right node. A further optimization includes the use of version numbers to

prevent old versions from overwriting more recent ones.
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3.2. B-tree Construction

A few concurrent algorithms exists for the construction of B-trees. Dekel, Peng and

Iyengar [DPI86] propose balancing algorithms which are in fact also construction

algorithms for balanced m-way search trees. Their algorithms run in O(log2 n) time

for p = n processors, or in O(log2 n + n/p) time for p < n processors. Deo, Jain and

Medidi [DJM92] present parallel algorithms for the construction of minimal height

(a, b)-trees, which are a generalization of the 2-3-tree, 2-3-4-tree and B-tree, where

a > 2 and b > (2a - 1). On the EREW PRAM model, the time complexity is

O(n/p + loglogn) with p < n/loglogn processors, and on the CREW PRAM model

O(n/p) with p < n processors. Cost-optimal parallel algorithms for the construction

of B-trees are proposed by Wang, Chen and Yu [WCY91] requiring O(loglogn) time

and n/loglogn processors on the EREW model, 0(1) time with n processors on the

CREW model. A unified algorithm for constructing m-way search trees and (a, b)-

trees is proposed by Das and Min [DaM93] which requires O(n/p + loglogn) on the

EREW model and O(n/p) on the CREW model. All these algorithms apply to the

construction of B-trees on the PRAM model. In B+-trees, the internal nodes are used

only as indices, and all the data are stored in the leaf nodes. A Blnk-tree construction

algorithm is proposed in the next chapter.

3.3. Linear Hashing Algorithms

Concurrent algorithms for dynamic hash tables are far fewer than for B-trees, and

exist only for exponential, extendible and linear hashing.

Extendible hashing, proposed by Fagin et al. [FNP79], has a directory where each

entry points to a data page. Initially all directory entries point to the same page.

When an insertion causes a data page overflow, it splits in two. Half of the pointers

o. ,:,r . ,
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point to the old page, and the other half are reset to point to the new page. Eventually

the directory can become too small and then it doubles in size. Concurrent extendible

hashing algorithms are due to [HsY86, Kum90].

Hsu and Yang's [HsY86] concurrent implementation of the extendible hashing

algorithm includes search, insert and delete algorithms. A split algorithm is also

included, but underflow due to delete is ignored. The search algorithm proceeds as

in the sequential case. The critical point for the search is not to get lost when a

concurrent insert causes splits. The authors use retry logic to solve this problem

as follows. When a search operation can not locate a key, it checks if any changes

have happened in the directory. If not, then the key is not in the file. If a change

happened in the directory, it restarts the search. This may continue until no directory

change took place between two consecutive checks, or until the search is successful.

Two concurrent insert operations may interfere with each other even if they insert

different keys. The problem could be solved by requiring locks on the directories

and the bucket chains involved in the insert. In this algorithm the authors use a

combination of locks on the data pages and retry logic similar to the one used in the

search algorithm. After a lock on a data page is obtained but before any changes

are made, a verification of the directories contents is required. If the the verification

fails, the current data page is unlocked, a lock on the new data page is obtained, and

verification is repeated. A lock on a data page holds until the required changes in

the directories are made. A complication of the extendible hashing scheme is that

a single data page split may not be enough. It is possible that all keys map to the
same data page again, and thus another split is required. The algorithm calculates

the maximum number of new pages needed and locks the splitting and all the newly

created buckets until the end of the operation. The delete algorithm is along the same
lines as the insert, but it does not include provisions for handling underflow. Empty
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pages are allowed to exist.

Concurrent extendible hashing algorithms, called EHCW (Extendible Hashing

Cautious Waiting) presented by Kumar [Kum90] are based on [HsY86]. Here also the

verification technique is used to limit the number and duration of locks. In [HsY86]

a single level verification process on the data page is used, while for the algorithms

in [Kum90] verification takes place on the directory level as well as on the data page

level. It allows for more flexibility, a higher concurrency and reduced locking overhead,

although it can result in multiple retries and process rollback. Directory expansion

and contraction algorithms are given. The dynamic directory is supported by a new

lock type, which allows concurrent searches and record modifications and sometimes

also concurrent data page split or merge operations.

Exponential hashing, introduced by Lomet [Lom83], uses a directory in which

each entry points to a bucket or bucket chain. The directory is static but the size of

the bucket is variable, and overflow (underflow) is resolved by creating a new bucket

twice (half) the size of the old one. The concurrent solutions proposed by Shasha

and Goodman [ShG88] are based on these algorithms. They assume a fixed directory,

which is not allowed to grow or shrink. Restructuring happens asynchronously in the

cleanup phase and in memory management. Each directory entry points to a linked

list of bucket chains, where each bucket stores the keys. The chain may hold old

pages which will eventually be removed during a cleanup phase. The last bucket in

the chain is the most recent version. A record is located in two phases. First, its

key is hashed to determine its directory entry. Then the chain linked to the directory

is traversed until the most recent bucket is reached. During inserts or deletes the

bucket is write-locked. When a bucket becomes too large or too small, a new bucket

is created. The size of the new bucket is larger than the old one by a power of two,

or when the old bucket becomes too large, the new bucket is smaller by a power of
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Figure 3.12: Exponential hashing according to Shasha and Goodman [ShG88].

two. Restructuring happens in three phases. First, all the keys are copied from the

old bucket to the new one, and the old bucket points is set to point at the new one.

Next the directory entry is adjusted to point to the new bucket. Only the directory

entry to be changed is locked for a short time until the change is completed. Version

numbers are used in this phase to assure consistency. Both phases are illustrated in

Figure 3.12. The old bucket is shown shaded in the figure. In a final step the old

bucket is returned to memory. The restructuring process is called by the insert or

delete algorithms, but the bucket release process is asynchronous.

In a distributed version of this algorithm each processor in the system has its own

copy of the directory. This multirooted structure is illustrated in Figure 3.13, and

it shows the old bucket shaded. All the algorithms remain unchanged except for the

clean-up phase. Since multiple copies of the directory exist, it is necessary to change

the appropriate directory entry in each of the copies.

Sequential Linear hashing was introduced by Litwin [Lit80], and concurrent algo-

rithms were proposed in [E1187, OuA89, SPW90]. The algorithms due to Ellis [E1187]

are for a hash file stored on disk, while those due to Severance et al. [SPW90] are

for a memory resident database. The algorithms in [OuA89] are similar to [E1187].

In linear hashing, a remainder function is used to hash a key to a primary bucket.
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Multiple Distributed Directories

Bucket chains
(shaded = old bucket)

Figure 3.13: Multirooted hash structure according to Shasha and Goodman [ShG88].

When the bucket is full, the key is added to an overflow chain. Full buckets eventually

divide, either through controlled or uncontrolled splits. The former occurs when the

load factor exceeds a predetermined threshold, the latter whenever a bucket overflows.

The algorithms in [E1187] are based on a contiguous linear file and appear to allow a

high degree of concurrency for randomly spaced key values. A small number of locks

is necessary for each process, and the most expensive lock, the exclusive-lock on the

root, is held only for a short time. Assuming a random distribution of transaction

requests, the degree of concurrency is limited by the number of processes or 0(p) for

readers and non-conflicting updaters. Detailed concurrent algorithms are given in the

next chapter.

In the linear hashing algorithm due to [SPW9O], buckets are stored in main mem-

ory, and are accessed through a hash directory. There are two computations: (i)

locate the bucket; (ii) identify the correct record chain within the bucket. The hash

address is split into two groups of bits, one part to locate the directory, the other one

to locate the record chain. The index directory entries point to bucket directories.
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Figure 3.14: Data structures for linear hashing according to [SPW9O].

Each bucket directory contains headers to record chains which are implemented using

simple linked lists. The data structures are illustrated in Figure 3.14. There are two

shared global variables. The first one is M, the number of buckets in the file, and

corresponds to the quantity N* 2level discussed in [E1187]. The other variable P points

to the next bucket to split. To reduce hot spot contention for the shared variables, the

authors use distributed locks and variables, and retry logic. Each processor has in its

own memory a copy of the directory index, as well as local copies of M and P which

are used in all hash computations. Global variables M and P also exist but are only

used for reorganization. Local copies of M and P may be out of date, which results

in incorrect hash address calculations. Reconfiguration of correct hash addresses are

done based on retry logic. Multi-threaded logic allows concurrent restructuring.
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Table 3.4: Overview of concurrent tree algorithms.

Concurrent Tree Algorithms

Architecture Concurrency Single Read Multiple Read [Multiple Read

Control Single Write. Single Write Multiple Write

Shared Naive [Sam76] B-tree [BaS77] B+-tree [Ell80a] binary
Memory Lock [Par77] B+-tree [Ell80a] binary [Ell80b] 2-3 tree

Coupling [Ell80b] 2-3 tree
[MaL84] binary

Optimistic [BaS77] B+-tree [Loy9l] 0-tree

Descent [ShG88] B+-tree

[ShG88] binary

Pessimistic [MoR85] B+-tree
Descent
Link [LeY81] Bl $k-tree
Type [Sag86] Blink-tree

[DJS90] Blink-tree
[FKa89] Blink-tree

Data [KuL80] binary [KwW82] B+-tree [Ish92] B+-tree
Duplication [WeW90] Blink-tree

Key Value [Moh90] B+-tree
Locking
Synchronous [DPI86] m-way [PVW83] 2-3 tree

[HiS92] B-tree

DMA Synchronous [PrK90] B-tree

[MaS90] B-tree

Asynchronous [ShG88] binary

3.4. Summary

The concurrent B-tree algorithms from the literature are summarized in Table 3.4.

The table shows the concurrency control methods discussed in this chapter and the

number of concurrent readers and writers allowed on the same critical path for each

solution. The same type of information is given for concurrent hashing algorithms,

including static ones, in Table 3.5. Figure 3.15 gives an overview of and identifies the

concurrency control methods employed in each category of the concurrent algorithms

included in this survey.
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Table 3.5: Overview of concurrent hash algorithms.

Concurrent Hash Algorithms

Architecture Algorithm Single Read Multiple Read Multiple Read
type Single Write Single Write Multiple Write

Shared Linear [E1187] [SPW90]
Memory [OuA89]

Exponential [ShG88]
Extendible [HsY86]

[Kum90]
Distributed Open Hash [GG177]
Memory [HNS84]

Chained [HNS84] [DiG9O]
Exponential [ShG88]

TREES & HASH TABLES

SMA DMA

B-trees binary other B-trees binary other
trees trees

NLC OD PD LS DD KVL SYN SYN ASYN

Legend

SMA: Shared Memory Algorithms DMA: Distributed Memory Algorithms

NLC: Naive Lock-Coupling OD: Optimistic Descent
LS: Link Solutions PD: Pessimistic Descent
DD: Data Duplication KVL: Key Value Locking
SYN: Synchronous Solutions ASYN: Asynchronous Solutions

Figure 3.15: Organization of algorithms according to concurrency control.
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CHAPTER 4

LOCKED AND PARTITIONED MODELS

This chapter introduces the partitioned model, a new method developped here, that

allows concurrency without locks, retries or processor synchronization. Instead, the

data are partitioned among the processors, and each processor is allowed to work in-

dependently. This model is applied to shared memory and distributed memory mul-

tiprocessors. Algorithms for the partitioned model applied to Blink-tree construction,

search, insert, and node traversal are given, as well as search and insert algorithms for

linear hashing. This chapter also contains detailed descriptions of locked algorithms

for Buink-trees due to [LeY81, Sag86, DJS90b], and linear hashing due to [E1187].

4.1. Lock-based Methods

In the lock-based methods, locking one or more nodes is the main (or only) concur-

rency control method. Over time, the number of locks needed is gradually reduced

from several (>3) in the earlier algorithms [LeY81], to just one in the later research

[Sag86, DJS90b], including the results in this dissertation. Existing research on trees

indicated that the concurrent Blink-tree algorithms gave the best performance results

of all implemented B-tree algorithms. For this reason, those algorithms were selected

as representative for inclusion in the experimental research. I implemented the Blink-

tree algorithms due to [LeY81] with the improvements made by [Sag86]. The [E1187]

linear hashing algorithms were implemented with the addition of multithreads sim-

ilar to those used in [SPW90]. The linear hashing algorithms were selected based

on the availability of the most extensive, detailed algorithms, as well as on their
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implement ability. The disk-based solutions were selected in order to have results

comparable to those obtained for the B-tree algorithms, which are all disk-based

solutions. Detailed descriptions of these algorithms are presented below.

4.1.1. Blink-type Algorithms

The First Blink-tree Algorithm

Lehman and Yao [LeY81] modified the B+-tree in two ways, and called it a Blink-tree.

A high key field is added to each node and holds the upper bound of the values stored

in the node. A single link pointer is added to every node, and connects it with its right

neighbor. The rightmost node on every level gets a nil pointer. This allows a process

to travel horizontally as well as vertically in the tree. Starting from the leftmost

node, an entire level can be traversed using the link pointers. Link pointers provide

an additional path and allow more concurrency in the structure during transactions

that alter the tree.

Starting at the root, the search algorithm finds the correct pointer to follow and

moves on to the child node on the next level. If the search key is less than the

highest value (i.e. high key) in the node, the search branches down to the next level.

Otherwise it follows the link pointer to the right neighbor and continues the search

from there. A read-lock (R) is placed on the current node, and this process is repeated

until a leaf node is reached. Figure 4.1 illustrates the search algorithm in a Blink-tree

without split nodes. Figure 4.2 illustrates searching for the same key values in a tree

with one split node. The high key is in italics in the illustrations and the leaf nodes

are shown shaded. (R) indicates a read-lock on a node. Eventually a tree with a

split node will be changed back to a well formed Blink-tree. Table 4.1 illustrates a

search in a tree with a split node. Searches for key values 16 and 5 are affected by

.il ti .. ,« .. ern::,..,re-a_4..:#,a iA4n. w:d.._::; .YYa.,- w .:.. . ,--. _ .. - - -
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a

21 21 NIL PE2

b NIL

10 10

- F-PE 3

d (R) e (R) 32 40 40 --- -NIL

f g h (R)

NIL

Figure 4.1: Four concurrent searches in a Blink-tree in [[LeY81].

the existence of a split node in the tree.

In the insert algorithm the search path is saved on a stack for possible later use.

If the leaf is safe, then the insert is simple - the key value and pointer to the actual

record are inserted preserving correct ordering within the node, and only the insertion

node is write-locked. This process is illustrated in Figure 4.3 for an insert key = 22.

The insertion node b is write-locked. If the leaf node is unsafe for insertion, then it

Table 4.1: Four concurrent searches in a Blink-tree with split nodes in [LeY81].

Processor 0 12 _ 3
Statement Key = 16 Key = 42 Key = 52 Key = 5

1 a[R a] a[R a] a[R a] a[R a]

2 b[R b] e[R e] f[R f] b[R b]
found Key found Key found Key

3 c[R c] ... ...

found Key ... ...

4 ... ... ... ...

. , , _ .. ... r .-.. . . . _ N .. -
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a

21 32 40 40 NIL PE2 -I

-PE PEENIL

b (R) c (R)

d ef(R)

W . NIL

Figure 4.2: Four concurrent searches in a Blink-tree with split nodes in [LeY81].

must split. All the keys are sorted, a new node is created and half of the keys are

copied to it. The other half remains in the original node. For example, let us insert a

key value of 25, as shown in Figure 4.4. The new key causes a split of node b, as shown

in Figure 4.4(a). Node b is split into b and b'. The link pointer and high key field of b'

gets the address in the link pointer. The high key field value of b respectively, which

in turn receives the address of b', and the high key field of b gets a new high key. The

next step, shown in Figure 4.4(b), is to add a new index and pointer to the parent

node of b. Until that step is complete, b and b' are treated as one by other processes

which may temporarily go to the right instead of down during a search. Splits can

propagate upwards in the tree, along the access path saved on the stack. There are

at most three write-locks required, and the locks are in place for a short duration.

Deletion is accomplished by simply allowing a leaf to have less than the minimum

number of key values. After locating the correct node, the key value along with its

dependent pointer, is marked as deleted. The remaining key values in the node are

11". "1,-#, - a., SO& - , - I - I -- ,- - - - ,#A
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- 32

.

Figure 4.3: Insertion in a Blink-tree in Lehman and Yao.

b

- 22 24 25 27 32 32 ...

b b'

22 24 25 25 27 32 32 +. . .

(a) Insertion causes overflow and split

a

25 32 40 40 . .

b' c

(b) Insert new key in parent node

Figure 4.4: Insertion with node split according to Lehman and Yao.
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moved to the left. Thus these solutions do not include key redistribution and node

merge algorithms.

Improvements on the Blink-tree

Sagiv [Sag86] designed algorithms to cleanup some of the details left unattended to

by Lehman and Yao. Improvements occur in two areas. Sagiv devises a new method

for tree compression that can run concurrently with other processes. The algorithm

is triggered when the tree becomes too sparse. The second improvement is in the

insertion process, where the maximum number of nodes locked is reduced from three

to one. In order to make these improvements possible, two more fields are added to

each node, namely a delete-bit and a low key. The low key has the same value as

the high key in its left sibling, and is smaller than any value in the node. The delete

bit is used in the deletion and tree restructuring processes. The search algorithm in

[Sag86] is almost identical to that in [LeY81], except when a process finds itself in a

node whose delete bit is set. Then the search is abandoned and restarted from the

root. Sagiv corrects the insert algorithm to allow the creation of a new root node for

the B-tree. This occurs when insertion of a new key causes node splits all the way to

the top level of the tree, and the root node has no room for a new key value. Sagiv's

delete algorithm is the same as the one in [LeY81].

Later de Jonge and Schijf [DJS90b] use the same Blink-tree with the adaptation

of the delete bit but without the low key field. Their solution ensures continuation of

the search by forcing the algorithm to follow the link pointer instead of starting over.

When a split creates a new node, the index is not immediately adjusted. Instead a

message is sent to the maintenance process with information on the newly created

node. There the structure modiciation resquest is queued and a maintenance algo-

rithm adjusts the index at a later time. The delete process also resembles [LeY81]

I- - -"""Wwarm- -140 , - -1-1 - -- - -
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and [Sag86]. A record modification algorithm allows changes made to the contents

of an existing record. In records of fixed length, changes to anything other than the

key are simple, since the modified record can be rewritten to the same location. In

variable length records, however, a new location for the record may be necessary.

In that case and whenever a key is modified, a delete process followed by an insert

process is necessary.

In Sagiv's compression algorithm, each node in the tree is examined and data are

redistributed to the left or right neighbor as necessary. Nodes can remain the same,

be deleted or changed during this process. A node is deleted when two adjacent nodes

together have m or fewer key values. All values are stored in one node, and the other

one is removed. If the two nodes together have more than m key values, but one of

them has less than the required minimum, the keys are redistributed, and changes

are reflected in the parent node. The algorithm allows key values to be moved to

the right or to the left. This makes it possible for a search to get lost, and forces a

restart. In [DJS90b] only the maintenance process is allowed to make changes to the

index set. Locks are not required in the index by search or update processes, only by

the maintenance process. A variable, rootlevel, keeps track of the level of the root.

An array, leftmost, holds pointers to the leftmost node at each level of the tree. Both

leftmost and rootlevel are updated only by the maintenance process. Central to the

maintenance process is the procedure reorganize, which has two parameters, level and

load factor. It reorganizes one level of the tree from left to right. When it terminates,

all the nodes on that level (except possibly the rightmost one), have an occupancy

level at least equal to the load factor. The maintenance process only moves data

from left to right, in contrast to the approach taken in [Sag86]. Adjustments on level

i + 1 are made without regard for node fullness. The procedure can be set up to

reorganize part of the B-tree or the entire tree level by level, where the levels can
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be chosen at random or not. Not all levels need to be reorganized with the same

frequency. Changes are more likely to occur in the lower levels of the B-tree and

therefore those levels need reorganization more often. It is also possible to allow a

different occupation density on each level of. the tree, varying between 50% and 98%.

4.1.2. Linear Hashing

The concurrent linear hashing algorithms due to Ellis [E1187], are based on a con-

tiguous linear hashfile. The file is organized as a linear sequence of buckets. Three

essential variables, called root variables, are shared. They are the variable level, the

next pointer and pointers to the bucket chains. A small number of locks is neces-

sary for each process, and the most expensive locks, namely the write-locks and the

exclusive-locks on the root variables, are held only for a short time. Primary buck-

ets and their dependent overflow chain are locked as a unit. The data structures

are outlined in Figure 4.5. Three types of locks are used to control access to the

shared variables. The read-lock is used by the read, insert and delete procedures

and is compatible with other read-locks and write-locks. The write-lock is used by

the split, insert and delete operations, and is compatible with read-locks only. The

exclusive-lock is used by the merge procedure, and is not compatible with any other

lock type.

To allow concurrency of read procedures with a split operation, a local variable,

11 (for local level), is added to each bucket. An operation can check if it has the right

bucket through a hash loop which works as follows. A key is hashed to a bucket using

the initial value of level. If the value of il in the destination bucket matches the value

of level, the correct bucket was found. Otherwise the hash is redone using the value

level + 1. Thus potentially obsolete information can be accessed but remedial access

is possible through related buckets. The search processes must be prevented from

._,
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Local Level

Count

Bucket number

Count
Key
Values Pointer to overflow bucket

Bucket Overflow chain

Figure 4.5: Data structures used in the [E1187] linear hashing algorithm.

prematurely accessing a new chain still being created by a concurrent split and from

seeing incorrect values in the shared variables, level and next. This is achieved by the

order in which changes are made. A newly created bucket is written to the disk first.

Since the old bucket with its new value for ll is not yet rewritten, no other process

knows it has split. After the old bucket is rewritten, the next pointer is updated and

then level is updated if necessary. If insert causes overflow, other processes must be

prevented from accessing the splitting bucket. A write-lock is put on the root and

on the next variable and stays in place until all the keys in the bucket are rehashed

and next is updated. The write-lock will not stop concurrent search operations but

will prevent concurrent merge operations since those require an exclusive-lock on the

root. If a delete operation results in an empty bucket and causes underflow, a merge

operation takes place. The merge requires an exclusive-lock on the root, as well as

exclusive-locks on both buckets involved in the merge. Once the locks are granted,

the exclusive-lock on the root is downgraded to a write-lock. The merge operation

then completes, without preventing other operations from continuing, and all locks

are released. Figures 4.6 through 4.8 illustrates first an overflow resulting in a bucket
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level next

0 1 2 3 4

8 1 10 7 12
9 15
21 19

1=11 1 11=1 11=1 1=

25~ 39

Figure 4.6: Insertion of key 25 in bucket 1 causes overflow in [E1187].

split and then an underflow resulting in a bucket merge. Table 4.2 shows an example

concurrent execution of all three processes. Process P1 inserts key 25, process P2

deletes key 10, and process P3 searches for key 21.

In the current implementations, the Ellis algorithm is improved by allowing multi-

ple inserts and splits at the same time. Instead of waiting until the split is complete,

the root variables are changed immediately, and their lock is released. The bucket

split then continues but the root variables are now available for the next update

transaction.

4.2. The Partitioned Data Model

Most concurrent algorithms in the literature for B-trees or linear hashing use either

locks, retry or processor synchronization for concurrency control. In this section a

method developped by myself is introduced, which does not require any locks, retries

or processor synchronization. Processors are allowed to work independently from

-" .. -,... .... .... ,. 
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level NEXT

Ei ]2

0 1 2 3 4 5

8 10 7 12
15

19

39

Figure 4.7: Overflow and subsequent bucket split in [E1187].

level NEXT

L1 1

0 1 2 3 4

8 12
15
19

=1 2 11 1= |= | -2

Y;Y..s ",,,,

Figure 4.8: Underflow and subsequent merge in [E1187].
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Table 4.2: Concurrent insert, delete and search processes in [E1187].

P1 : Insert 25 P2 : Delete 10 P3 : Search 21
LocateLock:
lock(Read, root)
read level (=1)
hash: bucket 0
compare: 0 < 1
rehash: bucket 0
lock (Write, 0)
getchain: 0

Il = level => continue
Addrec:
add 25
write overflow bucket
write primary bucket
unlock (Write, 0)

Split:
lock(Write,root)=>success
lock( Write, 1)
getchain(1)
construct new chain
rehash keys
write new bucket 5
rewrite bucket 1
increment NEXT
unlock(Write, root)
unlock( Write, 1)

LocateLock

lock(Read, root)
read level (=1)
hash: bucket 2

compare: 2 > 1
lock (Write, 2)
getchain: 2
ii = level => continue
Delrec:
remove 10

unlock (Write, 2)

Merge:
lock(Ex,root)=fail
wait

lock succeeds
decrement NEXT

lock(Ex,1)
lock(Ex,5) => fail
wait

lock -- + success

downgrade lock on root
getchain (1 and 5)
merge: deallocate 5
rewrite bucket 1
unlock(Ex,5)
unlock(Ex, 1)
unlock(Write,root)

LocateLock:

lock(Read,root)
read level
hash: bucket 1

compare 1 < 1

lock(Read, 1)
unlock (Read,root)

getchain (1)
11 # level
rehash with level = 2

lock(Read,5)
unlock(Read,1)

getchain(5)
11 = level -+ quit
search for 13 -+ found
unlock(Read,5)

I

i.. " 
'

_
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each other. Then this method is applied to Blink-trees, linear hashing and Blink-tree

construction in a shared and distributed memory environment.

The partitioned data model is based on the divide-and-conquer strategy. Simi-

lar solutions have been used before in distributed multipocessor systems, including

[MaS90,PrK90]. This technique is applied to the algorithms listed above and then

implemented on a shared memory and distributed multiprocessor system with p pro-

cessors. A given data structure is divided among p processing elements (PEs) such

that partitions are disjoint and of approximately equal size. Each processor PE, has

its own partition with its own data set Di such that for each key value kv E D,

kv D, where 0 K i, j < p and i # j. Each PE is capable of executing its own

programs for search, insert, delete and other operations. The key values are assigned

to a partition through a distribution function. After each processor has constructed

its partition of the data structure, all can be linked together in a shared memory

multiprocessor. This will make it possible to write algorithms where the processors

are able to cooperate with each other and access partitions other than their own, as

for example when a processor becomes overloaded or fails.

4.2.1. Distribution Functions

The functions used to distribute key values to the PEs are crucial in how well the

algorithms perform. The objective is to choose a function which distributes the key

values among the processors so that all have an approximately equal amount of work

to do. The data structure in each partition should also be of approximately the same

size. Assume key values kv, where 0 K kv K Maxvalue, and p, the number of PEs

in the system. The largest possible key value, Maxvalue, is assumed as an upper

bound on the number of keys that can be stored in the data structure. Without loss

of generality, suppose that Maxvalue is a multiple of p. Two distribution functions
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are proposed in the following.

Block Disitribution Function

In the Block Distribution Function (BDF), the range of the key values or data space is

divided into p blocks of equal size, numbered 0 through p - 1. The size of each block

PS= [ M" luel, and the upper and lower limits of each block are calculated. Each PE

is assigned one block and is responsible for the values within its limits. Each key value

is assigned to a block Di, where i = [kv/psj. This function, illustrated in Figure 4.9,

has several advantages. For example in B+-trees, the keys stored in the leaf nodes at

each PE are consecutive. In addition, by traversing the entire sequence set of each

PE, starting from PEo through PE,-1 , all key values in the data set can be accessed in

sorted order, an important attribute for B+-trees. It also allows for straight forward

range search algorithms in B+-trees. Other data structures, such as hash tables, do

not have this advantage. The major disadvantage of the BDF is that it results in

fixed, non-flexible partitions. If the range expands at any time during execution, the

entire data structure has to be reconstructed. Another possible problem is clustering

of key values in certain ranges, which could cause a disproportionate growth of some

partitions. This distribution type works best when the key value range is fixed and

when the data are distributed randomly.

Remainder Distribution Function

In the Remainder Distribution Function (RDF), the data space is still divided into

p equal parts, but the values are not assigned to a partition contiguously. Instead

the first p values, vo, v 1 , ... , v_1 in the data space (not the data set), are distributed

among the partitions such that vo belongs to the partition assigned to PEo, v 1 to

PE1 , and so on. Each group of p values is distributed in the same manner. Using a

ein 0.'++&1?! u L ... $. ,...: .1:. iv.rtiaw.,. .ra'_.. , x.. .d 
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key values Maxvalue
size = (Mv+1)/p Mv

PEO PEl PE2

PEp-1

Figure 4.9: Partition of key values in a range [O,Maxvalue] using BDF.

remainder function, an input key value kv is assigned to a partition D2 belonging to

PE2 where i = kv mod p. For B+-trees this results in partitions where key values are

consecutive within the partition but not within the logical B+-tree. An advantage of

this approach is that key value clustering is expected to have minimal influence on

the relative size of the partitions. Another important advantage is that the resulting

data structure is much more flexible than the one obtained using BDF. All partitions

still have the same maximum size, but that size is not fixed and can expand (or

contract) at any time without reorganizing the data structure. Some disadvantages

are apparent for data structures that by definition allow easy sequential traversal

and range searches. The RDF can not be directly used with some other algorithms

that already rely on the remainder function, such as some types of hash algorithms,

including linear hashing. The distribution according to RDF is shown in Figure 4.10.
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key values Maxvalue

0 size = (Mv+1)/p My

PEO PE1 PE2

PEp-1

Figure 4.10: Partition of key values in a range [0,Maxvalue] using RDF.

4.3. Partitioned Model in Shared Memory

4.3.1. Partitioned Linear Hashing and B+-trees

In the experimental research described in the next chapter, the partitioned data

model is applied to linear hashing and Blink-trees. Once its partition is created, a

processor uses the sequential insert algorithm to add values to the data structure.

Let Ti be the logical B+-tree. Each processor P creates its own B+-tree Ti such that

To U T1 U ... U T_1 = Ti and To fl T1 fl ... fl T_1 = q. Once all the B-tree partitions

are created, they can be linked together. In that case a super root, which is an array

SR of p pointers shared by all the processors, is created. Each element SRI, where

0 < i < p, holds a pointer to the root of tree partition T that belongs to processor

PE2. The rightmost nodes on each level for each tree are linked to the leftmost nodes

in the next tree.

The same method is used to partition the logical hash table Hl such that Ho U

H1 U ... U H_1 = Hl and Ho fl H1 A ... f H_1 = 0. A super structure similar to

the super root for B-trees is constructed to link the hash table partitions together.
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Then each entry in the array points to a PE's directory and its root variables. The

linked partitions give processors the capability to access partitions other than their

own. This is helpful when a processor is underused, becomes overloaded or fails.

4.3.2. Partitioned Bink-tree Construction

The proposed Blink-tree construction algorithm is simple and fast, although not op-

timal, and results in a correct and balanced Blink-tree. Each processor constructs its

own tree from the bottom up. The leaf nodes are created first, one at a time, and the

index is generated as necessary. The algorithm requires two arrays of pointers, first

and last, whose size h is at least the maximum height of the tree. These arrays are

used to point to the first and last nodes respectively on each level of the tree. The

pointers first[i] for 0 K i K h, are initialized to nil and the last-leaf flag is set to

false. The first leaf node, which is also the first root, is created. Both first[] and

last[0] are made to point to the node. Then the algorithm given below continues as

long as there are key values to be added to the tree. Assume that each leaf node

holds k key values, where [m/21 < k < m. The value of k is variable and can be

determined by the application. It is possible to construct a tree where the number

of k keys in each node is maximal. However, the subsequent insert operations in the

tree will cause many splits. Thus it is usually better to only partially fill the nodes

when a tree is constructed. If under the term density one understands the number

of keys in a node, it allows for the algorithm to build a tree whose levels may have

different densities. One can choose the same density for the entire tree or a different

density for each level in the tree. In the current implementations I elected to use the

same density for the entire tree. The construction algorithm assumes that the input

keys are in sorted order.

The constructiono) function constructs the leaf nodes, one at a time. Once a
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Figure 4.11: Blink-tree construction driver.

new leaf node is built, it calls function bLindexnode() to insert its largest key value

in its parent node. Function blindexnode() constructs the index levels of the tree. If

there is room in the current index node, insertion is simple. Otherwise a new index

node is constructed, connected to the previous index node, and the function is called

recursively to insert into the next index level. When a new root node is constructed,

both first and last arrays are set. Algorithms for construction and blindexnode

are given in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. It is possible for this construction algorithm to

result in a Blink-tree where the rightmost nodes on each level do not meet minimum

fullness. The bLbalance&tree() function checks through those nodes from the top down,

and shifts values to the last node from its left neighbor where necessary. It checks

the last node from the level below the root to the last index level. The blbalance...tree

algorithm is given in Figure 4.13. A Blink-tree under construction where a new root

was created, is shown in Figure 4.14. Newly inserted nodes are shown shaded, new

pointers are dashed.

The keys are partitioned as follows. When the block distribution function (BDF)

is used, the upper limit of each partition is calculated. The initial key values will likely

belong to the first partition; subsequent keys are examined until a key value larger

function blconstruction()
// construct Blink-tree

1 while there are more keys to add
2 construct newlnode with k keys
3 update link with previous leaf node
4 last[O] <- newlnode.
5 first[0] 4- newlnode
6 maxkey -- max key in node
7 level-+-1
8 call bLindexnode(level,maxkey,newlnode)
9 endwhile
10 call bLbalance-tree()

+., . ,ins.. ,. .. :...-
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function bLindex.node()
// update an index node
// if first node on this level

1 if first[level] = nil
2 construct newinode
3 last[level] <- newinode

4 first[level] +- newinode
5 add maxkey to current node
6 add child.ptr to current node

7 adjust maxkey field
// if index node is full

8 else if node is full
9 construct newinode
10 update link with previous index node

11 last[level] +- newinode

12 level +- level + 1

13 add maxkey to current node

14 add childptr to current node

15 adjust maxkey field
16 call bLindex..node(level, maxkey, newinode)

17 else // there is room in the node

18 add maxkey to current node

19 add child.ptr to current node

20 adjust maxkey field
21 endif
22 endif

Figure 4.12: Blink-tree insert in index node.

function bLbalancetree()
// balance Blink-tree

1 for i = (h-1) downto 1 do
2 if last[i].count < [m/2]
3 calculate number of child nodes needed
4 find left neighbor
5 move needed child nodes (keys and pointers)

6 adjust maxkey field in left neighbor
7 update parent node key fields

8 endif
9 endfor

Figure 4.13: Blink-tree balance tree function.
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root
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2 2
2

1 ----- 1

first last

Figure 4.14: Data structures in the partitioned Bink-tree construction algorithm.

than the upper limit is found. The current partition is then completed, the next one

is created, and so on, until there are no more keys. When using RDF, all partitions

are constructed at the same time. Key values are examined one by one, and assigned

to a block D2, based on the remainder function given earlier, until there are no keys

left. Then each processor creates its own tree using the algorithm described above.

After the initial tree is constructed, each processor performs update operations on

the tree using the sequential algorithms.

4.4. Partitioned Model in Distributed Memory

The algorithms in this section were originally intended for a hypercube system. With

minor alterations, they can be applied to any distributed system where one processor

(PEo) is designated as the host, and the others as node processors. The following

assumptions are made for all the distributed algorithms. The host executes the host

processor programs and that all the other PEs execute the node processors programs.

The PEs in the system communicate by sending and receiving message packets. Mes-

sages can also be broadcast to all the nodes in the system. The first parameter in
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the send instruction is the destination PEi, followed by the data to be transmitted.

The send is non-blocking. In the receive instruction the first parameter is always the

source PEi, followed by the data to be received. The receive is also non-blocking.

The broadcast message is aimed at all the nodes from the source and contains only

the message as an argument. The host and node algorithms for update, traversal and

construction are given below.

4.4.1. Update Algorithms

The algorithms below assume that all input data arrive at the host node. The host

processor receives from the user a transaction request on a key. It determines, using

a distribution function, to which PE's partition the key belongs, and routes the

request accordingly. Output messages can also be routed through the host processor

algorithm. Figure 4.15 gives the blhost-update algorithm.

Each node processor receives update requests in a bl-node-update function (Fig-

ure 4.16). It identifies the transaction requested and calls the appropriate update

function. If the request is for a search, the search algorithm attempts to locate the

key. At the end of the search, it returns a pointer to the leaf node that contains the

key or would contain the key if it were present in the tree. A found flag is set when

then key is found in the node. In the insert procedure the search algorithm locates

the insertion leaf node. If the key is already present, a key duplication message is

returned, otherwise the new key is added to that node. The delete algorithm works

along similar lines as the insert algorithm. A simple delete algorithm is assumed for

node processors, where a key to be deleted is marked. Subsequently, the remaining

keys in the node are squeezed to the left. If a node becomes underful in the process,

no merge or borrowing from sibling nodes takes place. Unless the number of deletions

is consistently larger than the insertions, this condition will have minimal effect, and

WON vAillwyaw- -
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Figure 4.15: Blink-tree host update driver.

function bLnode-update()
// distributed Blink-tree node update driver

1 while not done
2 recv (PEo ,key,option)
3 case option of
4 option = 's': call blode-search(key)
5 option = 'i': call bLnode..insert(key)
6 option = 'd': call bLnode.delete(key)
7 endcase
8 endwhile

Figure 4.16: Blink-tree node update driver.

only at the leaf level. This is especially true when the nodes are very large. Sub-

sequent insertions may bring the count in a node back above the required minimum

level. This delete algorithm makes it possible for the data structure to become less

than half full. Node algorithms for search, insert and delete are given in Figures 4.17,

4.18, and 4.19 respectively.

4.4.2. Leaf Node Traversal

The traversal algorithms are important because they allow processing of all the data

stored in the tree. In particular, as a natural consequence of the B+-tree definition,

traversal of the leaf node level yields the data in sorted order. The node processor

algorithm for tree traversal is as follows. Two distribution functions are used, requir-

ing two different host algorithms. The same node algorithm blnodetrav() is used

function bLhostupdate()
// distributed Blink-tree update driver

1 while not done
2 input option and key
3 id <- dist~funct(key)
4 send(PEid,key,option)
5 endwhile
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function bLnode.search()

// search for key value
1 search for s.key
2 if s.key is found

3 key.found <- true
4 else

5 key-found <- false
6 endif
5 return current leaf node pointer

Figure 4.17: Blink-tree search for key.

function bLnode.insert()

// insert new key value
1 Inode +- call bLnode.search(ikey)
2 if key.found = true
3 return duplicate key
4 else
5 insert key in Inode
6 endif

Figure 4.18: Blink-tree insert new key.

function bLnode.delete()
// delete a key value

1 lnode +- call bLnode.search(d.key)
2 if key.found = false
3 return key does not exist

Figure 4.19: Bli"k-tree delete a key.

else

delete key from lnode
endif
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for both algorithms. When a node processor receives a "first node" message from

the host, it sends its leftmost leaf node, pointed at by first[0]. Each processor keeps

tracks of its current location in the sequence set by a pointer nptr. When a "next

node" message is received, the leaf at nptr issent and the pointer is updated through

the link field. Eventually the nil pointer at the end of the leaf node level is sent and

the host will not request any more leaf nodes. The complete algorithm is given in

Figure 4.22.

The host node traversal algorithm depends on the distribution function used to

partition the data. An algorithm for the host processor is presented for each distri-

bution function. When the B+-tree is created using BDF, one not only knows that

all the key values are ordered in the leaf nodes, but also that all the key values in the

partition on PEZ are smaller than those in the partition on PE;, for any i < j. Thus

the tree traversal is a matter of traveling through all the leaf nodes from the leftmost

through the rightmost one, starting with those in PE1 through those in PE(,.-,). In

each iteration, the host asks for the first (i.e. leftmost) leaf node in the partition.

When the node is received, all the keys are processed from left to right. Then the

host sends out a request for the next node in the partition. This process is repeated

until a nil pointer is received, indicating the end of a partition. The host algorithm

for BDF is given in Figure 4.20.

B+-tree partitions created using the RDF function are not of consecutive blocks

of keys, and this makes the RDF tree traversal algorithm more complex. Here the

host broadcasts a request to all the node processors to send their first node, and

then waits until all those nodes have been received. An array of flags, initially all

false, keeps track of the status of each partition. A next-key is set to point at the

first key value in each node. From then on, the process continues until there are

no more keys. In each iteration, the smallest key value at next-key is selected and

. , _. - .. , .. mow ,
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Figure 4.20: Blink-tree host traversal for BDF.

the pointer is updated. If the selected key was the last one in the node, the host

request a new node from that node processor, and waits for its arrival. If there are

no more nodes in the partition, the host receives a nil pointer. Then the PE..count is

decremented and the done flag for the PE is set. Otherwise the next.key is set to the

first key in the new node and processing continues. To optimize processing, the next

key selection process can be managed with a heap. The complete algorithm is given

in Figure 4.21. The host processor does most of the work in this algorithm and that

presents a potential bottleneck. This algorithm could be improved by allowing the

node processors to do most of the work involved in merging the leaf nodes. All the

traversal algorithms can also be speeded up by requesting the next node before it is

actually needed. Processing of the previous node can continue while the next node is

fetched.

4.4.3. Construction Algorithms

The leaf nodes are constructed first and then the index nodes are generated based

on those data. At the host node level, the construction algorithm depends on the

function bl-host-trav-bdf()
// distributed Blink-tree traversal for BDF

1 fori=1to(p-1)do
2 request <- "first node"
3 send(PEi,request)
4 recv(PEi,node~ptr)
5 request <- "next node"
6 while node-ptr : nil
7 output all keys in node
8 send(PE ,request)
9 recv(PEi,node ptr)
10 endwhile
11 endfor
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function bl-host-trav.rdf()
// distributed Blink-tree traversal for RDF

1 pecount +- (p-1)
2 for i = 1 to (pecount) do
3 done[i] +- false
4 endfor
5 request <- "first node"

6 broadcast(request)
7 recv(from all PEs,node-ptr)
8 synchronization point
9 for i = 1 to (pecount) do
10 next-key[i] +- first key in node

11 endfor
12 request +- "next node"

// continue as long as there are keys
13 while pecount > 0
14 key +- min key among keys in next..key
15 i +- index of min key
16 output key
17 next-key[i] +- next value from node-ptr[i]
18 if there are no more keys in node.ptr[i]
19 send(PEi ,request)
20 recv(PEi,node-ptr[i])
21 if node.ptr[i] = nil
22 pecount +- pecount-1
23 done[i] 4- true
24 endif
25 endif
26 endwhile

Figure 4.21: Blink-tree host traversal for RDF.

function bLnode-travr()
// distributed Blink-tree node traversal

1 recv(PEo,request)
2 if request = "first node"
3 nptr +- first[0]
4 endif
5 send(PEo,nptr)
6 nptr +- nptr.link ptr

Figure 4.22: Blink-tree node traversal.
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distribution type and therefore two host algorithms are presented. Both of them

assume a sorted list of key values, kvs, as input.

The BDF construction algorithm guarantees that all key values are distributed

correctly. In turn, the upper bound in each partition is found. The keys are examined

one by one and collected until a packet is formed. The host sends each packet to PEi,

until there are no more data. Then the host sends PEi an "end-of-data" message, and

continues with the next partition, until all key values are distributed. The algorithm

for this function is given in Figure 4.23.

In the construction algorithm for RDF, packets are constructed for all PE's at

the same time. Key values are examined one by one, and assigned to a packet based

on RDF. When a packet is full, it is sent on to its PE. The process continues until

there are no keys left. Then the host sends the remaining packets, followed by an

"end.of..data" signal. This algorithm is given in figure 4.24.

The type of distribution function used by the host processor has no effect on the

node algorithm. The host construction algorithm assumes a sorted list of key values,

and sends them to the node processors in packets. Thus each PE receives its own data

in sorted order, and uses the B+-tree construction algorithm presented in Section 4.3.2

to create the Blink-tree for its partition. Key values are stored in a buffer as they are

received. For each new leaf node created in the tree, enough data are collected from

the current packet. If not enough key values are available, the processor waits until

enough key values have arrived to form a leaf node, or until the end-of-data signal

is received. All first[i] and last[i] pointers are initialized to nil. Then the following

process continues as long as there are key values to be added to the tree. If there are

enough keys in the buffer a new leaf node is constructed. This includes setting the

link pointer to nil and setting the maxley field in the node. The last[O] pointer is

adjusted, and function indexnode() adds maxkey to the parent node. At the end the
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Figure 4.23: Blink-tree host construction for BDF.

last, possibly non-fulll node, is added to the tree. Lastly the function balancetree() is

called. Functions indexnode() and balance-tree(o are as in the construction algorithm

from Section 4.3.2. The complete algorithm is given in Figure 4.25.

4.5. Performance Analysis

Given a Blink-tree or a B+-tree of order m which is able to store n key values in its

sequence set, the number of leaf nodes in the tree is equal to v = [n/mi and its height

is logm[1 or logmv. Thus the time required for sequential search, insert or delete

operation is O(logmv), proportional to the height of the tree. The performance of the

sequential construction algorithm is determined as follows. The cost of a recursive call

to function index..node( is at most the height of the tree or O(logmv) time. Procedure

balance-tree() also requires TS = O(logmv) time. Thus the entire sequential B+-tree

construction algorithm requires O(vlogmv) time. For relatively large values of m, the

value of logmv is small. For example, a large node in a B+-tree of order m = 50, can

store up to 49 keys. Given a sizeable data set of 100,000,000 keys, at most 6 levels (1

function bl-host-consfr-bdf()
// distributed Blink-tree construction for BDF

1 j+--1
2 for i = 1 to (p-1) do
3 find limit of partition for PEi
4 while(kvstj] < limit)
5 add to current packet
6 if packet is complete
7 send(PEi, packet)

8 endif
9 j <- j+1
10 endwhile

// send last packet
11 send(PEi,packet)
12 send(PEi," end-of-data")
13 endfor
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function bLhost-const-rdf()
// distributed Blink-tree construction for RDF

1 while there are keys to add
2 get the next key
3 id <- RDF(key)

4 add key to current packet for PEid
5 if packet is complete
6 send(PEid, packet)
7 endif
8 endwhile
9 send all remaining packets
10 broadcast("end-of-data")

Figure 4.24: Blink-tree host construction for RDF.

function bLnode.const()
/1 distributed Blink-tree node construction

1 for i= Oto (p-1) do
2 first[i] <- nil
3 last[i]<E-nil
4 endfor
5 recv(PEo,buffer)
6 construct first node newlnode
7 first[0] <- newlnode
8 last[0] <- newlnode
9 while not "end-of-data"
10 if there are k data in buffer
11 level <- 1
12 remove k data from buffer
13 construct newlnode with data
14 connect newlnode to previous node
15 last[0] 4- newlnode
16 maxkey <- max value in node
17 call blindex.node(level,maxkey,newlnode)
18 else // wait for more data
19 recv(PEo,buffer)
20 endif
21 endwhile
22 call bLbalance..ree()

Figure 4.25: B1 "k-tree node construction.
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leaf node level and 5 index levels) are needed, even if all the nodes are only half full.

Let us now analyze the complexities of the partitioned B+-tree algorithms pro-

posed here. When a given logical B+-tree of order m and of n key values is distributed

using either one of the distribution functions, each partition has approximately p leaf

nodes and the height of the associated tree is O(logm). Then within a partition, a

single update operation such as search or insert, requires O(logm p) time. At most p

operations can be performed at the same time, one for each PE. Thus the construc-

tion of a partition requires O( logm ) time. Linking the partitions and creating the

super root require O(logm ) and O(p) time, respectively. Then the parallel time com-

plexity of the tree construction is T = O( logm ). The speedup for p transactions

is Sp = - =(vlogmv ) -_Opog)
T', -O('logmP ) - klo9m )

In the distributed algorithms, p-1 processors create and maintain partitions. Let

tS and t, represent the time for non-blocking send and receive, respectively. Since at

most p - 1 operations can be handled at the same time, one by each PE, the best

case performance of this algorithm has O(t8 + tr + loom(V/p) time complexity. In the

traversal algorithm most of the work is done by a single processor, namely the host

PEo. When using the BDF distribution function, each PE in turn sends its leaf nodes

one by one, which are then processed. Thus a total of v leaf nodes is requested and

sent at a cost of O(vts + vt, + v) time. When the RDF function is used, the keys

are ordered within a single node, but the relationships from one node to another is

unknown. Thus an additional cost in incurred since the host compares the next key

value within each node in order to select the next smallest value. At most one value

needs to be compared from each node, and there are at most (p - 1) nodes processed

at the same time. If a heapsort is used to store the key values in contention, then

each selection process takes 0(log2p) time. Thus the additional cost is 0(nlog2 p) for

a total cost of O(vt8 + vt, + nlog2p).
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Analysis of the concurrent construction algorithm shows that the host algorithm,

which processes vm key values and sends "1 packets, where k is the size of a packet,

requires O("ft8) time. The node algorithm requires O("logm") time to build its

partition and O(vm/kt,.) time to received its packets, for a total construction time of

O(" (k + logm").

Logically the distributed update algorithms due to Matsliach and Shmueli [MaS90]

and Pramanik and Kim [PrK88] are closely related to the partitioned ones proposed

in this chapter. The partitioned algorithm results in a B+-tree similar to a Height

Compressed B-tree (HCB). However, a crucial difference is that their systems are

distributed and require synchronized hardware. Maximally one transaction can be

executed at a time, so the best performance is of the same order as that of a single

operation in my algorithms. In addition, the searches through the index nodes of the

B-tree are carefully synchronized, and the host must wait for the slowest processor

to complete its calculations. Thus the algorithm is only as fast as the slowest PE.

In my approach, up to p operations can be performed simultaneously, thus possibly

improving the speedup up to a factor of p. Since each processor works independently,

there is no waiting time, no lock time and no verify time.

4.6. Summary

The partitioned algorithms proposed here offer obvious advances. The method is

simple and avoids locks. As long as all the data are distributed randomly and no

processors fail, it is expected to give good results. Some problem areas are the over-

head acquired by the method, by the creation of the data blocks, a cost unique to

this method. Process creation time, slow processors, or processor failure are possible

in this method as well as in any other. I propose to further investigate the model by
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implementing the algorithms, and comparing their performance against more tradi-

tional solutions. The results of the experimental research on some of the algorithms

included in this chapter, are presented in the next chapter.



CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR Blink-TREES AND LINEAR HASHING

This chapter presents the experimental results for Blink-trees and linear hashing im-

plementations, based on the algorithms given in Chapter 4. They include the results

obtained by construction, search and insert algorithms on locked and partitioned

models. In one group of results, the data structures starts from an empty state. A

second set of experiments starts from loaded data structures. The results obtained

by the implementations are compared and discussed. Before the experimental results

are given, the experimental design, the shared memory environment (the Sequent

Symmetry S/81 system) and the distributed memory environment (a virtual machine

created with Parallel Virtual Machine software) are detailed.

5.1. Experimental Design

At the onset of this set of experiments, it was expected that the partitioned data

model would easily outperform both the sequential and the locked algorithms. It was

known that the partitioned strategy has more overhead costs but, it was expected

that amount to be much less than the time needed to acquire and release locks, the

most commonly used concurrent access control method in the data structures under

investigation. I also expected that the overhead involved in distributing the data

among the processors would not be substantial. I was not interested in measuring

disk access time, and hence I/O times are not included in any of the measurements.

Instead the number of disk accesses is computed.

94
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The number of buckets or nodes was expected to be approximately the same in

all algorithms, maybe slightly higher in the partitioned algorithms, a result of less

adequate space utilization in smaller data sets. Increases in bucket size and node

size were expected to increase processing time for longer search and split time due

to the larger number of keys in the units. On the other hand, smaller sizes result in

increased restructuring time because splits occur more often. I expected the frequent

restructuring to be more expensive in the long run.

5.1.1. The Sequent Symmetry Environment

The selected algorithms were implemented on a Sequent Symmetry S/81 system with

16 processors, running under the DYNIX operating system, a version of Unix 4.2bsd.

The Sequent is a tightly coupled multiprocessor with 32-bit microprocessors and a

common bus. All the processors are identical. All the programs were written in a

parallel C programming language. All measurements were taken using the Sequent

Symmetry's system clock with the function getusclk() and are given in the number of

clock ticks or time units. The overhead for a clock reading is about two microseconds.

Process creation is done by the mfork() function. This function creates child processes

up to the default number of processors available on the system or up to p processors

specified in a call to m..setprocs(). The parent process has processor identification

number 0, and child processes are numbered 1 through p-1. Once the child processes

are available, the parent process passes each processor, one at a time, a copy of the

parameters and then the child process begins its execution of the subprogram loop.

After all child processes have started, the parent process gives itself a copy of the

parameters and also executes the loop. This causes the time for PEo to often be

significantly higher than for any of the other PEs. In a dedicated system all PEs

would be (nearly) instantaneously available. Thus the performance times obtained
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experimentally do not represent a best case. After a process returns, it spins until all

are finished. The parent process can then either kill them, reassign them, or let them

spin until they are re-used by another mfork() call.

A process will run uninterrupted unless (i) it blocks, (ii) it terminates, or (iii) it

is pre-empted by another process with higher priority. The lowest priority process

running user code is responsible for servicing all interrupts. Thus it is advisable to

leave at least one processor available for other jobs and to run parallel jobs at higher

priorities. It was experimentally determined that the maximum number of processes

that could be spawned is 14, although most of the time only 13 were available. Thus

all the results show data for up to 12 processors.

The Sequent parallel programming libraries include routines to allocate memory

to shared data, and to create parallel subprocesses. Once spawned, individual pro-

cessors can be suspended during sequential sections in the code. The library also

includes routines for synchronization and communication. In these implementations

load balancing or fault tolerance options were not included. The Sequent Multipro-

cessor is able to do automatic load balancing and work load division at run time.

If a processor fails, an available processor is automatically assigned to take over the

tasks belonging to the failed processor. This action is transparent to the user. Data

can be shared or private. There are several advantages to using shared data. Both

parent and child processes can access shared data, and the overhead expense involved

in making multiple copies can be avoided. Shared variables can also be used as a

means of communication between the processes.

All locks are spin locks (busy waits). They are always successful, as a processor

waits until the lock is acquired. Obtaining a lock is a single indivisible operation. No

two processors can get access to a locked section at the same time. Lock acquisition

is very fast and there is no operating system intervention. Any section of the system's
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physical memory can be locked. There are two types of lock available. The mockk)

variation is used when only a single lock is needed. It is both easier and faster than

the slock() variant, used for multiple locks. The latter uses named locks to gain

exclusive access to code segments. The functions munlock() and unlockk) release

the locks.

5.1.2. The Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) Environment

Distributed algorithms were implemented on a network that includes DEC Alpha

workstations running the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) (version 3.3) software pack-

age. This is a software package that allows a network of heterogeneous computers to

run as a single multi-processor system, referred to as a virtual machine. It is a user

defined collection of systems that can include serial, parallel and vector computers.

All machines in the system must run under UNIX. Parallel C was used to program

all the implementations. Once the virtual machine is defined, PVM includes routines

to automatically spawn tasks on the member computers, and it allows them to com-

municate and synchronize with each other. Each machine in the system is designated

as a host. Hosts can be added or deleted from the virtual machine at any time. The

failure of a host is automatically detected by PVM. A failing node is removed from the

virtual machine by the PVM daemon. PVM does not replace failed hosts, nor does

it automatically recover tasks lost due to processor failure. The user is responsible

for adding (an)other host(s) to replace the failed one(s) and for recovering any lost

transactions.

The PVM system consists of two parts. First there is a daemon, called pvmd,

which resides on all the machines in the system. Before running a PVM application,

the virtual machine is created by calling pvmd, which starts PVM. The second part of

the system is the interface routines library, libpvm. It includes functions for creating
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processes, message passing, synchronization and coordination of tasks, as well as

functions that modify the virtual machine. Any application running on PVM must be

linked to this library. Each process spawned in PVM gets a unique task identification

number, supplied by the local daemon. This ensured the uniqueness of ID numbers

through a heterogeneous virtual machine.

The PVM communication model assumes that all processes can communicate with

each other, and that there is no limit to the size and the number of the messages. Thus

the maximum message size is limited only by the amount of memory available on any

given host. The three following communications primitives exist. The asynchronous

blocking send returns as soon as the buffer is free for reuse. The asynchronous blocking

receive returns only when the data are in the receive buffer. The non-blocking receive

returns immediately with the data in the buffer. If there are none, it returns with

a flag that indicates the data have not arrived yet. In addition to the above three

primitives, PVM also supports a multicast function, which allows the same message

to be broadcast to a group of processors. PVM guarantees that the messages arrive

at the destination in the order they are sent.

5.1.3. Performance Measurements

The following time measurements were taken as appropriate for each algorithm. Ex-

cluded from this measurement are all I/O access times. The experiments were de-

signed such that all algorithms read the same number of input data. Instead of

measuring I/O time, the number of disk accesses were counted. This gives a bet-

ter representation of I/O overhead than measuring the actual disk access time in an

experimental environment. The following time measurements were taken.
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* Total run time (Totai): It measures the total time the algorithms run to process

all the data in the input stream. This time includes all the other times listed

below. Lock time is included only for lock-based algorithms.

" Insert time (Tinsert): It measures the time necessary to perform only the insert

operation. This time includes times Tlock and T5 ,i~t (defined later).

" Overhead time (Toh): It measures the time needed to get the data ready for use

in the algorithm. Practically this includes the time required to distribute the

data and construct and maintain the buffers and support data structures for

each processor.

* Process Creation time (Tfork): It is the time needed by the mfork() function to

spawn the parallel processes. The time measured includes only the fork time.

" Lock time (Tlock): In algorithms that use locks to control shared access to the

data structures, the amount of time spent obtaining and releasing locks is mea-

sured in lock time. The functions used in the programs to obtain and release

locks are slock() and sunlockO. This measurement includes the time spent

waiting to obtain a lock. It does not include the amount of time the lock is held

while for example an update transaction is performed on the locked data.

" Split time (T8pit): It is the amount of time required to split nodes or buckets

and any subsequent restructuring generated by the initial overflow.

" Send time (Tsend): This is the time it takes to send messages in a distributed

environment.

" Receive time (Trecv): It measures the time spent waiting for messages to arrive.
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" Communication time (Tcomm): This measures the total time spent in communi-

cation overhead. It is very likely that Tsend and Trecv overlap at least partially.

I could however not accurately measure the amount of overlap. Therefore in

the result sections, the time given as Tcomm is max{ Tsend, Trecv}.

" Number of disk accesses (Nsddacc): This counts how many disk page accesses are

necessary to complete the operations.

" Number of index accesses (Nindacc): This counts how many index nodes are

accessed for each transaction.

The Tock and T, 1igt time measurements were taken separately to determine what

portion of Ttotai is consumed by locks and restructuring. In the Blink-tree construction

algorithms two other measurements were also taken, namely the total construction

time Tconstr, and the balance time Tbal. Note that Tconstr includes Tbal.

To evaluate the performance and space utilization, the following data were also

gathered or computed.

" Number of keys in buckets (or nodes): This is a variable which counts the total

number of key values in buckets (or nodes) in each partition or in the entire

data structure. In linear hashing, the keys residing in the overflow chains, and

in B-trees the number of index keys and nodes, are included in this counter.

" Number of keys in overflow counts how many keys do not reside in the primary

unit.

" Number of overflow buckets: This variable counts the number of buckets with

overflow chains. The percentage of keys residing within the buckets as opposed

to those in overflow chains is calculated. Similarly the proportion of index versus

leaf nodes is measured in B-trees.

-, -- w- - ,.,I " - - -- , IOOQAN w -,- - - - - -
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" Average bucket or node occupancy: This measures the average number of keys

in a bucket or node. Again, leaf and index nodes are counted separately. This

measurement does not include the keys residing in overflow.

" Average overflow chain length: This calculates the average chain length for all

buckets, including those without overflow chains.

5.2. Implementations

The programs were run with different node and bucket sizes and data sets of different

sizes. Some of the node sizes used are smaller than those used in real life B-tree

applications, which typically range between 20 to 50 keys. The node sizes chosen

held at most 8, 12, 16 and 32 key values and the bucket size was varied from 4 to 16.

There is some overlap between node and bucket sizes so one would be able to compare

results for B-trees and linear hashing. At this time only search, insert and construction

operations are included in this study. I used three input data sets of 10,000, 15,000

and 20,000 keys that contained no duplicate keys. These are uniformly distributed

data sets, generated by the random number function on the Sequent machine. The

same files were used in all runs. For each combination of variables, at least four runs

were done, and the three most consistent results were used to calculate averages.

The sequential versions of both the Biink-tree and linear hashing with uncontrolled

splits are straight forward implementations. In my implementations, I use a slightly

modified structure for the Blznk-tree. Each node in the tree has fields for the key

values, the highest key value in the node, pointers to the next level, and a link pointer

to the next node on the right. In addition each node has a count field, which counts

the number of key values in the node, and a boolean field, set to true if the node is

a leaf. Other data structures used by the node processors to support this modified

-- t'"- - - Igk-NNW , , 1.11, 1 . I.- . , V dINSWOOM - -- - -4)x,,+
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B+-tree include an array first[0..s], which holds pointers to the leftmost node of the

B-tree on each level. The array element first[0] points to the leftmost leaf node, and

first[h], where 0 < h < s, points to the root node. Input values are added to a queue

in their arrival order and remain there until they are processed.

In the partitioned algorithms, the input buffers were constructed as follows. In

the current experiments only the BDF distribution was used. The upper limit of

each partition is calculated. Each key value is examined as it arrives. If the keys

are in sorted order, as is the case of the construction algorithm, all subsequent keys

are examined and added to the current queue until a key value larger than the upper

limit is found. Then the current partition is completed and the next one is created,

and so on, until there are no more keys. Otherwise all the partitions are constructed

at the same time. Key values are examined one by one, and assigned to a partition

until there are no keys left. In this first set of experiments, the preprocessing is done

by a single processor. The concurrent algorithms proceed as explained in the previous

section. Each PE retrieves one record at the time from its input buffer and processes

it using the sequential Blink-tree algorithm or linear hashing algorithm.

The concurrent algorithm due to Lehman and Yao [LeY81] with the modifications

proposed in Sagiv [Sag87] was implemented with some enhancements. I used the

same data structure as in the sequential algorithms but included lockflag, a boolean

field set when a node is locked exclusively. A variable readcount counts the number of

read locks on a node. In the implementations, reads are allowed at all times. The link

pointers are used by the processes that get lost because of restructuring. Processors

that want to make a change to the data structure must first obtain an exclusive lock

on the node and to wait until the lock is acquired. Once the target node is locked,

a process checks to make sure it arrived at the right node by comparing its current

value with maxkey. If so, the insert or restructuring process continues. Otherwise,

_, . _,
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the lock is immediately released. The link pointer is followed to the next node and the

processor attempts to acquire an exclusive lock on that node. This sequence repeats

until insertion is successful.

I improved the concurrent linear hashing algorithm due to Ellis [E1187] with some

of the modifications suggested by Severance et al. [SPW9O] for controlled split linear

hashing. A new bucket split is allowed to start before the previous one(s) is(are)

completed. After the insertion bucket for a new key is located, the PE acquires an

exclusive lock on that bucket chain. As in the Blink-tree algorithm, once the lock is

acquired, the bucket is checked to make sure it is the correct one by comparing the

bucket number with the value of next, the pointer to the next bucket to split. If the

bucket is the correct one, insert completes and the lock is released. Otherwise, the

lock is released immediately since the key must belong to the new bucket split off from

the current one. A lock on the expansion bucket is obtained and the insert operation

completes. In linear hashing, whenever a key is added to the overflow chain instead

of the bucket proper, a split operation takes place. This requires that the processor

acquires an exclusive lock on the root variables to update next and possibly level,

as well as on the bucket chain that is about to split. Changes to the root variables

are made immediately. Then locks on the root variables are released thus allowing

the next insert or split (by another PE) to start before the current one is completed,

while the processor continues with its current bucket split. Inserts that do not occur

in the same bucket chain do not interfere with one another. Processes that trigger

splits in different buckets may have to wait their turn to acquire exclusive locks on the

root variables, but do not have to wait until the split is complete to proceed. For the

lock-based algorithms, the input queue is constructed as in the sequential algorithms.

Each processor retrieves the next element to be processed from the shared input

queue. The head of the input queue is locked by each processor when it dequeues a

,.... , . N.,:. .
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new key value to process. All the experiments except the construction algorithms,

start from a minimal or empty data structure. Trees and hash tables grow from an

empty state through continuous inserts.

After a first set experiments was completed, it became clear that it would be

useful to know the behavior of some of the insert algorithms in an already existing

data structure. Thus a second set of experiments was developed where the data

structures are constructed first, and then a large numbers of new keys is inserted.

For the Blink-tree, the tree construction algorithm described in Chapter 4 was used

to create an initial data structure of 5,000 keys. For linear hashing, an algorithm was

developped to create an initial hash table based on a given number of keys to be stored

in the table and the number of processors in the system. Assume one wanted to build

an initial hash table for 5,000 keys, and that each bucket holds a maximum of 8 keys

and their dependent records. Assume also a load factor of 6. Then [5,000/61 = 834

buckets are needed. Based on the hash function N * 2le"el, for level = 1, the initial

value of N = 417. This allows up to 5,004 records to be stored in the hash table. If

there are 2 processors in the system, then each processor needs 417 buckets, which

means the local value N = 209. Thus the hash table at each processor can store 2,508

records at load factor 6. Similarly, for PE = 4, each processor needs 209 buckets,

and N = 105, etc. The initial table is then constructed by retrieving the input keys

and hashing them to the target bucket. The hash function with the value for N

calculated as shown earlier, is used to assign a key to a bucket. If the bucket is full,

the new key is added to the overflow chain, but no split operation is triggered in the

construction phase. The construction of the initial table was followed by the insertion

of 2,500, 5,000, 7,500 or 10,000 keys, and the appropriate time measurements were

taken. The time for constructing the initial data structure was also measured. This

second group included the distributed algorithms implemented on PVM, together

,. ..
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with the partitioned and locked algorithms used for the first group.

The first group of experiments also exposed the high cost of partitioning the data.

Thus I opted to test a different strategy for the partitioned algorithm in the second

experimental set. Instead of preprocessing the input data, all processors were allowed

to read all the data. Here each processor decides if the current input key belongs to

its partition, and processes it if it does. Otherwise the key is discarded, and the next

input value is retrieved. This method was also used in the distributed algorithms. A

possible alternative strategy in a distributed system is to allow input at each member

processor, and let a processor send key values that do not belong to its partition on

to the correct processor. This method has not been implemented at this time.

5.3. Results of Continuous Insert Experiments

5.3.1. Partitioned Algorithms

In the continuous insertion tests, all the experiments started from empty data struc-

tures. In general, the results for both Blink-trees and linear hashing implementations

are very consistent. The partitioned algorithms always outperform both the sequential

and the locked algorithms. Initial speedup in the partitioned algorithm is substantial

but levels off quickly when 6 or more PEs are employed. This is so at least partially

because the data sets have become too small, a hypothesis supported by results that

show improvement as data sets become larger. It was also found that contrary to

expectations, in the partitioned data algorithms both overhead and process creation

grow substantially larger as the number of PEs increases. As expected, there is a

steady reduction in time requirements as the number of PEs increases when looking

only at the insert time, Tinsert. The leveling off observed after 6 or more PEs in

total time (Ttotai) and in a few cases slight increase in time Tinsert at 12 PEs, is due
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entirely to increases in overhead and process creation times. In fact, Tinsert and Toh

are nearly equal with 6 PEs for 20,000 keys and maximum node size 8, as shown in

Figure 5.1. For more processors, Toh becomes larger than Tinsert. When there are

more than 10 PEs, the same is true for process creation time Tfork. Figure 5.2 shows

similar results for partitioned linear hashing. The shaded area shows the cumulative

total time for the same data. Tables 5.2, 5.1, 5.3 and 5.4 show the run time data for

block partitioned linear hashing, block partitioned Blink-trees and sequential linear

hashing and B+-tree respectively. All data are given in time units. An asterisk (*)

indicates a time < 0.01%.

When considering insertion time Tinsert only, linear hashing shows a steady im-

provement in speedup when the number of PEs increases from 2 to 12 and as the size

of the data file grows. At 10,000 keys insert time is reduced by 71.39%, at 15,000

keys by 82.24% and at 20,000 keys by 84.26%. The B-tree algorithm however shows

an opposite trend showing a small decline in efficiency from 86.64% to 80.93% to

80.80% for the same data files. When total time Ttota is considered, the B-tree time

requirements are reduced by about 60%, but shows no real trend. The performance

of linear hashing is very uneven and varies from a 20% (for 10,000 keys) to a 67%

(for 15,000 keys) reduction in insert time. Table 5.5 shows the speedup achieved by

the partitioned algorithms when 12 processors are used. It shows speedup both for

insert time (Tinsert) and total processing time (Ttota). Those data show that for the

partitioned algorithms, a good speedup is achieved when only insert is considered, but

speedup is significantly reduced when overheads are included. The apparent superlin-

ear speedup in pure insert operation for linear hashing is probably due to differences

in insertion order and resulting bucket splits. Even so, it shows the excellent poten-

tial of this method. Clearly to improve performance, more work needs to be done to

reduce overheads, a topic further explored in the next chapter.
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Partitioned Blink-tree Total Insert
Continuous Insert 20,000 Keys
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Figure 5.1: Time components for block partitioned Blink-tree with 20,000 keys.
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Block Partitioned Linear Hashing Total Insert
Continuous Insert 20,000 Keys
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Figure 5.2: Time components for block partitioned linear hashing with 20,000 keys.
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Table 5.1: Continuous insert partitioned Blink-tree time data.

# of Processors 2 4 6 8 10 12

Number of keys: 10,000

Total time 2,427 1,407 1,134 1,004 967 876
Insert time 2,150 1,068 733 540 438 287
Overhead 254 283 311 339 369 398
Process Creation 23 56 90 124 160 190
Split time 335 201 176 146 143 149
Overhead % 10.48 20.11 27.46 46.76 38.17 45.49
Process Creation % .94 3.96 7.94 9.91 16.52 21.73
Split time % 15.59 18.83 24.00 27.01 32.66 51.99

Number of keys: 15,000

Total time 3,701 2,286 1,754 1,616 1,532 1,518
Insert time 3,330 1,727 1,114 896 730 635
Overhead 346 498 540 583 628 669
Process Creation 24 61 100 137 175 214
Split time 568 368 303 301 270 285
Overhead % 9.36 21.77 29.52 36.09 40.96 44.08
Process Creation % .66 2.69 5.48 8.48 11.41 14.09
Split time % 17.04 21.31 27.22 33.60 36.95 44.94

Number of keys: 20,000

Total time 5,169 3,078 2,337 2,172 2,121 1,997
Insert time 4,537 2,352 1,515 1,245 1,094 871
Overhead 606 663 721 780 838 896
Process Creation 26 63 102 147 189 229
Split time 737 499 397 399 384 372
Overhead % 11.72 21.55 29.53 35.94 39.52 44.90
Process Creation % .50 6.67 4.18 6.76 8.91 11.49
Split time % 16.24 22.58 26.19 32.07 35.09 42.72
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Table 5.2: Continuous insert partitioned linear hashing time data.

# of Processors 2 4 6 8 J 10 12

Number of keys: 10,000

Total time 1,484 997- 945 1,056 1,066 1,182
Insert time 1,185 590 415 358 331 339
Overhead 254 283 311 339 369 398
Process Creation 45 124 218 288 366 445
Split time 374 182 113 88 73 62
Overhead % 15.75 26.79 31.48 33.22 31.81 33.26
Process Creation % 2.79 11.72 22.09 28.17 34.30 37.15
Split time % 31.79 30.79 27.21 24.56 21.98 18.32

Number of keys: 15,000

Total time 2,129 1,498 1,324 1,296 1,343 1,420
Insert time 1,736 873 564 410 330 291
Overhead 346 498 540 583 628 669
Process Creation 48 128 220 293 385 461
Split time 559 268 179 127 110 81
Overhead % 14.93 31.14 38.74 43.55 45.26 46.15
Process Creation % 2.05 7.99 15.79 21.84 27.78 31.78
Split time % 32.18 30.72 31.81 31.03 33.31 27.97

Number of keys: 20,000
Total time 3,035 2,002 1,693 1,643 1,645 1,728
Insert time 2,382 1,210 746 572 435 375
Overhead 606 663 721 780 838 896
Process Creation 47 128 227 290 372 456
Split time 779 377 229 182 153 112
Overhead % 18.39 31.06 40.33 45.51 48.76 50.39
Process Creation % 1.42 6.01 12.70 16.94 21.61 25.65
Split time % 32.68 31.14 30.73 31.73 35.21 29.81

Table 5.3: Sequential algorithms time data for node size = 8.

Sequential B+-tree

Number of keys 110,000 15,000 20,000

Total time 4,501 6,979 9,420
Total Insert time 4,351 6,744 9,107
Overhead 150 236 313
Process Creation 0.01 0.1 0.1
Split time 620 963 1,280
Overhead % 3.42 3.50 3.44
Process Creation % * * *

Split time % 22.38 22.26 21.52
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Table 5.4: Sequential algorithms time data for bucket size = 8.

Table 5.5: Speedup TS/T, where p = 12 for total time and insert only time.

Sequential Linear Hashing

Total time 2,617 4,232 5,765
Insert time 2,467 3,996 5,452
Overhead 150 236 313
Process Creation 0.02 0.02 0.02
Split time 773 1,138 1,590
Overhead % 5.24 5.57 5.43
Process Creation % * * *

Split time % 31.32 31.05 31.73

Speedup results for p = 12
Insert time only Total time

B+-tree Block Partition

10,000 keys 9.65 4.97
15,000 keys 6.82 4.44
20,000 keys 6.83 4.56

Linear Hashing Block Partition
10,000 keys 7.28 2.40
15,000 keys 12.60 2.98
20,000 keys 13.36 3.34
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5.3.2. Locked Algorithms

The results for the locked algorithms are not as good and show only a small speedup

or no speedup at all. The initial speedup of the locked algorithms is quite good, but

levels off at 6 PEs and time complexity starts increasing again at 8 or more PEs.

Contrary to the results obtained in the partitioned algorithms, this trend continues,

even when insert time (Tinsert) only is considered. These results are consistent for

different bucket, node and input file sizes. Time components in linear hashing with

locks, a bucket size 8 and N = 2 for a data file of 20,000 keys are shown in Figure

5.3. The cumulative time is shown as a shaded area. It shows some speedup for

insert up to about 8 PEs and the rise in the insert time for a larger number of PEs.

The required process creation time, Tfork, shows a steady increase, similar to those

noted in the partitioned algorithms. The lock time (Tlock) was also included in this

graph and shows the increasing amount of time consumed by PEs in lock acquisition.

The lowest lock time is observed at 4 PEs, but its proportion to the total insert time

slowly grows larger as the number of PEs increases. The low values in the lock time

at 4 PEs, followed by the slow steady growth for more PEs is also observed with the

other data sets. Time data for linear hashing with locks are given in Table 5.6.

Results for Blink-trees with locks are shown in Figure 5.4. This algorithm ran

extremely slow compared to the others, and results shown are for a very small sample

of 1,000 keys. The run times even for this small data set are already much larger

than for any of the other algorithms. Table 5.7 shows run time data for the locked

B-tree. For all processors the lock time is more than 90% of the total run time. Note

that on the graph the results for PE6 are interpolated from results obtained by PE4

and PE8 because the results obtained were off the scale. At least part of the reason

for these results is the bottleneck that exists in the root node of the tree. When the

-;> .,
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Lock-based Linear Hashing Components
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Figure 5.3: Time components for lock-based linear hashing with 20,000 keys.

tree is allowed to grow from an empty state, there are many splits that affect the root

node and other nodes near the root. Better results are possible if an initial tree were

constructed first. The results however, show no significant improvement for larger

trees.

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the trends in total insert times, the former for linear

hashing and the latter for B-trees. Figure 5.5 shows two lines each for the concurrent

algorithms, one for 4 PEs and another for 12 PEs. Clearly the partitioned algorithm

obtained better results than any of the other, and the results suggest even better

.
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Lock-based Blink-tree
Continuous Insert Keys: 1,000
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Figure 5.4: Time components for lock-based Blink-tree with 1,000 keys.
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Table 5.6: Continuous insert lock based linear hashing time data.

of Processors 2 4 _ 6_8 1 1
Number of keys: 10,000
Total time 2,114
Insert time 1,921
Overhead 150
Process Creation 43
Split time 521
Lock time 368
Overhead % 6.51
Process Creation % 1.86
Split time % 27.14
Lock time % 19.15

Number of keys: 15,000
Total time 11 3137
Insert time
Overhead
Process Creation

Split time
Lock time
Overhead %
Process Creation %
Split time %
Lock time %

Number of keys: 20,0(
Total time
Insert time
Overhead
Process Creation

Split time
Lock time
Overhead %
Process Creation %
Split time %
Lock time %

2,857
236

44
778
515

4.50
1.31

27.22
18.02

0

4,255
3,897

313
44

1,077
715

3.36
.99

27.62
18.35

1,449 1,344
1,183 1,006

150 150
116 188
257 193
249 268

8.15 10.57
8.02 13.23

21.70 19.18
21.07 26.63

1,771
236
120
383
379

6.84
5.46

21.63
21.38

2,795
2,360

313
122
527
474

5.29
4.31

22.32
20.09

1,905
1,469

236
201
271
381

7.77
10.38
18.44
25.93

2,483
1,976

313
194
401
502

6.07
7.86

20.29
25.40

1,441
1,017

150
273
164
308

9.96
18.14
16.13
30.31

1,622
1,120

150
352
161
369

8.89
20.83
14.34
32.96

2,039 2,308 2,527
1,522 1,643 1,855

236 236 236
281 339 436
249 227 238
451 522 651

7.31 6.73 5.89
13.68 15.20 17.11
16.38 13.81 12.85
29.65 31.76 33.17

2,516
1,935

313
267
330
569

6.05
10.75
17.04
29.40

2,832
2,151

313
367
313
685

5.38
13.14
14.54
31.82

1,853
1;270

150
433
172
450
7.82

22.53
13.52
35.41

3,159
2,410

313
436
324
858

5.12
14.84
13.44
36.51

-

2.127
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Table 5.7: Continuous insert lock based B+-tree time data.

# of Processors 2 4 6 8 10 12

Number of keys: 1,000
Total time 4,017 4,264. 31,952 3,044 3,638 3,397
Insert Time 167 89 64 49 44 47
Overhead 150 150 150 150 150 150
Process Creation 28 67 113 155 174 234
Split time 38 21 16 12 12 12
Lock time 3,807 4,092 31,760 2,825 3,404 3,100
Overhead % 3.62 3.41 .47 4.47 3.77 3.58
Process Creation % .67 1.53 .35 4.62 4.38 5.59
Split time % 22.80 23.19 24.58 23.67 26.56 25.04
Lock time % 95.81 97.87 99.80 92.54 92.99 81.40

results as the number of PEs increases. When 12 PEs were used, the best results were

observed. The results for the locked algorithm do not show such a clear trend. As the

number of keys in the data sets increases, performance of the concurrent algorithms

show greater speedup. This suggests that as the the data sets get larger, concurrent

algorithms will continue to show increased improvement over the sequential algorithm.

Figure 5.6 shows similar results for B+-trees. As expected, when comparing the two

graphs it is clear that linear hashing performs better than B+-trees when the data

structure elements can hold at most 8 keys. B-trees keep data in sorted order and

require more frequent disk accesses.

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the proportion of split time in the total insert time

(Tinsert). In the B-trees it shows that the split time grows proportionally larger from

about 16% to more than 40% as the number of processors increases from 2 to 12.

These results are consistent for all sizes of input sets tested. In linear hashing, it

shows that the bucket split proportion stays about the same at slightly over 30% of

the insert time, or shows a downward trend to around 20%. Comparing the results of

linear hashing for different bucket sizes shows only a slight difference in performance.

_MOWN w "Mmo
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Figure 5.5: Time required for insert in sequential and concurrent linear hashing.
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Linear Hashing Split Proportion
Partitioned & Lock-based; Continuous Insert
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Figure 5.8: Tphe proportion in total insertion time in linear hashing.
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In most cases, the time required by the larger bucket sizes is slightly higher, likely due

to the longer bucket search time and more keys to rehash during splits. As expected,

this difference appears smaller in the partitioned algorithm than in the locked version.

Similarly, the results for Blink-trees of different node sizes are also very consistent. As

the number of processors grows larger, that increase becomes less significant. Note

that mymy implementations use a simple sequential search algorithm to search a node

and we suggest that for larger nodes the time difference would be less significant if,

for example, a binary search were used. However, the insertion of a new key remains

linear, and total insert time will not be affected greatly.

5.3.3. Results for Partitioned Blink-tree Construction

The Blink-tree construction algorithm gave very good results for the sequential algo-

rithm. The partitioned algorithm, however, unexpectedly showed almost no speedup.

Only for up to 6 PEs is there sometimes a slight speedup when only construction

times are considered. Relatively high overhead and process creation times wipe out

whatever gains were made. The best results were obtained for 20,000 keys and are

shown in Figure 5.9, which shows individual components (lines) and cumulative re-

sults (area). The time data for Blink-tree construction are given in Tables 5.8 and 5.9.

Both charts and tables suggest better results as the data sets increase in size. This is

also illustrated in Figure 5.10, which shows total construction time for the sequential

algorithm and the partitioned algorithm for different data sets. All the figures are for

constructing a B-tree of order m = 9 where the nodes are 75% full. The graphs show

that the initial construction (Tconstr) of the tree is the largest time involved. The time

needed to check and node balance the tree proved to be minimal (less than 5% of the

total time) in nearly all cases. Experiments on trees of different densities showed that

it takes about half as much time to create a tree with nodes that are 90% full than

WORM - R -.- -
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Partitioned Blink-tree Construction
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Figure 5.9: Times for block distributed Blink-tree construction with 20,000 keys.

one with nodes that are only 50% full. A tree with fuller nodes needs fewer of them

(both leaf nodes and index nodes) and this results in better overal performance.

5.4. Results for Inserts in Loaded Data Structures

In this series of experiments, all the insertions were done on a pre-constructed data

structure. The results for loading the initial Blink-tree are consistent with the data

obtained for the construction algorithm discussed in the previous section. Construc-
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Figure 5.10: Time required Blink-tree construction.

Table 5.8: Time data for sequential B+-tree construction.
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Total time 581 867 1,129
Construction time 431 631 815
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Table 5.9: Partitioned 3ink-tree construction time data.

# of Processors 2 4 6 8 10 12

Number of keys: 10,000

846

250
8

398
199

47.06
23.46

Number of keys: 15,000
Total time 701 820 944 1,029 1,103 1,266
Construction time 330 262 282 318 315 414
Balance time * 8 8 8 12 9
Overhead 346 498 540 583 628 669
Process Creation 25 61 93 128 161 183
Overhead % 49.39 60.66 60.35 56.70 56.91 52.85
Process Creation % 3.52 7.39 9.82 12.42 14.55 14.44

Number of keys: 20,000
Total time 1,065 1,102 1,183 1,289 1,455 1,602
Construction time 434 381 368 378 451 500
Balance time * * 8 9 8 9
Overhead 606 663 721 780 838 896
Process Creation 25 58 95 131 165 206
Overhead % 56.86 60.21 60.90 60.53 57.63 55.94
Process Creation % 2.37 5.23 8.02 10.13 11.33 12.87

479
199

*

254
26

53.02
5.41

525
183
8

283
59

53.85
11.23

582
176
8

311
94

53.49
16.20

668
197
8

339
131

50.79
19.66

a . .,..

790

254

9

369

167

46.71
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tion result data are included in Table 5.10 for the Blink-tree and Table 5.11 for linear

hashing. The results from the distributed experiments are related to those obtained

for partitioned algorithms. The main differences are network communications costs.

Their results are included in Chapter 7.

5.4.1. Partitioned Algorithms

The results for 5,000 inserts in an existing partitioned Blink-tree show good speedup

for up to 6 processors. After that, the total time requirements go up gradually, and

there is a definite increase in time requirements at 12 processors. That increase is

almost totally due to increases in process spawn times. All other components show

speedup or remain more or less constant. For 10,000 inserts the results are not

as consistent. In general, the trend shows good speedup for up to 10 PEs. The

results for the latter test are shown in Figure 5.11. When inspecting the time data

for the insert component (Tinsert), both search and pure insert times show good,

consistent speedup. For 5,000 transactions, the split time shows speedup until about

6 PEs, then remains flat until 10 PEs, before increasing again at 12 PEs. For 10,000

transactions the split time data are erratic, although the trend is towards moderate

speedup. Figure 5.12 shows the insert components and total insert time for the

former. These new results are better than those obtained for inserting in an empty

Blink-tree. Some of the improvement is due to the better performance caused by the

existence of a sizable data structure before insertion. As expected, this reduces the

overhead incurred by the more frequent splits which propagate through the tree that

occur in an empty data structure. Another reason for the improved performance is

the reduction in overhead, especially for larger numbers of processors. The overhead

time for the method employed in the current tests remains almost constant, and only

adds up to a small portion of the total costs. In the previous methods, the time

. 11 W. ... 1 -- .
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costs increases rather sharply as the number of processors grows. For example, when

all processors get all the input data, the overhead cost for 10,000 transactions varies

between 128 and 131 time units. The partitioning method in the first experiments

required from 254 to 398 units. The data for initial tree construction and for the

subsequent insertions of 5,000 and 10,000 keys are given in Table 5.10. Note that all

the tables for loaded data structures have two total time lines. The second line gives

the total costs excluding process creation costs. This is possible because the process

creation cost is already measured once in the initial data construction. When other

transactions start, the processes already exist. Percentage data are also shown in

the table. The total insert time percentage is calculated from the total time without

process creation cost. The insert cost proportion starts at more than 90% of total

costs at 2 PEs, and slowly diminishes to about 75% for 5,000 transaction, and 80%

for 10,000 transactions. Again, results are better for larger data sets. When process

creation costs are included in the totals, transaction performance drops from more

than 90% to only 40% (for 5,000 transactions) and 60% (for 10,000 transactions) of

the cost.

The results for linear hashing are similar, but as in the first test, slightly better

than the Blink-trees. For 5,000 inserts, the results show good speedup through 8 pro-

cessors, after which the results level off. The time requirements for 10 and 12 PEs are

about equal. Even better results are obtained for 10,000 inserts, given in Figure 5.13,

which shows continuing speedup through 10 PEs, and leveling off at 12 PEs. When

examining the insert components, all show some speedup, with a small but marked

increase for pure insert time after 10 PEs. These results are illustrated in Figure 5.14.

Table 5.11 gives the time data for the construction of the initial table construction

and the subsequent insertion of 5,000 and 10,000 keys. The last precentage figure

shows the total insert cost as a portion of the the total time. Somewhat surprising
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Figure 5.11: Total insert costs for partitioned Blink-tree.
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Table 5.10: Block partitioned loaded Blink-tree time data.

#Lof Processors 2 4 6 8 10 12

Construction with 5,000 keys

Total construction 119 104 78 104 109 119

Construction 119 104 78 103 108 119

Balance 0 0 0 1 1 0

Insert 5,000 keys

Total time 930 568 455 445 449 496

Total time (no PC) 906 506 354 288 258 257

Overhead 63 64 62 62 63 63
Process Creation 24 63 102 146 192 239
Total Insert 843 442 292 237 195 194

Insert only 160 80 54 41 33 27

Search time 446 198 130 94 77 63
Split time 236 163 107 101 95 116
Search % 52.94 44.94 44.69 39.90 39.75 32.41
Insert only % 19.01 18.12 18.55 17.46 16.75 14.03
Split % 28.05 36.94 36.76 42.63 43.50 59.82
Total Insert % 93.05 87.35 82.49 79.26 75.58 75.49

Insert 10,000 keys

Total time 1,907 1,110 1,065 838 700 864
Total time (no PC) 1,883 1,047 963 693 513 669
Overhead 129 131 130 130 128 131
Process Creation 25 63 101 144 187 236
Total Insert 1,754 916 833 563 385 538
Insert only 325 160 109 80 66 58
Search time 920 421 270 195 163 130
Split time 509 335 454 288 156 350
Search % 52.46 45.93 32.44 34.58 42.28 26.23
Insert only % 18.52 17.48 13.03 14.29 17.15 11.62
Split % 29.03 36.60 54.53 51.13 40.57 70.30
Total Insert % 93.15 87.49 86.50 81.24 75.05 80.42
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is the sharp decline in the proportionate amount of time spent on transactions as

opposed to overhead costs. At 2 processors, 85% of the total cost is for transaction

processing. At 12 processors that has diminished to only 25% to 30%. Overhead

costs become an increasingly important factor as the number of processors increases.

If process creation costs are excluded, performance is much better, starting at about

85% declining to about 52%. The split time remains at about 40% of the total in-

sert time. These results are rather good, especially considering the linear increase in

fork time. The linear hashing algorithms show the same improvements as the ones

for Blank-trees with reduced insertion and overhead costs. It is interesting to note

that the Blink-tree construction algorithm is less expensive than the creation of the

initial hash table. Otherwise the linear hashing algorithms always show the better

performance.

5.4.2. Locked Algorithms

The results for locked linear hashing algorithms with insertions in an existing hash

table are very similar to those for locked algorithm in an empty data structures. The

times are given in Table 5.12, which also shows some results as precentages. It shows

the proportion of search and insert time as nearly constant at just over 50% of the

total insert time (Tinsert). Note the decrease in split time (T.,,ot) percentage as the

number of processors increases and the increasing trend in lock time. Although the

lock time (Tlock) increases as the number of processors increases, it never reaches

more than 40% of the total insert time. These results are similar to those obtained

for inserts in emtpy data structures. It also shows that the overhead and spawn time

for the partitioned algorithms never exceeds 34%, a much better performance than for

the partitioned algorithms. The proportion of transaction processing time (including

lock time), remains high. It varies between 90% and 86% when process creation time

_ - _
. _ ._ - _ .. v ,.iiiii ru:.e k'.. id l Fa: r _ _ _ Y ii _
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Table 5.11: Block partitioned loaded linear hashing time data.

#of Processors 2 4 6 8 10 12

Initial Table of 5,000 keys
Construction 542 283 155 117 92 81
Insert 5,000 keys

Total time 519 335 287 279 293 308
Total time (NO PC) 495 285 206 170 151 139
Overhead 63 64 62 61 63 63
Process Creation 24 51 81 108 142 169
Total Insert 432 221 144 109 88 76
Insert only 48 25 17 55 44 9
Search time 218 106 69 16 12 37
Split time 166 84 56 51 34 31
Search % 50.44 48.11 48.10 14.70 14.21 48.00
Insert only % 11.19 11.51 11.57 50.19 49.66 14.41
Split % 38.37 37.80 38.77 38.02 38.57 40.59
Total Insert % 87.27 77.44 69.90 64.12 58.28 54.68

Insert 10,000 keys

Total time 977 590 475 443 435 439
Total time (NO PC) 956 539 394 333 298 271
Overhead 129 131 130 130 128 131
Process Creation 21 51 81 109 138 168
Total Insert 827 408 264 203 170 140
Insert only 93 47 31 24 20 17
Search time 413 193 127 97 82 69
Split time 321 161 102 80 66 54
Search % 49.98 47.15 47.99 47.89 48.32 49.51
Insert only % 11.21 11.47 11.84 11.68 11.73 11.77
Split % 38.82 39.47 38.60 39.37 39.02 38.72
Total Insert % 86.51 75.70 67.01 60.96 57.05 51.66

emu. . .. , ... , _,, ..
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Table 5.12: Locked loaded linear hashing time data.

# of Processors 2 4 6 8 10 J 12

Insert 5,000 keys
Total time 1,087 730 665 697 785 889
Total time (NO PC) 1,063 679 584 589 643 720
Overhead 102 87 81 80 83 85
Process Creation 24 51 81 108 142 169
Total Insert 961 592 503 509 560 635
Insert+Search 516 338 272 273 294 324
Split time 261 129 97 82 81 86
Lock time 184 125 134 154 185 225
Search+Insert % 53.69 57.09 54.08 53.63 52.50 51.02
Split % 27.16 21.79 19.28 16.11 14.46 13.54
Lock % 19.15 21.11 26.64 30.26 33.04 35.43
Total Insert % 90.40 87.19 86.13 86.42 87.09 88.19

Insert 10,000 keys
Total time 2,185 1,428 1,282 1,329 1,472 1,663
Total time (NO PC) 2,128 1,361 1,175 1,184 1,286 1,444
Overhead 207 178 169 167 166 174
Process Creation 27 67 107 145 186 219
Total Insert 1,921 1,183 1,006 1,017 1,120 1,270
Insert+Search 1,032 677 545 545 590 648
Split time 521 257 193 164 161 172
Lock time 368 249 268 308 369 450
Search+Insert % 53.69 57.09 54.08 53.63 52.68 51.02
Split % 27.12 21.72 19.18 16.13 14.38 13.54
Lock % 19.16 21.05 26.64 30.29 32.95 35.43
Total Insert % 90.27 86.92 85.62 85.90 87.09 87.95

is not included, and between almost 90% and about 70% otherwise.

The results obtained for the locked algorithms on the Blink-trees show a great

improvement over the ones from insertions into an empty data structure. The time

requirements are still significantly higher than for locked linear hashing. In fact,

the performance data for inserting 5,000 keys in a Blink-tree yields results similar

to those obtained for inserting 10,000 keys with locked linear hashing. Both search

and insert times show a steady decline. A sharp decline in search time is observed

when the number of processors in increased from 2 to 4. Lock times varies a little.

First they show a steady decline in time needed through 6 PEs, and then it slowly

dxabf44ir
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Table 5.13: Locked loaded Blink-tree time data.

starts increasing again. The split time constitutes the largest cost component in the

total insert time. When there are between 2 and 8 processors, performance remains

steady, with only a slight decrease in time requirements. For 10 or more PEs, split

time increases sharply. The total time for insert without overhead shows good speedup

through 4 PEs, a leveling off at 6 and 8 PEs, and an increase in time requirements

thereafter. These results are shown in Figure 5.15 with the total data shown shaded.

The total insert time starts at over 90%, and remains at just above 80% of total

transaction time as the number of processors increases when process creation time

is included. Other the transaction time remains stable between 90% and 93% of the

total cost. The proportion of split time in the insert cost increases from about 30%

at 2 PEs to nearly 70% at 12 PEs. The data for locked Blink-tree algorithms are

summarized in Table 5.13.

[ #LofProcessors 2 4 6 8 10 J 12
Number of keys: 5,000
Total time 2,018 1,159 978 999~1,311 1,283

Total time (NO PC) 1,994 1,108 897 891 1,169 1,114

Overhead 102 87 81 80 83 85

Process Creation 24 51 81 108 142 169

Total Insert 1,892 1,021 816 811 1,086 1,029

Search time 960 252 170 132 107 91

Insert time 168 86 58 55 35 30

Split time 569 521 451 473 739 717

Lock time 195 162 137 151 205 192

Search % 50.73 24.66 20.81 16.28 9.86 8.85

Insert % 8.90 8.41 7.11 6.80 3.20 2.87

Split % 30.09 51.06 55.31 58.26 68.08 69.66

Lock % 10.28 15.87 16.77 18.66 18.86 18.63

Total Insert % 94.88 92.15 90.97 91.02 92.90 92.37
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5.5. Summary

The work reported in this chapter compares two parallel methods, namely block

partitioned and lock-based concurrency control systems, on Blink-trees and linear

hashing. The experiments for insertions into an empty data structure show that the

performance of the block partitioned data structure approach is significantly better

than the locked approach in Blink-trees and linear hashing with uncontrolled splits.

Especially the results for the Blink-tree were poor. Another experiment was then

designed to measure the performance of inserts into an existing data structure. Those

results show a significant improvement for both algorithms, but especially for the Blink

tree. The overhead accrued in the partitioned approach proved higher than expected,

especially the process creation time. At this time the causes and effects are not

totally clear. Some of the work in Chapter 8 attempts to find a better answer to this

question. A different method was used in the second set of experiments with loaded

data structures. A significant part of the improvements observed with transactions

on loaded data structures are due to improved queue management. As both overhead

and process creation are reduced, the partitioned algorithm, and to some extent the

locked algorithm, will show even more speedup. The results also show a trend towards

improved speedup as the data sets grow larger. In conclusion the results show that

this method has good potential and may possibly be successfully applied to other

data structures.

In the next chapter, a new variant of the B-tree is introduced. The data structure

was altered to adapt it to a parallel environment. Its improvements are at least

partially consequences of the experimental results presented in this chapter.



CHAPTER 6

THE Bmad-TREE AND ITS IMPLEMENTATIONS

In this chapter the Bmad-tree is introduced, a new data structure based on the B1ink-

tree. Its development was prompted by the experimental results given in Chapter

5, which revealed bottlenecks in concurrent Blink-tree algorithms, and suggested ar-

eas where improvements could be achieved. This chapter defines the Bmad-tree, and

presents construction, search, insert and restructure algorithms for partitioned, dis-

tributed and locked implementations. A formal analysis is included at the end of the

chapter.

6.1. Motivation for a Better Data Structure

The motivation for Bmad-trees followed out of the experimental research done on

Blink-trees and linear hashing on the Sequent Multiprocessor reported in the previous

chapter. One of the performance measures observed was the amount of time required

by node and bucket splits. The results showed that a substantial amount of time,

sometimes as much as 50% to 70% of insert time, was directly due to bucket or node

splits. The split time percentage is smaller in linear hashing than in B-trees. In

addition, the experimental research clearly shows that locks time is very expensive,

especially in B-trees. This led us to the development of a data structure where splits

are not necessary and restructuring is postponed, while preserving sequential access

to the data. Another goal was to reduce the number of locks and allow multiple

processors to access the same node during updates. The result is the Bmad-tree,

which stands for Blink-tree with Multiple Access and Dilation.

138
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The Bmad-tree has a Blink-tree as an index and the leaf nodes are organized as

hashtables. The buckets allow simultaneous access to multiple processors. The tree

still has the key values in mostly sorted order in the leaf level, such that for any two

leaf nodes Li and L, where Li is to the left of L, all keys in L; are smaller than

those in L,. Furthermore, the tree does not require restructuring during the insertion

process, as leaf nodes are allowed to overflow and index nodes can dilate temporarily.

A tree is restructured by a separate procedure when it has too many overflow nodes

or when the system is idle. To avoid multiple secondary storage accesses for a single

record, the bucket leaf nodes in the tree are not equivalent to disk pages. Only after a

record's key has been located is the pointer to the disk page followed. Not associating

a disk page with a leaf node allows restructuring of the tree without physically moving

the records in the file on disk. There are two versions of the Bmad-tree. All algorithms

presented in this chapter are for the second version (see Section 6.2.2).

6.2. The Bmad-tree Data Structure

6.2.1. An Initial Version

The Bmad-tree data structure has two major components. First there is a Blink-tree,

which acts as an index to the data set, the second component of the Bmad-tree. In the

Bmad-tree the typical leaf node type, which is identical to an index node, is replaced

by a bucket node. Each leaf node has b buckets to store keys. The number of buckets

can be fixed or variable. A hash function is used to determine in which bucket a key

value belongs. Each bucket can have an overflow chain when the primary bucket is

full. In theory the length of the overflow chain is infinite. The first version of the

Bmad-tree bears some resemblance to a data structure called a bounded disorder file

proposed by Lomet [Lom88] and the B+-tree with partial expansion by Bayza-Yates
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and Larson [BYL89]. In these data structures, the leaf nodes also have multiple

buckets, and an overflow area shared by all the buckets. When a node's overflow area

is full, a leaf node is allowed to expand once before splitting. Performance analysis

of this type of data structure for sequential algorithms was done in [BYL89,Mat93].

However, no research has been done for concurrent algorithms of this type.

Two types of data are stored in each bucket node, information about the keys,

and information about the individual buckets needed for housekeeping purposes. The

first group includes the buckets, which store the key values assigned to them. The

number and the size of the buckets as well as the hash functions used to distribute

the data can be varied to accommodate the application. Overflow pointers are added

to each bucket to store the keys that do not fit in the primary bucket. Each bucket

is identified as b, where 0 K j b--1, and it has a variable kcount that counts

how many keys are currently in the bucket, including keys in overflow. An overflow

pointer, ofptr, points to the first node in the overflow chain. If this pointer is nil,

the overflow chain is empty. An overflow key count counts the number of keys in an

overflow chain.

The second group of data is necessary for structure control and housekeeping

tasks. The variable keycount keeps track of how many keys are currently stored in

the node. This counter includes keys in the overflow chains. The ofcount variable

counts the number of keys stored in bucket overflow chains. An array of overflow

flags, one for each bucket, signals overfull buckets. Each flag is set when a bucket

first overflows. The number of buckets with overflow chains is counted in bofcount.

The restructure flag, restr..lag, signals when a node has passed its overflow limit and

is ready for restructuring. The constant boflimit (bucket overflow limit) determines

when the restructure flag for a node is turned on. The variable restr..count counts

how many nodes have their restructure flag turned on. When it reaches more than
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the value in oflimit the tree is ready for restructuring. The linkf field pointer connects

a leaf node with its right neighbor. This data structure also allows obsolete nodes to

exist temporarily in the index set, and each index node needs an obsolete flag, which

is set as a node first becomes invalid.

6.2.2. An Improved Bmad-tree

The first version of the Bmad-tree works well, but there are some definite problems,

especially in the area of efficient space utilization. These problems are similar to those

that occur in the bounded disorder file and B+-tree with partial expansion. Clearly,

while key values often are evenly distributed among the buckets. Just as often there

may be buckets with long overflow queues, while other buckets in the same node are

far from full. This triggers the creation of overflow nodes while there is still room

in the node. Secondly, the type of overflow chain used in the first version is clearly

inefficient when there is a disproportionate overflow in some buckets. The improved

version of the Bmad-tree makes better use of the space and substantially improves

transaction algorithms.

Instead of dividing the available key storage space a priori among the buckets,

it is organized as one large area, implemented as an array of multiple linked lists,

one for each bucket. The variable freelist heads the list of available space. The node

has a header record, which points to the beginning of each bucket's list and counts

the keys in the bucket. The field totalcount counts how many keys are stored in the

entire bucket node. The linkf field is the link pointer to the next bucket node to the

right. When a bucket node runs out of space, the next insert goes to an overflow

node, which is linked to the current bucket via an overflow pointer ofptr. Overflow

nodes have exactly the same structure as any other bucket node. Thus all bucket

nodes that belong to the same chain are linked together with overflow pointers and
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Figure 6.1: The structure of a bucket node in the improved Bmad-tree.

form their own linked list. Although all bucket nodes are identical, the initial bucket

node is called the primary node. A restructure algorithm, triggered when too many

nodes overflow, restores the tree to a well-balanced form. The structure of a bucket

node is shown is Figure 6.1. The index set of the improved Bmad-tree is the same as

in the first version.

The new node structure eliminates wasted space in any bucket node. In this tree

it is not important if one bucket is very full while another remains nearly empty. In

the worst case all the keys will hash to the same bucket, and this results in sequential

access time for the node. The improved Bmad-tree still gives a better performance than

the first version since it results in a nearly empty node and a lot of overflow accesses.

The use of many small buckets rather than few larger buckets will keep the search

times short and allow greater concurrency, although more space overhead in the form

of a larger header record is necessary. A periodic evaluation of key distribution in

the nodes can show if the current hash function gives a good distribution. If the data

distribute poorly, a new hash function can be found to replace the current one. It

is also conceivable to let each chain use its own hash function. Experimental results

should give more data on a good balance between the number of buckets and overhead

I -- -- -- -------
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costs and other details.

6.3. Partitioned Algorithms for Bnadtrees

Most concurrent algorithms in the literature for B-trees use either locks or processor

synchronization for concurrency control. Here a method introduced in the previous

chapter is used, which does not require locks and where processors work independently

from each other.

6.3.1. Construction Algorithm

The construction algorithm for the Bmadtree develops along the same lines as the

one presented for the Blink-tree in Chapter 3. The function bmp-builddriver(), given

in Figure 6.2, is the construction algorithm driver. The tree is built from the bottom

up, one leaf node at a time. The algorithm expects the keys to be in sorted order.

The main loop continues to generate new bucket nodes and constructs the index as

needed for as long as there are keys in the file. Function getkeys() gets all the keys

that are used by function bmpbuild-bucketnode(), given in Figure 6.3, to fill a node

with keys and other data. The value bf in this function is the bucket fill factor. It

determines how many keys each leaf node will have initially. This value is variable

and can be determined by the user. If inserts are expected in the data structure

after its construction, bf should be less than k, where k is the maximum number of

keys that fit in a bucket node. Once a new bucket node is created and initialized in

bmpinit_ bucketnode() as shown in Figure 6.6, it is linked to its left neighbor. To add

a new key to the insertion node, the processor first checks if there is space available.

In the construction algorithm that will always be the case. If so, the next space is

reserved and the freelist is updated. The new key is hashed to the correct bucket and
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Figure 6.2: Bm-d-tree construction driver for BDF.

function bmp-build.bucket.node()
// build one bucket in the Bmad-tree

1 call bmpinit.buckei.node()
2 for i = 0 to (bf-1) do
3 bucket +- hash(keys[i])
4 call bmp.add.o..bucket(bucket, keys[i])
5 endfor
6 current.totalcount <- bf

Figure 6.3: Build a bucket node for the Bmad-tree.

added at the top of the list. Finally the bucket header and bucket list are updated.

The bmpaddtobucket() function is given in Figure 6.5. Insertion in a full index node

results in a new index node, and the insertion in the next level of the tree of another

key/pointer pair. It is possible for this construction algorithm to result in a tree where

the rightmost nodes on any level do not meet the minimum fullness requirements. The

bmp-balance.tree() function, as shown in Figure 6.4, checks through those nodes from

the top down, from the level below the root to the last index level, and shifts values

to the last node from its left neighbor where necessary. A tree under construction is

illustrated in Figure 4.14.

function bmp-build-driver()
// build the initial Bmad-tree T for BDF

1 while there are more keys to add

2 call getkeys(keys)
3 call bmp1 build-bucketnode()
4 update link with previous link node

5 last[0] <-- newnode
6 maxkey <- maxkey in newnode

7 level <- level+1
8 call bmp.add.index.node(level,maxkey,newnode)
9 endwhile
10 call bmpbalance-iree()
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function bmp-balance-tree()
// balance Bmad-tree after construction

1 for i = (h-1) downto 1 do
2 if last[i] .count < minimum
3 calculate number of child nodes needed
4 find left neighbor node
5 move needed key/pointer pairs
6 adjust maxkey field in left neighbor
7 update parent node key fields
8 maxkey +-- max value in node
9 endif
10 endfor

Figure 6.4: Balance Bmad-tree after construction.

Figure 6.5: Add a key to a Bmd-tree bucket node.

function bmp-add.to.bucket(b, kv)
// add a new key value to a bucket node
// get next available space and update

1 n-avail +- freelist
2 freelist +- next available space

// update bucket headers
3 insert new key at top of list
4 bucket[b] .header 4- n.avail
5 add kv to bucket b list

oxwWw o 60 mg#AA 1% P-m-migms-
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Figure 6.6: Initialize a B"'d-tree bucket node.

6.3.2. Search Algorithm

The search algorithm is similar to the one for the standard Blink-tree algorithm. The

search driver, bmp.search.driver), is given in Figure 6.7. All searches start at the

root node, and continue through the index until the correct bucket leaf node is found.

As each index node is reached, its obsolete flag is checked to ensure a valid one is

reached. If not, the link pointer is followed until a valid node is found. Function

bmp-searchjfor.key() to find the search key in the bucket node, is given in Figure 6.8.

The key is first hashed to find out to which bucket it belongs. Then the bucket is

searched. If the search key is not found in the list, the overflow pointer is checked.

If there is an overflow node, the search resumes in a similar fashion in the overflow

node, until either the search key is found or the end of the chain is encountered. This

process continues until all overflow nodes have been checked. The search algorithm

returns a boolean found flag and the search key's bucket b. If the key was in the

function bmp.init.bucket~node()
// initialize a Bmad-tree bucket node

1 current +- new bucket node
// initialize list space b..space of length 1

2 for i = 1 to (1-1) do
3 b.space[i-1].next +- i
4 endfor
5 b.space[l-1].next <- end.oflist

// initialize bucket headers
6 for i = 0 to (b-1) do
7 buckets[i].header <- -1
8 buckets[i].count +- 0
9 endfor

// initialize other
10 freelist <- 0
11 totalcount +-- 0
12 of.pointer <- nil
13 linkf <- nil

1-11,11 l-, - , -- ., , - .;"- - , . - , . , 1 , - -- , I I- - - I "AwAaawww" I
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Figure 6.7: Bmad-tree search driver.

node, the node in which the key was found is returned. If the key was not found, the

last node in the chain and the current search position is returned. This information

is used by the insert algorithm when the search function is called by insert-driver).

6.3.3. Insertion Algorithm

The insertion function for this data structure is much simpler than in other B-tree

algorithms, because this algorithm only adds new values to the bucket node. No data

are shifted, no nodes are split or merged, and no index keys are added to parent

nodes. There is no need to search overflow nodes in the insertion algorithm because

it is the task of the search algorithm to check the overflow chain and return the

correct insertion location to the insert algorithm, be it either the primary bucket or

an overflow node. The new key is simply inserted at the top of the proper bucket list.

Keys are inserted in the tree one at time, and function bmp.insert.driver), given

in Figure 6.10, controls this process. The search function locates the insert bucket

node insertnode, the insert bucket b, and checks if the insert key is already in the

tree. If not, function bmp.insert_.key() in Figure 6.11 is called and the key is inserted

function bmp.search.driver()
// search for search key, skey, in Bmad-tree T

1 skey -- search key
2 snode -- root
3 while snode is not a leaf node
4 if s-node is obsolete
5 follow link field until correct node is found
6 endif
7 search s-node for target child node pointer
8 s.node -- child node pointer
9 endwhile
10 current <-- s.node.bucketnode
11 call bmp-search.for.Jey(skey)
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Figure 6.8: Search a bucket node for a key skey.

in its bucket in the leaf node as follows. If there is room in the node, i.e. when freelist

is not empty, the new key is inserted at the top of the list in bucket b by calling

bmp.add.to.bucketO. In the worst case the current bucket node is full, and then a

new overflow node is created before insertion can take place. The new overflow node

is linked to the previous bucket node through its overflow pointer. The overflow count

is also incremented. The insertion of a key in full leaf node is shown in Figure 6.9.

The insert nodes are shown shaded, and the new pointers are dashed.

6.3.4. Restructure Algorithm

The restructure algorithm is triggered when the tree has too many overflow nodes.

This condition can be detected either on a continuous basis as the tree undergoes

update transactions, or by a separate overflow count procedure. The first method

function bmp..searchforJkey(skey)
// search bucket node for key, skey

1 b <- hash(skey)
2 tray <- current.head[b]
3 alldone <- false
4 found <- false
5 while not alldone
6 while(trav is not end.of.list) and (not found)
7 if b.space[trav] = skey
8 found +-- true
9 else
10 tray <- b.space[trav].next

11 endif
12 endwhile
13 if (found = false) and (ofptr is not nil)
14 current +- current.ofptr
15 else
16 alldone +- true
17 endif
19 endwhile
20 return(current,found,b)

-- . _~
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Figure 6.9: Insertion of a new key k in a full leaf node of a Bmad-tree.

function bmp.insert.driver()
// insert key, ikey, in Bmad-tree T

1 ikey +- insert key
2 call bmp-search~driver(ikey)
3 status <- bmp..search-for..key(ikey)
4 if i..status is found key
5 display duplicate key message
6 else
7 call bm.p.inserLkey(ikey)
8 endif

Figure 6.10: 13d-tree insert driver.
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Figure 6.11: Insert a key in a bucket node.

works very well for sequential and partitioned algorithms, because there is no con-

tention to update the overflow node counter. The second method works better for

other types of concurrent algorithms because it does not required all processors to

update the same overflow counter variable. The resulting bottleneck problem grows

larger as the number of processors, all creating an overflow node at the same time,

increases. If the insert algorithm does not keep track of the number of overflow nodes,

an overflow count function starts with the leftmost bucket leaf node and counts the

number of overflow nodes. The function stops when it reaches the rightmost node, or

when its count is larger than the overflow threshold value. The restructure process

can be called by this function after the count is complete, or can be started at any

other time when a processor is not busy.

The restructure algorithms given in this section assume that the entire process

can be completed without interruption. However, it is just as easy to let a processor

work on one level at a time and/or on restructuring only when it is not busy. Since

no nodes are deleted until replacements have been rebuilt, no transaction can get

function bmpinser-key(ikey)
// insert, ikey, in current bucket node

1 if totalcount < bucket size

// there is room in the node
2 call bmp-addo..-buckei(b,ikey)
3 else

// the node is full
4 if ofptr = nil
5 oldnode <- insert-node
5 ofcount <- ofcount+1
6 call bmp.build.bucket-node()
7 call bmp.add.o..bucket(b,ikey)
8 oldnode.ofptr <- new..node
9 newnode.maxkey -- maxkey
10 endif
11 endif
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obsolete node new index nodes
L--------------------------- old link pointer

Figure 6.12: A temporarily expanded index node during the restructuring process.

lost, although it may need to make a few extra steps to get to the right place. The

bmprestructuredriver( in Figure 6.15, starts rebuilding the tree from the leaf nodes

up, and always works from left to right. It calls three different rebuilding functions,

one for the leaf nodes, one for the internal index nodes and one for the root node.

The function bmprestr.leafs( in Figure 6.16, restructures the leaf nodes one by

one as follows. It keeps track of the current parent node, parentt, and builds a new

parent node called, ptemp. The old parent node, parents, is marked as obsolete, thus

alerting subsequent transactions that the information in the parent node is out of

date, and to use the link field instead. At most one obsolete node can be encountered

by any search process. Each primary bucket node is examined in turn. If it has no

overflow chain, it remains as is, and its maxvalue and pointer are copied to the new

parent node. Otherwise, assume there are q buckets in the chain, where q > 1. All

the keys in the primary and the overflow nodes are sorted and q new buckets are

built and linked with each other. The leftmost one is linked to the left neighbor,

the rightmost one to the right neighbor. The pointer to each new bucket node and

its maxkey are inserted in ptemp. If there are enough new nodes on the lower level,

the new parent node ptemp may fill up. In that case it is possible for a single index

node to dilate into multiple nodes as follows. Node ptemp is linked to parentt's right
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neighbor, the parent node parentt is linked to ptemp, and a new parent node ptemp is

created. The function bmp-adjust-parent), shown in Figure 6.21, gives the complete

algorithm for inserting in a parent node. First the maxkey of the parent node is

checked to make sure the algorithm is in the correct location. If there is room in the

node, the key/pointer pair is simply inserted. If the node is full, the last pointer is

added to the parent, and the lastflag is set. If there is another insertion in the same

parent node, a new temporary index node is created. If the current index insert key

is larger than the maxkey of the parent node, the link pointer is followed to the right

until the correct parent is found. Before following the link pointer, the current parent

node is closed out. If the last dilation node is underfull when it is time to move on

to the next parent node, enough key/pointer pairs are shifted from its left neighbor

in function bmpcheck-bal), shown in Figure 6.22, to keep the tree balanced. Such

an expanded index node is shown in Figure 6.12. A leaf node rebuilding process of

a chain with 3 nodes, and the corresponding changes in the deepest index level, are

shown in Figure 6.13. Affected nodes are shown shaded in both figures, and all old

pointers are shown dashed. Here x is used to indicate that an obsolete flag is set.

After the entire sequence set has been restructured, the internal index levels are

redone, one at a time. Always two levels are affected simultaneously, namely a lower

level where obsolete nodes are removed, and its parent level where new nodes are

built. The function bmp-restr-index(), given in Figure 6.17, controls this phase of the

algorithm. The internal index nodes are rebuilt in a process similar to the one used

in bmprestrleafs). Temporary nodes ptemp are used in the parent level. In the

lower level, parent nodes marked as obsolete are deleted from the list. Pointers to the

new index nodes and their maxkeys are inserted in the new parent nodes by function

bmp-restr.index(). The rebuilding of an index node with two expansion nodes is

shown in Figure 6.14. Old nodes are shown shaded and old pointers are dashed while

I .. I "I : .1- 1 - -, -'. '. NOONAN"" - ow- -,
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parent ~ new index~ ~ next index node

m1 m2 m3

m1 m2 m3

new leaf nodes
m1, m2, m3 are new max keys

... :,old bucket chain

m is maxkey

Figure 6.13: The restructuring of the leaf node level in the Bmad-tree.

x indicates that the obsolete flag is set.

Rebuilding the root node requires its own procedure. If the level below the root

node has fewer than m nodes, the old root is replaced by a single new one. If there

are more than m nodes however, the tree expands and gets a new level with a new

root node. The number of nodes at this level can be controlled by carefully choosing

the overflow limit that triggers restructuring. The function bmp-restr-rootO, given

in Figure 6.18, first counts the number of child nodes and evenly distributes them

before reconstructing the root. If there are less than m new index nodes, the root

node is simply replaced by a new one in function bmprootredo() given in Figure 6.19.

Otherwise function bmpcreate.new.root(in Figure 6.20 creates a new level and a new

root node. An error occurs when there are more than m child nodes for the new root

because only one new level can be added to the tree during any restructuring phase.

.. _ . _ ... .. , .. r ... -..._.... , 
g
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obsolete
parent new index next index node

to next node

to next node

Figure 6.14: The newly rebuilt index level and the changes to its parent nodes.

Figure 6.15: Bmad-tree restructure driver.

The algorithm described above requires many duplicate nodes. In fact, an index

level expands to at least twice its former size. The algorithm can be improved by not

allowing dilation of replacement lists of length equal to one. This can be accomplished

by keeping a counter every time a new parent node is started and checking it before

switching to the next parent. If there is only one replacement node, the temporary

node is copied over the old parent node, and then deleted. This is reflected in the

formal algorithm by a call to bmp.replace..nodeO. This improvement saves a lot of

space and also shortens the time it takes to restructure the next level.

function brp-restructure.driver()
// restructure a Bmad-tree T when there are
// too many overflow nodes; limit is rjlimit

1 if ofcount > r.limit
2 listl*+- 1
3 call bmprestrileafs()
4 level+<- 1
5 while first[level+1] is not nil
6 restr <- first[level]
7 list +- 1
8 call bmp.resir.index()
9 endwhile
10 call bmp.restr-rooi()
11 endif

.... ... .: w .

1
...

.... .
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function brnp.resir.ieafs()
// restructure leaf node level of a Bmad-tree

1 create a new temp.parent

2 lastflag <- false

3 parentt +- first[1]
4 mark parentt obsolete

5 prey +- first[1]
6 restr - first[0]
7 chprev +- first[0]
8 while restr is not nil

9 if restr.ofptr is nil
// the node has no overflow

10 call bmp.adjust.pareni(restr.maxkey)
11 else

// there is a least one overflow node

12 nextleaf +- restr.linkf
13 sort all keys in the node chain
14 totkeys +- total keys in chain
15 ofnum +- number of overflow buckets

16 k +- ftotkeys/ofnum]
17 delete all old nodes in chain
18 for i = 1 to ofnum
19 get next k keys
20 call bmp.build.bucket.node()
21 call bmp.adjust.parent(maxkey)
22 chprev.linkf +-- newnode
23 chprev 4- newnode
24 endfor
25 endif
26 restr 4- nextleaf
27 endwhile

Figure 6.16: Restructure a Bmad-tree sequence set.
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function bmp-resir-index()
// restructure an index level of a Bmad-tree

1 create a new temp.parent
2 parentt +- first[level+1]
3 mark parentt obsolete
4 prey +- first[level+1]
5 restr +- first[level]
6 chprev +- first[level]
7 while restr is not nil

8 if restr is obsolete
9 chprev +- restr.linkf
10 delete restr
11 prey +- chprev.linkf
12 else
13 call bmp.adjust.pareni(maxkey)
14 chprev +- restr
15 prey +- restr.linkf
16 endif
17 endwhile

Figure 6.17: Restructure an index level in a Bmad-tree.

Figure 6.18: Restructure the root level in a Bmad-tree.

function bmp.reslr.root()
// restructure the root level of a Bmad-tree
// first find the number of root children

1 parentt +- first[height]
2 restr 4- parentt.linkf
3 count +-- 0
4 while restr is not nil
5 count <- count+1
6 restr +- restr.linkf
7 endwhile
8 if count < m
9 call bmp.redo..rooi()
10 else
11 call bmp.create.new-rooi(count)
12 endif
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function bmp-redo-root()
// reset the root pointer

1 first[height] <- parentt.linkf

2 delete parentt

Figure 6.19: Reset the root node pointer to a Bmad-tree.

function bmp.create-new.root(count)
// create a new level in the tree and a new root

1 create new ptemp node
2 height <- height+1
3 first[height] <- ptemp
4 numnodes +- [count/mi
5 k <- [count/numnodes]
6 if numnodes < m
7 for i = 0 to (numnodes- 1)

8 get k keys
9 create new index nodes
10 call bmp..adjust_.parent(maxkey)
11 endfor
12 else
13 display error: only one new root can be created at a time
14 endif

Figure 6.20: Create a new root level for a Bmad-tree.
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function bmp-adjusi-parent(maxkey)
// insert max key and pointer in temporary index node, ptemp

1 done <- false
2 while not done
3 if maxkey < parentt.maxkey

// stay in current node
4 if ptemp is not full
5 ptemp.keyv[index] +- maxkey

6 ptemp.branch[index-1] +- child pointer
7 index <- index+1

8 done <- true
9 else // node is full
10 if lastflag = false

// add the last pointer
11 ptemp.branch[index-1] +- child pointer
12 ptemp.mkey <- maxkey
13 done +- true
14 lastflag +- true
15 else // ptemp is full, create new one
16 listl <- listl+1
17 ptemp.linkf <- prev.linkf
18 prev.linkf <- ptemp
19 prey +- ptemp
20 create new ptemp
21 endif
22 endif
23 else // go to next parent node

// finish out old parent node
24 if listl = 1

// copy new node over old node
25 call bmp.replace.node()
26 else
27 ptemp.linkf +- prev.linkf
28 prev.linkf <- ptemp
29 call bmp.check.balance()
30 endif

// get next parent node
31 listl +- 1
32 parentt +- ptemp.linkf
33 create new ptemp
34 prey +- parentt
35 mark parentt obsolete
36 endif
37 endwhile

Figure 6.21: Adjust parent node during index restructure in a Bmad-tree.
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Figure 6.22: Check balance of a new index node.

6.4. Concurrent Algorithms with Locks

One could consider three types of lock-based algorithms. The first type is the tra-

ditional locked algorithm, where each processor secures a lock on a node and carries

out an operation from beginning to end. This method is employed by most lock-

based concurrent algorithms. In a second type, called the 'cooperating' lock-based

algorithm, a processor other than the one starting the operation may finish it. This

method has been used in some other tree algorithms. In the third type, a processor

is allowed to queue a process for which it can not immediately obtain a lock. All

algorithms given in this section are of the first type and are referred to as traditional

lock-based algorithms.

Assume a processor requests a lock on a node. If the node is available, the lock

is granted and the transaction completes. Otherwise the processor waits until the

node becomes available. At this time, only search, insertion and restructure algo-

rithms for traditional lock-based solutions are included. The algorithms are similar

to the partitioned algorithms, and only the differences are highlighted in the informal

description. Formal algorithms are given in Figures 6.24 through 6.38.

function bmpcheck-.balance()
// check and adjust number of key/pointer pairs

1 if count < [m/2]
2 calculate min pairs needed

3 move pairs from left neighbor

4 adjust max key in left neighbor

5 endif

ow". a' WOW i i
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6.4.1. Search Algorithms

The search function driver bmlsearch.-driver() given in Figure 6.24, starts the search

at the root. Each index node is searched for the correct key value range, and the

corresponding child pointer is followed to the next level. Four cases are possible. In

Case 1 there is no restructuring in progress in the tree. The other three cases occur

when the tree is under reconstruction. Case 2 represents an obsolete node whose

replacement node(s) is(are) complete, while in Case 3 the replacement node(s) is(are)

not finished yet. Case 4 occurs when a bucket leaf node is restructuring.

If the there is no restructuring in progress, all checks for obsolete nodes are nega-

tive, and the search algorithm passes through the index until the correct bucket leaf

node is found. The bmlsearchjforkey() function in Figure 6.26 looks for the search

key in the bucket chain if the bucket is not locked. If the search key is present, the

function returns a true in the found flag, the bucket node and the location where the

key was found. Otherwise the bucket, the last value in the chain, and a false in the

found flag are returned. This case covers the majority of all search operations.

It is possible, however, that the tree is currently undergoing restructuring. Because

the restructuring process takes place one level at a time, it can only cause a delay in

at most one index node for any search. Old nodes in a level under restructuring are

marked as obsolete. Thus their keys and their pointers do not reflect the most current

state of the tree and processes must be prevented from following obsolete pointers.

Thus the search temporarily continues sideways instead of downwards, by following

link pointers. In some cases the old node will be replaced by a single new one, but

occasionally by more than one, and then more than one link pointer may need to

be followed before the correct node is found. To prevent premature access to a not

completely redone or to a deleted node, each index node needs a new flag. The linkflag

.:, , IRROMMM", -- 
, -- mommm"
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Figure 6.23: Search for key values in a tree where an index level is under restructuring.

is used to signal when the replacement list is complete. Thus each search process first

checks a node's obsolete flag. If the flag is turned on, it checks linkflag. If it is set, the

replacement nodes are ready to be used (Case 2) and the search continues. Otherwise

the search waits until the list is ready (Case 3). Again, as all changes are made

from left to right, a process can not get lost. The complete algorithm for function

bmLfindnode() is given in Figure 6.25. In Case 4, the search process has reached

the last index level. Again, the link flag is checked before continuing by following the

link pointer and locating the correct leaf node. Figure 6.23 illustrates a search as it

encounters an obsolete index node A. If its link flag (x) is set, the search continues

through the link field to node B, which eventually gives access to the target leaf node.

Detailed algorithms are given in function bmLsearch-for-key), which searches a leaf

node chain for the search key, in Figure 6.26. A previous call to bmLfind.node() in

Figure 6.25 guarantees that the correct primary leaf node has been found, even if

the tree is undergoing restructuring. An obsolete bucket can not be reached, thus no

double checking needs to be done for leaf nodes. The search further proceeds as in

the partitioned algorithm.

w,



function bmLsearch.driver()
// locked search for key, skey, in Bmad-tree, T

1 xflag +- false
2 snode +- root
3 while s..node is not a leaf node
4 if s.node is obsolete

// follow link field until correct node is found
5 call bmp..find.node()
6 endif
7 search s.node for target child node pointer
8 s.node +- child node pointer
9 endwhile

// search is on the last index level
10 if s..node is obsolete

// follow link field until correct node is found
11 call bmp..ind.node()
12 endif
13 current +- s..node.bucketnode
14 call bmp.search.for..key(skey)

Figure 6.24: Locked Bmad-tree search driver.

Figure 6.25: Find new node from an obsolete one.
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function bmp..ind.node()
// find correct node from obsolete one

1 while linkf flag is not set
2 wait
3 endwhile
4 done -- false
5 s.node +- s.node.linkf
6 while s.node.maxkey < skey
7 s..ode +- s..node.linkf
8 endwhile
9 return(s.node)

_ _ ::..y, , .. , .
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Figure 6.26: Locked-based search of a bucket node for a key skey.

function bmLsearch.for-key(skey)
// locked-based leaf node search for key, skey

// current is current node

1 done <- false

2 while not done

3 if the bucket is not locked

4 b <- hash(key)
5 t <- bucket header
6 found +- false
7 while (not found and t not end.of.list)

8 if t.key = skey
9 found 4- true
10 else
11 t <- t.next
12 endif
13 endwhile
14 if (found = false) and (ofptr is not nil)
15 current <- current.ofptr
16 else
17 done +- true
18 endif
19 endif
20 endwhile
21 return(current,found,b)

4 1 ,Im- ', r++ -u r .....-.
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6.4.2. The Insert Algorithm

The insert driver is given as function bminsertdriver() in Figure 6.27. Since the

insert algorithm does not alter the index set of the tree, no locks are needed until the

key is inserted in the bucket node. The target node returned by the search function

must be double checked before insertion, since other processors may have added new

values since the search completed. Three scenarios are possible. First, if the insert

key is still not present in the node and there is still room in the node, a lock on the

bucket, its header and the head of the free list is requested. Once obtained, one last

check is done to prevent a duplicate insertion of the same record. When the insertion

is complete, freelist and the bucket header are updated, and the lock is released. In

Case 2, the insert node is full. Then the overflow pointer is checked. If an overflow

node already exists, the current pointer is advanced to point at the new node, and

the insert process requests a lock on the pertinent variables. Again, once the lock is

obtained, there is a second check to prevent insertion of duplicate records. Insertion

is completed as in Case 1, and the lock is released. In Case 3, the current node is full

but a new overflow node does not exist yet. A lock is requested on ofptr. After the

lock is granted, a double check is made to verify that the pointer is still nil. If not, the

lock is released and insert reverts to Case 1 with a new insert node. Otherwise, a new

node is created and insertion is completed. The new node is attached to the previous

and the lock is released. As a processor p creates a new overflow node, it increments

its overflow counter in ofcount[p]. By allowing each PE its own counter, locks and

therefore bottlenecks, are avoided. Insertion can be simplified by eliminating the first

double check although this may sometimes result in locking a node when it is not

necessary. Thus there is a choice between adding an extra check or unnecessarily

requesting and waiting for a lock.
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Figure 6.27: Bmadtree insert driver.

6.4.3. Restructure Algorithm

The restructure phase is controlled by function bmLrestructure..check() given in Figure

6.30, which is called by a non-busy processor. If the restructure control variable

restrflag is set to 0, it checks how many overflow nodes there are by summing the

elements in ofcount, the array where each processor keeps its own overflow count. No

locks are needed here, since this function only looks at the status of the tree and

does not make any changes. Furthermore, an approximate count is accurate enough.

If the sum exceeds the restructure limit, the restructure flag is set to 1, and the

counts in ofcount are reset to 0. The restructure flag is locked before changes are

made. When the flag is set to 1, the current processor calls bmlrestrdriver(), given

in Figure 6.31. Two important events are controlled by the restructure driver. First,

only one processor at a time is allowed to restructure. This is controlled by a busy

flag, checked by a processor when they first enter the the driver. If the busy flag is

set, another processor is already restructuring, and the current PE exits. If the busy

flag is not set, the current PE obtains a lock, and sets the flag. The second function

of the driver is to know which is the next level to restructure. This is controlled by a

variable r-status. If rstatus = -1, no restructuring is in progress at this time, and

function bmLinsert driver()
// lock-based insert key, ikey, in Bmad-tree, T

1 ikey <- insert key
2 call bmLsearch.driver(ikey)
3 iLstatus <- bmLsearchforkey(ikey)
4 if status is found key
5 display duplicate key message
6 else
7 call bmLinsertkey(ikey)
8 endif

WOW w. _
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function bmLinsert.key(ikey)
// lock-based insert ikey in current bucket node

1 call bmLrecheck()
2 if ikey is in node
3 display duplicate key message
4 return
5 endif
6 done +- false
7 while not done
8 if totalcount < bucket size

// there is room in the node

9 lock insert variables
10 call bmLrecheck()
11 if ikey is in node
12 unlock insert variables
13 display duplicate key message
14 return
15 endif
16 call bmd.add.to.bucke(b,ikey)
17 unlock insert variables
18 done +- true
19 else

// the node is full /
20 lock ofptr
21 if ofptr = nil
22 call bmLrecheck()
23 if ikey is in node
24 unlock insert variables
25 display duplicate key message
26 return
27 endif
28 oldnode +- insert.node
29 call bmp.build.bucket.node()
30 call bmp.add.to.bucket(b,ikey)
31 oldnode.ofptr +- new.node
32 unlock ofptr
33 newnode.maxkey +- maxkey
34 ofcount[p] 4- ofcount[p]+1
35 done +- true
36 else // ofptr is not nil

// return to previous case
37 done 4- false
38 endif
39 endif
40 endwhile

Figure 6.28: Lock-based insert of a key in a bucket node.
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Figure 6.29: Recheck for insert key in Bmad-tree.

the leaf level is the first level to be restructured. If r..status = height, the root level is

processed, otherwise an index level identified by the value of r..status is next. Before

the lock is released, r.status is incremented. If the current level is the root level, all

flags are reset to their start values; i.e., r..status is reset to -1 and the restructure

flag is set to 2.

Restructuring the tree happens one level at a time, and only a single processor

at a time is executing this function. Only when one level is completely redone can a

processor (the same one or another one) start on restructuring the next level. This

makes it possible to use no more than one lock. At the leaf level, a node without

overflow does not change and therefore does not need to be locked. The insertion

of its key/pointer pair in the temporary parent node does not require locks either

because only the restructuring processor has access to that node at this time. When

the replacement list is complete, the link flag in the old parent node must be set. This

does not require a lock either, since again only the restructuring processor is allowed

to change that field. The same is true for setting the obsolete flags. Thus only

one lock at a time is necessary during restructuring. At the leaf level, bucket node

function bmLrecheck()
// double check for insert key, ikey, in a node

1 found +- false
2 done -- false
3 t +- current position
4 while (not done and t not end..of.list)

5 if ikey = t.key
6 found -- true
7 done F- true
8 else
9 t -- t.next

10 endif
11 endwhile
12 return(found)

awn,---
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Figure 6.30: Bmad-tree restructure check.

with chain lengths greater than one are locked. At the index level, obsolete nodes

are locked before they are deleted. This is to prevent deleting a node while another

processor is in transit to the right neighbor. Formal algorithms for restructuring leaf,

index and root nodes are given in Figures 6.30 through 6.38.

6.5. Analysis and Discussion

Given a Bmad-tree of order m able to store n key values in its sequence set, the

number of leaf nodes in the tree. is equal to v = [n/mi and its height is logmAn1

or logmv. The time required for sequential search and insert operations is O(logmv).

The performance of the sequential construction algorithm is determined as follows.

The cost of a recursive call to procedure addinde.node() is at most the height of the

tree or O(logmv) time. Procedure balance-tree() also requires TS = O(logm v) time.

function bmLrestructure-check()
// check if restructure is necessary

1 if restrflag = 0
2 totof <-0
3 for i= 0to(p-1)
4 totof f- totof + ofcount[i]
5 endfor
6 lock restr-flag
7 if ofcount > riimit
8 restr..flag <- 1
9 else
10 restr..flag - 2
11 for i = 0 to (p-1)
12 ofcount[i]4- 0
13 endfor
14 unlock restriflag
15 else
16 if restr..flag = 1
17 call bmLrestructure..driver()
18 endif
19 endif

.. vii«...& .r.....,ex n. ,,. , ,-...-a:.. 
w-.. ,.sr
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function bml-restructure.driver()
// restructure a Bmad-tree, T, when there are
/too many overflow nodes; limit is r limit

1 level 4- r.status
2 if busy = true
3 return
4 else
5 lock this section
6 busy <- true
7 if level = height
8 r.status <- -1
9 else
10 r..status <- rstatus+1
11 endif
12 unlock this section
13 endif
14 case level of
15 -1: restr.flag +- 2
16 0:
17 level <- 0
18 list +- 1
19 call bmLrestrJeafs()
20 height:
21 restr.flag <- 2
22 call bml.restr.root()
23 else:
24 level +- r.status
25 firstflag +- true
26 call bmLrestr.index()
27 endcase
28 lock this section
29 busy <- false
30 unlock this section

Figure 6.31: Bmad-tree lock-based restructure driver.

, -
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function bmLrestr.Jeafs()
// restructure leaf node level of a Bmad-tree

1 create a new temp.parent
2 lastflag <- false
3 parentt 4-- first[1]
4 mark parentt obsolete

5 prey +- first[1]
6 restr +- first[0]
7 chprev +- first[0]
8 while restr is not nil
9 if restr.ofptr is nil

// the node has no overflow
10 call bmLadjust.parent(restr.maxkey)
11 else

// there is a least one overflow node
12 nextleaf +- restr.linkf
13 lock primary bucket node
14 sort all keys in the node chain
15 totkeys +- total keys in chain
16 ofnum +- number of overflow buckets
17 k +- [totkeys/ofnum]
18 for i = 1 to ofnum
19 get next k keys
20 call bmLbuild.bucket.node()
21 call bmLadjust.parent(maxkey)
22 chprev.linkf +- newnode
23 chprev -- newnode
24 endfor
25 unlock primary bucket node
26 delete all old nodes in chain
27 endif
28 restr +- nextleaf
29 endwhile

Figure 6.32: Restructure a Bmad-tree sequence set.

.;: ,. fi
. :..:
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Figure 6.33: Lock-based index level restructure in a Bmad-tree.

function bmLrestr.root()
// restructure the root level of a Bmad-tree
// first find the number of root children

1 parentt 4- first[height]
2 restr +-- parentt.linkf
3 count+-- 0
4 while restr is not nil
5 count +- count+1
6 restr +- restr.linkf
7 endwhile
8 if count <;m
9 call bmLredo.root()
10 else
11 call bmLcreate.new.rooi(count)
12 endif

Figure 6.34: Lock-based root level restructure in a Bmad-tree.

function bmLresir-index()
// restructure an index level of a Bmad-tree

1 create a new temp.parent
2 parentt +-- first[level+1]
3 mark parentt obsolete
4 prey +- first[level+1]
5 restr +- first[level]
6 chprev +- first[level]
7 while restr is not nil
8 if restr is obsolete
9 lock restr node
10 chprev +- restr.linkf
11 delete restr
12 prey +- chprev.linkf
13 unlock restr node
14 else
15 call bmLadjustparent(maxkey)
16 chprev +- restr
17 prey F- restr.linkf
18 endif
19 endwhile

ti..~.
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Figure 6.35: Lock-based root node pointer reset in a Bmad-tree.

function bmLcreate.new.root(count)
// create a new level in the tree and a new root

1 create new ptemp node
2 height <- height+1
3 first[height] -- ptemp
4 numnodes +-- [count/rn]
5 k +- [count/numnodes]

6 lock old root
7 if numnodes < m
8 for i = 0 to (numnodes-1)
9 get k keys
10 create new index nodes
11 call bmLadjust.parent(maxkey)
12 endfor
13 unlock old root
14 else
15 unlock old root
16 display error: only one new root can be created at a time
17 endif

Figure 6.36: Create a new root level for a Bmad- tree.

function bmLredo.root()
// reset the root pointer

1 first[height] +- parentt.linkf
2 lock parentt node
3 delete parentt
4 unlock parentt node

_ ..p. -. _.w-_... _ + .. -i. ... - - _ _



function bmLadjust.parent(maxkey)
//lock-based insert max key and pointer
// in temporary index node, ptemp

1 done +- false
2 while not done
3 if maxkey < parentt.maxkey

// stay in current node
4 if ptemp is not full
5 ptemp.keyv[index] +- maxkey
6 ptemp.branch[index-1] +- child pointer
7 index <- index+1
8 done <- true
9 else // node is full
10 if lastflag = false

// add the last pointer
11 ptemp.branch[index-1] <- child pointer
12 ptemp.mkey +- maxkey
13 done +- true
14 lastflag <- true
15 else // ptemp is full, create new one
16 listl <- listl+1
17 ptemp.linkf <- parentt.linkf
18 parentt.linkf +- ptemp
19 prey +- ptemp
20 create new ptemp
21 endif
22 endif
23 else // go to next parent node

// finish out old parent node
24 if listl = 1

// copy new node over old node
25 call bmLreplace..node()
26 else
27 ptemp.linkf +- prev.linkf
28 prev.linkf +- ptemp
29 call bmLcheck.balance()
30 endif

// get next parent node
31 listl +- 1
32 parentt +- ptemp.linkf
33 create new ptemp
34 prey +- parentt
35 mark parentt obsolete
36 endif
37 endwhile

Figure 6.37: Lock-based parent node adjustment in a Bmad-tree restructure.
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function bmlcheck-balance()
// check and adjust number of key/pointer pairs

1 if count < [m/21
2 calculate min pairs needed

3 move pairs from left neighbor
4 adjust max key in left neighbor
5 endif

Figure 6.38: Check balance of a new index node.

Thus the entire sequential Bmad-tree construction algorithm requires O(vlogmv) time.

Let us now analyze the complexities of the partitioned Bmad-tree algorithms pro-

posed here. When a given logical Bmad-tree of order m and of n key values is dis-

tributed using either one of the distribution functions, each partition has approxi-

mately p leaf nodes and the height of the associated tree is O(logm ). Thus within

a partition, a single update operation such as search and insert, requires O(logm p)

time. At most p operations can happen at the same time, one for each PE. The

speedup for a single search and insert Sp, = = 0(* 1'v), and for p operations

S 0 = O( *o,''m). For the construction algorithm, the tree creation time is O( logmp).

Linking the partitions and creating the super root require O(logmv) and O(p) time,

respectively. Thus the best case performance is T, = O(logm(p)) time complexity.

The speedup for the construction algorithm S, =fT = O(l,').

Logically the distributed update algorithms due to Matsliach and Shmueli [MaS90]

and Pramanik and Kim [PrK88] are closely related to the partitioned ones proposed

in this chapter. My partitioned data structure is a B+-tree variant similar to a Height

Compressed B-tree (HCB) due to [PrK90]. A crucial difference is that their system

requires synchronized hardware. Maximally one transaction can be executed at a

time, so the best performance is of the same order as that of a single operation in

my algorithms. In addition, the searches through the index nodes of the B-tree are
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carefully synchronized, and the host must wait for the slowest processor to complete

its calculations. Thus the algorithm is only as fast as the slowest PE. In my approach,

up to p operations can happen simultaneously, thus possibly improving performance

by a factor of p. Since each processor works independently, there is no waiting time.

The locked algorithms are a little more difficult to analyze because lock time is

unknown. If the search algorithm does not encounter any locks, the time required

for both search and insert is the height of the tree, i.e. O(logmn). An obsolete node

can add some sidesteps, but if the data are well distributed, this is expected to be

rarely more than 2 or 3 links. The time spent waiting for locks is not known at this

time. However, the algorithms presented here minimize not only the number of locks

required (only one at a time), but also the length of time a lock is held. By allowing

multiple buckets within a node, more than one processor can insert in the same node.

In fact, if there are p buckets in the node, up to p processors can have access at the

same time. The only shared field is freelist, and the lock on this field is released as

soon as it is updated. Thus in the worst case, the search process encounters at most

two locks, one in the index (due to restructuring) and one in a leaf node (due to

insert). Let L3 be the time spent waiting for locks by the search process, then the

search time required in the traditional lock-based algorithm is O(logmv + L,). In most

cases, the insert procedure needs a single lock, although occasionally more than one

may be necessary if an incorrect insert node was reached. If L2 represents the lock

time spent by insert, then the traditional lock-based insert time is O(logmv + L).

The time required for the restructure algorithm is O(w + Lr), where w is the number

of nodes (index and leaf nodes) in the tree and L, is the total time required for

locking. The speedup for a single search operation S, = g = O(" "ofm+L ). At most p

operations are possible at any one time. Then speedup S, = O( g ). A similar

analysis holds for insert. The speedup for the restructure algorithm Sp = O( +Lr

_ d F+sowAe... ... :,. -,.,.. +.. ,,.. .. :.._.. .,...:..,.- a.:r.. ;.e.c.a.. ..+ ': t«x1 .' xiaaa;aw
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6.6. Summary

In this chapter a new data structure was presented that allows multiple updaters

in the same node, reduces the number of locks required during updates, and delays

tree restructuring. Partitioned algorithms for tree construction, search and insert are

given. Search and insert algorithms are given for a locked algorithm. Restructure

algorithms are given for both models.

More algorithms need to be developed, including a Bmad-tree construction algo-

rithm for the locked model, and delete algorithms for all. One would also like to

develop algorithms for a relaxed lock-based approach discussed in this chapter, where

a processor that encounters a locked node queues the process until a later time.

The next chapter will present implementations and experimental results on this

data structure and compare the results with those presented in Chapter 5.



CHAPTER 7

B"d-TREE EXPERIMENTS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This chapter presents the implementations of the Bmad-tree for the models and al-

gorithms presented in Chapter 6, and the results obtained. In addition to the three

strategies used in Chapter 5 (locked, partitioned and distributed), an implementation

of a modified lock strategy was added. The algorithms implemented concentrate on

insert operations and construction. Insert operations include a search algorithm and

either a split algorithm, a restructure algorithm or both. As in the experiments for

loaded data structures in Chapter 5, each processor has access to all input data. The

other algorithms developed in Chapter 6 have not been implemented at this time.

Construction algorithms are also included. The implemented algorithm is a fast but

non-optimal construction algorithm. There is no lock-based version for any of the

construction algorithms at this time.

7.1. Experimental Design

In general it was expected that the results for the Bmd-tree would mirror those ob-

tained in the first set of experiments presented in Chapter 5. Improved results were

expected with this data structure for all algorithms, but especially for the locked im-

plementations. The outcome and the results for the relaxed lock implementations are

uncertain. It was not known if the added overhead of adding suspended transactions

to a queue would be more costly than just waiting until a lock became available.

177
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7.1.1. Performance Measurements

The parameters used here are similar to those used in the experiments described in

Chapter 5. In addition to those data, the following were also measured.

" Overflow creation time (To createe: This measures the time it takes to create

new overflow buckets during insert operations. This time is included in Tinsert.

" Restructure time (Trestr): This measures the time it takes to restructure the

tree. Note that this time is a background time and almost never interferes with

other tree operations.

" Number of disk accesses (Nsddacc): This measurements is the same as in Chapter

5. For the Broad-tree however, Nsddacc is at most 1 for any key. If the appropriate

disk page is already in memory, Nsddacc < 1. Since the last feature is beyond

one's control, Nsddacc = 1 was assumed in the results.

" Number of index accesses (Nindacc): This counts the number of index nodes

accessed for a transaction.

" Number of leaf nodes accesses (Nleafacc): It counts how many leaf nodes were

accessed during a transaction. The target leaf node yields the disk page address

for the transaction.

7.2. B"oad-tree Performance Evaluations

All the results presented in the next sections are for relatively small Broad-trees. This

limitation is due the availability of space on the implementation systems. Test data

indicate that larger data sets would essentially show the same, although amplified,

results.
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The Bmad-trees used in the experiments have index nodes of size m = 8, and

bucket nodes of size = 20. The initial trees were constructed with full index nodes.

Unlike other B-trees, it is efficient to construct the Bmad-tree with full index nodes,

since subsequent inserts have no effect on the index. Index nodes are changed only

when a tree is restructured. This makes for a denser, shorter, and therefore more

efficient tree. I also conducted experiments for bucket nodes of different sizes. The

bucket nodes were filled with 14, 16 and 18 out of 20 possible keys. The results did

not show a lot of differences between the bucket sizes tested, although slightly better

times for subsequent transactions were obtained for buckets filled with 16 keys. This

size was then used for all the other experiments on the Bmad-tree.

7.2.1. Results for Initial Tree Construction

All performance evaluations are based on an existing initial tree, constructed using

the Bmad-tree construction algorithm. The performance of the partitioned Bmad-tree

construction algorithm is very similar to the results obtained for Blink-trees. There is

a little speedup over the sequential algorithm, but the execution time remains nearly

constant, regardless of the number of processors. The cost of balancing the tree is

minimal, and index construction is moderately expensive. As expected, the major

cost is due to the building of the leaf nodes. This cost varies between 80% to 85% of

the total construction cost.

7.2.2. Performance of Partitioned Insert

In general, the overall performance of the partitioned concurrent Bmad-tree is good.

The magnitude of the speedup obtained depends on the number of insert transac-

tions completed on the tree, and improves as the number of insertions grows. For

example, as more transactions are performed on an initial tree of 5,000 keys, the time

, m , a , - S'L - I I - - "I',"", ------- ..... -
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requirements for the insert algorithm improve. At 2,500 inserts there is speedup for

up to 6 PEs, but as more processors are added, the total time starts increasing again.

For larger numbers of insertions (i.e. 5,000 and 7,500), speedup is still present at

12 PEs, and the best results are observed at 10,000 insertions. The results given in

Figure 7.1 show the components of the total time for an initial tree of 5,000 with

5,000 subsequent inserts.

The total insert time consists of overhead time, fork time, search time and insert

time. The overhead component remains constant, regardless of the number of proces-

sors included in the multiprocessor system. This result is expected, as all PEs receive

the same data, and each processor decides independently which operations belong to

its partition. The performance of this method is superior to preprocessing the data

and only routing a partition's own data to its assigned processor. This requires that

the data entering the system are accessible to all PEs. Both the pure insert and the

search time show continuing speedup as the number of processors increases, with the

most speedup observed for search time. Search time starts out (at 2 PEs) at more

than twice the amount of time needed to complete insertions. At 8 PEs, search and

pure insert times are about equal, and remain that way through 12 PEs.

The shaded area in Figure 7.1 represents the cumulative performance for insert

time (Ttotai). It shows good speedup for up to 6 PEs. As more processors are added,

time requirements gradually increase again. The reason for this is the linear growth

in fork time as the number of PEs increases. All other performance measures show

speedup (i.e. search and insert) or remain constant (i.e. overhead). Figure 7.2 shows

the performance for an initial tree of 5,000 keys and 10,000 subsequent inserts. Its

results are consistent with those in Figure 7.1, but show how increased activities

improve performance. It also illustrates the continued speedup through 12 PEs.

Figure 7.3 compares the total insertion times (Ttota), including fork, overhead,
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Partitioned Bmad Total Insert Performance
Initial: 5,000; 5,000 Inserts
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Figure 7.1: Insert components for the partitioned Bmad-tree.
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Initial: 5,000; 5,000 Inserts
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Figure 7.2: Total insert performance for the partitioned Bmad-tree.
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search and insert times, for an initial Bad-tree of 5,000 keys, with 2,500, 5,000, 7,500

and 10,000 subsequent search and insert transactions. This graph clearly shows the

improvement in the performance as the number of transactions grows, with the best

results for the largest number of inserts. Figure 7.4 compares the pure search times

for the same tests, again showing good speedup and no noticeable degradation in

search time. The same type of chart for pure insert times is shown in Figure 7.5.

It also shows good speedup for all data files sizes tested. It also shows, however, a

definite increase in cost associated with inserts when adding 10,000 keys to the file.

By this time, the tree is almost 3 times as large as the initial tree, and no intermediate

restructuring has taken place. Taking this into account, the performance of this data

structure remains very strong.

One of the concerns raised about this data structure is that insert performance is

improved at the cost of increased search time, especially as the tree grows and the

number of overflow bucket nodes increases until the tree is restructured. Therefore

it was necessary to investigate the relationships between pure search and pure insert

time. The average search and insert time per key were computed to that end. The

average time is computed as Tog . The results are very encouraging and they show

no decline in search time performance. In fact, as shown in Figure 7.6 for a system

with 10 PEs, the average search time remains almost constant, with only a very slight

overall increase as the number of transactions quadruples. This trend is persistent,

regardless of the number of processors in the system. The results for pure insert time

are not as consistent and show more variance. In general, it shows a decline at first,

and then either remains constant or shows a slight increase at 10,000 keys. As the

number of processors grows, the average search and insert times per key grow closer

together, although the insert time is usually lower than the search time at 10,000

keys. This last result is somewhat unexpected. Although most inserts are reduced

aw"A" ._ .; & w' : ,..,
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Bmad Partitioned Total Insert
5,000 initial; 2,500, 5,000, 7,500 and 10,000 Inserts
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Figure 7.3: Bmd-tree total insert performance for 2,500 through 10,000 transactions.
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Bmad Partitioned Search Time
5,000 initial; 2,500, 5,000, 7,500 and 10,000 Inserts
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Figure 7.4: Bmad-tree search times for 2,500 through 10,000 transactions.
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Bmad Partitioned Insert Only Time
5,000 initial; 2,500, 5,000, 7,500 and 10,000 Inserts
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Figure 7.5: Bmad-tree pure insert times for 2,500 to 10,000 transactions.
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Bmad-tree Partitioned: Average S/I Time per Key
Initial Tree: 5,000; 10 Processors

o - '
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Number of Inserts
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- Search/Key e Insert/Key Total/Key

Figure 7.6: Average search and insert time per key in B"d-tree.

to simply inserting a single key value in a bucket node, creating a new bucket node

when the current one is full, is much more expensive and one expected this cost to

be more significant. However, the difference between the two is minimal.

Figure 7.7 plots the same type of data across one test series. For 10,000 insertions

it shows a nearly constant average search time per key, with a very slight decrease

as more processors are added. The insert time however, shows a marked increase,

accounting for the gradual increase in the average total insert time per key. Figure

7.8 compares pure insert time versus search time for an initial tree of 5,000 keys
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Bmad-tree Partitioned: 5,000 Initial + 10,000 Inserts
Average Search and Insert Time per Key
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Figure 7.7: Average search and insert time per key in B",d-tree.

and 10,000 subsequent transactions. The number of processors varies from 2 to 12.

The graph clearly shows the good speedup for search times as well as the much less

significant speedup for insert time. At 12 PEs, search and insert times are nearly

equal. Figure 7.9 illustrates how overflow node creation time constitutes the major

component within the insert time. It stays at about the same level while insertion time

decreases as the number of processors grows. Thus its relative importance increases

as more processors are added.

Finally, I also looked at the total search time across all test series. Figure 7.10
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Pure Insert Time for Search and Insert
Bmad Part: 5,000 initial; 10,000 Inserts
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Figure 7.8: Pure search and insert time per for Bmadtree.
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Overflow Creation Time within Insert Time
Bmad Part: 5,000 initial; 10,000 Inserts
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Figure 7.9: Overflow creation time for Bmad-tree.
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Table 7.1: Partitioned Bmad-tree insert data.

shows the expected results, namely how the

more keys in the data structure. Although

total search time increases as there are

these increases are linear, the slope of

the lines becomes less steep as the number of processors increases, again showing

better performance for more processors and larger data structures. Table 7.1 shows

the run time data for the block partitioned insert implementations. Note that for the

tables in this chapter the total time does not include process creation time. Again,

this is because processes are created when the initial tree is built. The total insert

proportion is calculated from this total.

# of Processors 2 4 6 8 10 12

Number of keys: 5,000

Total time 515 296 219 194 171 157
Overhead 63 63 63 63 63 63
Process Creation 24 58 92 124 159 197
Total Insert 452 233 156 130 107 93
Search time 342 149 94 69 53 45
Insert time 109 84 61 61 54 48
Overflow time 58 58 45 47 45 41
Restructure 1,209 321 214 161 130 107
Search % 75.77 64.08 60.52 52.84 49.78 48.26
Insert % 24.23 35.92 39.48 47.16 50.22 51.74
Overflow % 12.92 25.67 28.68 37.37 41.85 51.52
Total Insert % 87.70 78.61 71.06 67.29 62.88 59.59

Number of keys: 10,000

Total time 1,148 632 478 408 344 340
Overhead 130 130 130 130 130 130
Process Creation 26 61 94 132 169 214
Total Insert 1,018 502 348 278 214 210
Search time 787 333 207 154 120 101
Insert time 232 169 141 124 94 109
Overflow time 108 117 107 99 73 92
Restructure 1,522 649 431 234 259 217
Search % 77.24 66.27 59.48 55.23 56.15 48.10
Insert % 22.76 33.73 40.52 44.77 43.85 51.90
Overflow % 10.59 23.17 30.88 35.47 34.26 43.59
Total Insert % 88.67 79.41 72.77 68.11 62.16 61.77

.. ... ....... ;, - -,-, -.- - ,, 4 amwavmw"w
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Overflow Effect on Bmad Partitioned Search Time
5,000 initial; 2,500, 5,000, 7,500 and 10,000 Inserts
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Figure 7.10: Effect of overflow on search time in partitioned B,,d-tree.
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7.2.3. Locked Implementations

The results on the performance of the traditional locked Bmad-tree algorithm are

shown in Figures 7.11 and 7.12. The former graph shows the insert time components,

which are the search, pure insert and lock times, excluding overhead and fork times.

These results are promising, and total insert shows good speedup through 8 PEs.

Thereafter, performance levels off, but speedup continues. Each component shows

the same trend, except for a slight increase in lock time at 12 processors. Especially

encouraging are the relatively small requirements for lock time (Tlock). That cost

is hard to predict. Although I expected that the altered leaf node structure of the

Bmad-tree and the elimination of index adjustments during insertions would greatly

reduce those costs, and it is a pleasant surprise to note that the lock time (T10 ck),

is consistently the smallest component within the insert time (Tinsert). Figure 7.12

shows the total cost for 5,000 transactions in a tree of 5,000 keys. Speedup levels off at

8 PEs, and then time requirements gradually increase again. Given the results shown

in Figure 7.12, this increase is due totally to overhead costs, mainly large increases

in process creation costs.

Table 7.2 shows the data for insertions using the traditional locked algorithm. The

percentage data in the table reflect the same information shown in the charts. The

proportion of insert time due to search decreases, insert proportion gradually grows

larger as the number of processors in the system increases. The share for overflow

creation time also gradually increases. The balance between transaction time and

overhead time changes from about 90% insertion time at 2 processors to between

35% and 45% at 12 processors. These figures are misleading. They do not reflect

a decrease in algorithm efficiency, but rather the process creation cost. Fork times

rise sharply and they are system dependent. They are also beyond the control of
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Bmad Traditional Locked Insert Components
Initial tree: 5,000; 5,000 Inserts
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Figure 7.11: Locked Bmad-tree insert components.
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Bmad Traditional Lock Total Insert
Initial: 5,000; 5,000 Inserts
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Table 7.2: Traditional locked Bmadtree insert data.

# of Processors 2 -4-7 6 8 10 12

Number of keys: 5,000

Total time 779 462 358 303 293 276
Overhead 102 87 81 80 83 85

Process Creation 28 68 110 153 193 247
Total Insert 677 375 277 223 210 191
Search time 366 188 128 98 80 70
Insert time 311 187 149 125 130 121
Overflow time 68 54 55 49 65 52
Lock time 111 65 49 41 37 49
Restructure 1,938 1,940 1,943 1,944 1,952 2,010
Ave. Restr. 969 485 324 243 195 167
Search % 54.06 50.14 46.18 44.01 38.12 36.65
Insert % 45.94 49.86 53.82 55.99 61.88 63.35
Overflow % 10.00 14.37 19.67 22.11 31.05 27.44
Lock % 16.37 17.28 17.62 18.38 17.54 25.52
Total Insert % 86.91 81.17 77.37 73.60 71.67 69.20

Number of keys: 10,000

Total time 1,672 999 754 641 591 552
Overhead 207 178 169 167 166 174
Process Creation 27 67 107 145 186 219
Total Insert 1,465 821 585 474 425 378
Search time 839 429 290 221 180 152
Insert time 627 392 296 253 246 226
Overflow time 122 116 87 82 91 84
Lock time 205 128 95 80 71 69
Restructure 4,028 4,028 4,031 3,030 4,031 4,031
Ave. Restr. 2,014 1,007 672 379 403 336
Search % 57.22 52.26 49.52 46.59 42.21 40.27
Insert % 42.78 47.74 50.48 53.41 57.79 59.73
Overflow % 8.32 14.12 14.86 17.38 21.41 22.12
Lock % 13.96 15.62 16.30 16.81 16.79 19.31
Total Insert % 87.62 82.18 77.59 73.95 71.91 68.48

_.
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Cost per Key for Bmad Traditional Locked
Initial: 5,000; 10,000 Inserts
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Figure 7.13: Costs per key in Blink-trees with traditional locks.

application algorithms. When those costs ar not included, the transaction proportion

varies from about 87% to 69%.

Figure 7.13 shows the average cost per key for search time, insert time and the

lock time component of the insert time. The shaded area shows the total transaction

(search plus insert) time. The average search cost per key remains nearly constant

as the number of processors increases, while the insert time doubles between 2 and

12 PEs. The average lock time requirements rise only slightly. The total time cost

reflects the rise in insertion time. The chart shows the data for 10,000 insertions
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into a tree, but the results are consistent regardless of the number of transactions.

The trend observed for the locked algorithm is opposite of the partitioned algorithm

results.

Some tests for a variation on the traditional locked algorithms were also con-

ducted. This approach works as follows. The algorithm proceeds as in the traditional

locks until a process encounters an update location that is already locked by another

processor. Instead of waiting for the lock to become available, the current process is

suspended and queued on a processor's private queue. The processor then gets the

next operation in line and continues normal processing. If a transaction terminates

normally, the processor checks its queue. If the queue is not empty, it retrieves the top

transaction and attempts to complete it. Before continuing with a suspended task, a

PE must check if the insertion location is still valid. If not, the search operation is

restarted from its old insert location.

The results of these tests, given in Table 7.3, show few differences from the tradi-

tional locked algorithm. The chart in Figure 7.14 shows the insert time components.

All show times only minimally less than those observed for algorithms that use tra-

ditional locks. This trend is consistent for more inserts also.

These results are not totally unexpected. The performance of the traditional

lock-based algorithms for Bmad-trees is much better than that for other B-trees. The

structure of the Bmad-tree greatly reduces the chances of multiple processors compet-

ing for the same list. It is expected that if relaxed lock algorithms were developed for

other types of B- trees, the results would be better. Furthermore, only one completed

transaction was allowed between suspension queue checks. This resulted sometimes

in multiple suspensions of the same process. It is possibly that allowing a slightly

longer time between suspension queue retrievals would produce better results.
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Table 7.3: Relaxed lock Bmad-tree insert data.

# of Processors 2 4 6 8 10 12

Number of keys: 5,000
Total time 763 454 341 292 273 252
Overhead 102 87 81 81 84 86
Process Creation 27 65 105 143 185 227
Total Insert 661 367 260 211 189 166
Search time 361 185 127 97 79 65
Insert time 300 182 133 114 109 101
Overflow time 60 50 40 38 41 41
Lock time 107 63 47 39 36 41
Wait queue * * 1 2 3 3
Search % 54.66 50.53 48.47 45.90 42.01 39.31
Insert % 45.34 49.47 51.26 54.10 57.99 60.69
Overflow % 9.08 13.73 15.25 17.85 21.99 24.87
Lock % 16.22 17.05 17.99 18.54 18.89 19.72
Total Insert % 86.63 80.84 76.25 72.26 69.23 65.87

Number of keys: 10,000

Total time 1,590 929 703 589 567 546
Overhead 129 131 130 130 169 179
Process Creation 28 71 114 158 200 240
Total Insert 1,461 798 573 459 398 367
Search time 837 428 289 220 179 153
Insert time 625 370 284 239 218 214
Overflow time 145 110 99 86 88 95
Lock time 212 118 88 77 68 64
Wait queue * * 1 5 6 9
Search % 57.25 53.65 50.49 47.96 45.07 41.72
Insert % 42.75 46.35 49.51 52.04 54.93 58.28
Overflow % 9.94 13.78 17.24 18.80 22.02 25.92
Lock % 14.54 14.80 15.33 16.72 17.07 17.49
Total Insert % 91.89 85.90 81.51 77.93 70.19 67.22

NOHOW
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Bmad Relaxed Locked Insert Performance
Initial tree: 5,000; 5,000 Inserts
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Figure 7.14: Insert components for relaxed lock Bmad-trees.
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7.2.4. Distributed Implementations

In the implementations for the distributed algorithms, one was able to spawn many

more processors than on the shared memory system. However, at about 18 to 20 PEs,

the results lost much of their significance. Results for up to 22 PEs are shown in the

figures and through 16 in the data tables.

The dominant feature in all the results is the dominance of spawn and commu-

nication costs. Those results are consistent for all combinations of initial trees and

subsequent transactions. Figure 7.15 shows the results for an initial tree of 5,000 keys

with 10,000 subsequent insertions. It shows good speedup for insert times, but those

positive results are totally lost in the high cost for spawning the processes and the

communication costs. The total time is shown as a shaded area. That measurement

shows speedup only for up to 4 PEs, followed by a rapid increase in time requirements.

Figure 7.16 shows the transaction costs without spawn and communication overhead.

It shows a performance somewhat more variable than the results obtained with the

Sequent multiprocessors, but there is good speedup through 20 PEs.

The data for processors 2 through 16 are summarized in Table 7.4. The gen-

eral trend shows data comparable to those obtained for partitioned implementations.

The major exceptions are the much higher spawn and communications costs. This

is reflected in the very low percentages of time spent on transactions as opposed to

overhead. The total time again does not include process spawn costs. The search

costs are showing slightly higher, the insert costs lower than in the partitioned al-

gorithms. Overflow costs are very low compared to the other algorithms. Note that

the communication costs (Tcomrn) remain about the same, regardless of the size of

the message packet. The message send time, Tsend, is far larger than the message

receive time, Treceive. The cost of spawning processes grows linearly with the number

a
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Table 7.4: Distributed Bmad-tree insert data.

# of Processors 2 4 6 8 10 12J 14 16

Number of keys: 5,000

Total time 230 169 242 672 565 783 1,654 1,793
Communication 38 80 112 603 541 738 1,628 1,760
Process Creation 168 343 540 712 879 1,022 1,203 1,340
Total Insert 192 89 130 69 24 45 26 33
Search time 119 44 102 45 16 28 20 21
Insert time 73 46 28 25 8 17 6 11
Overflow time 17 8 5 12 2 2 1 6
Restructure 171 63 138 125 122 76 79 12
Search % 61.86 49.03 78.41 64.68 66.39 62.36 75.87 65.07
Insert % 38.14 50.97 21.59 35.32 33.61 37.64 24.13 34.93
Overflow % 8.91 8.74 3.84 17.16 9.29 5.48 5.20 16.86
Total Insert % 83.48 52.66 53.72 10.27 4.25 5.75 1.57 1.84

Number of keys: 10,000

Total time 970 914 1,278 899 862 815 1,714 2,104
Communication 26 449 802 615 553 636 1,584 1,938
Process Creation 184 391 529 707 856 1,020 1,187 1,317
Total Insert 944 465 476 284 249 179 130 166
Search time 545 272 296 157 165 142 80 97
Insert time 399 192 181 127 84 37 50 68
Overflow time 25 44 57 5 27 11 3 30
Restructure 929 106 117 92 55 171 27 31
Search % 57.74 58.61 62.09 55.18 66.31 79.28 61.50 58.82
Insert % 42.26 41.39 37.91 44.82 33.69 20.72 38.50 41.18
Overflow % 2.60 9.46 11.86 1.85 10.67 6.02 2.14 18.14
Total Insert % 97.32 50.88 37.25 31.59 28.89 21.96 7.58 7.89

.
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Distributed Bmad-tree Total Cost
Initial tree: 5,000; Insert 10,000
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Figure 7.15: Distributed Bmad-tree total insert costs.

of nodes added to the network.

In general, as I compiled and analyzed the results, it became clear that the results

for the distributed implementations vary greatly. The experimental results are not

tightly clustered, and for many of the averages, the ranges are very large.

7.2.5. Restructure Performance

As expected, restructuring the tree proves expensive. The restructuring data are

included in the tables in the previous sections. The restructure process by itself
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Distributed Bmad-tree Insert Components
Initial: 5,000; Insert 10,000
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Figure 7.16: Distributed Boad-tree insert components.
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shows good speedup continuing through the maximum number of processors used

in the tests. Figure 7.17 shows the times obtained for restructuring a partitioned

tree after it tripled in size. At 2 PEs, that cost is almost as much as all other costs

combined, but good speedup reduces that cost significantly as the number of PEs

increases. The shaded area in the graph represents the cumulative cost of 10,000

transactions and one restructure process. Again, the decrease in speedup at 12 PEs

is mostly due to increased fork time requirements. For the same parameters, in

the distributed algorithms the restructure costs are significantly smaller than the

insert costs. This is a much better result than in the partitioned algorithms. The

restructure cost is generally the smallest of all the costs involved in the distributed

solutions. These results, including all other costs, are shown in Figure 7.18.

In the locked solutions, the results are given in two different ways. As in all

the other tests, the restructure costs are essentially measured sequentially. Since for

locked algorithms restructuring happens on the entire tree, not on a partition, the cost

is not distributed over all the processors. Thus the restructure time shows very high

values and remains essentially the same, independent of the number of processors

in the system. These results are shown in Figure 7.19. Since the restructure is

intended to run simultaneously with other processing, the cost is diffused over all the

processors. Thus the graph shown in Figure 7.20 gives a better approximation of the

real restructure costs. The graph shows those costs to be a little higher than insertion

costs through 8 PEs. Thereafter both times are nearly the same.

Encouraging is the fact that the performance of the Bmad-tree does not degrade

significantly as the number of overflow bucket nodes increases. Therefore the re-

structuring process is needed only very rarely, especially if the transaction types are

balanced. The restructure data as included in the tables represent a worst case sce-

nario. In addition, since it can be run in the background, or when the system is not

., ;_ - 1 - 4, W -: , , , , 11 -1 1-4L I
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Bmad Partitioned Insert & Restructure
Initial: 5,000; 10,000 Inserts
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Figure 7.17: Insert and restructure in Bmad-tree.
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Distributed Bmad-tree Total Cost
Initial tree: 5,000; Insert 10,000
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Figure 7.18: Restructure costs for distributed B"ad-trees.
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Bmad Traditional Lock Total Insert
Initial: 5,000; 10,000 Inserts
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Figure 7.19: Restructure costs for locked Bmad-trees.
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Bmad Traditional Lock Insert Performance
Initial: 5,000; 10,000 Inserts
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Figure 7.20: Modified restructure costs for locked Bmad-trees.
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busy, it need not noticeably interfere with other operations. Thus the restructure

times can be viewed as a maintenance cost and one can argue it must not be included

in the transaction processing costs.

7.3. Comparing the Results

Figure 7.21 compares the insert performance of all Bmad-tree algorithms when over-

head costs are not included. Clearly the distributed solutions give the best results,

followed by the partitioned algorithm. The locked algorithm gives very good speedup,

but still remains twice as slow as the next fastest algorithm, the partitioned one.

When all overhead costs are included, the results are quite different. As is clear

from Figure 7.22, the locked algorithm's time requirements remains more than twice

as high as those of the partitioned algorithm. While the partitioned algorithm show

continued speedup through 12 PEs, the locked algorithms' time starts to increase

again, all be it slowly, at 10 PEs. Clearly the distributed results are poor. There

is very little or no speedup for a small number of processors, and the high spawn

and communications costs are a serious problem. The comparative curves for 5,000

inserts are shown in Figure 7.22.

When evaluating these last results however, one needs to bear in mind that pro-

cess creation costs are a one-time cost in nearly all instances. Once the initial virtual

machine is created, that cost will not reoccur, unless a processor fails. Communica-

tions costs remain for some algorithms. In the ones implemented in this work at this

time, communications only happen as the network is first established. The initial

costs will diminish significantly as the length of processing time and the number of

transactions increases.

Figures 7.23 through 7.25 compare the performance of the Bmad-tree with the
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Bmad-tree All Algorithms Insert Only
Initial: 5,000; Insert 5,000
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Figure 7.21: Comparing inserts for Bmad- trees size.
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Bmad-tree All Algorithms Insert with Overhead
Initial: 5,000; 5,000 inserts
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Figure 7.22: Comparing total costs for B"ad- trees.
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Compare All Algorithms - Insert Only
Initial: 5,000; Insert 5,000

Bmad (BM), Blink (BL), Linear Hashing (LH)
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Figure 7.23: Comparing all algorithms without overhead costs .
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Compare All Algorithms - Insert Only
Initial: 5,000; Insert 5,000

Bmad (BM), Blink (BL), Linear Hashing (LH)
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Figure 7.24: Including locked Blink-tree results in comparison.
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Compare All Algorithms - Total Cost
Initial: 5,000; Insert 5,000
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Figure 7.25: Comparing all algorithms including overhead costs.
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Blink-tree and linear hashing. Figure 7.23 gives the results excluding overhead costs.

The performance of the Bmad- tree compares very favorably with the results of the

insertion in loaded data structures for the other algorithms. The best results are

realized by the distributed Bmad-trees. They are a little better than those of the

distributed linear hashing algorithms. From 12 PEs onwards their results are nearly

identical. Next are the partitioned Bread-tree and linear hashing, which again are close.

The locked Bmad-tree results are outstanding. They achieved by far the best results

of any of the locked implementations, and even outperform the partitioned Blink-tree

algorithms. It continues to show a speedup similar to a partitioned algorithm through

12 PEs, a singularity not observed in any other lock-based algorithm investigated in

this dissertation.

The locked Blink-tree results are not included in Figure 7.23. Instead they are

included in Figure 7.24. The data obtained for lock-based Blink-trees are an order

of magnitude higher than the other results obtained. The chart given in Figure 7.25

shows all the results when all the overhead costs, due to process creation, queue man-

agement and communications, are included. Again, the locked Blfk-tree clearly re-

mains the most expensive solution, but distributed solutions also grow rapidly higher

as the number of processors in the virtual machine grows. The locked Bmad-tree and

linear hashing results and all the partitioned algorithms give the best results.

Table 7.5 gives speedup information for the various Bmad-tree algorithms. When

no overhead is included, all algorithms show good to moderate speedup, especially

the distributed algorithms. The partitioned algorithms still show good speedup when

overhead costs are included. The locked algorithms show very little speedup when

the number of processors is larger. The distributed solutions show very little or no

speedup. Note though the following positive trend in the table: in most instances,

speedup improves as the number of transactions grows.
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Table 7.5: Speedup for the Bmad-tree.

# of Transactions NoOverhead With Overhead
Partitioned Locked Distributed Partitioned Locked Distributed

8 PEs
5,000 keys 6.48 3.79 12.16 4.69 2.00 0.66
10,000 keys 6.57 3.85 6.44 4.79 2.49 1.22

12 PEs
5,000 keys 9.04 4.43 18.97 5.79 1.74 0.50
10,000 keys 8.68 4.83 10.19 5.75 2.53 1.07

Another area where the Bmad-tree shows improvements over existing algorithms is

in the number of disk accesses required for each transaction. If one always assumes the

worst case, i.e. that the target node is not in primary memory, then the following was

found. The Bmad-tree requires at most one disk access operation for each transaction.

The Blink-tree requires an average of 1.10 disk accesses for each transaction if the

index of the tree is stored in main memory and only leaf nodes require disk access.

The linear hashing algorithms required an average of 1.21 disk accesses for each

transaction, the highest among the algorithms tested.

7.4. Summary

This chapter presents the results of various implementations of the Bmad-tree data

structure. An initial tree is created with the construction algorithm given in the pre-

vious chapter. Subsequently, between 2,500 and 10,000 transactions are performed on

the tree, and the performance data were measured. The experimental data show how

the Bmnad-tree yields very good results that compare favorably to the ones obtained

for the other data structures in Chapter 4. In all aspects, the B" ad-tree performs

better than expected. Especially the locked algorithms performed much better than

anticipated. The only drawback is in the rather high cost of the maintenance algo-

-1-4, --c4 -.N,_ I .;, a , -," - , 1W -- I I- I -, 4
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algorithms are disappointing. However, these factors are bound to the network and

systems software and are independent of the algorithms implemented in this work.

Further research is needed to achieve better results in this area. All algorithms

achieve good to moderate speedup when overhead costs are not included. All but the

distributed algorithm show some speedup when they are included.
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CHAPTER 8

PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENTS AND PROJECTIONS

In this chapter some possible means of improving the performance of the concurrent

implementations were investigated. First the process creation costs on the Sequent

Multiprocessor were inverstigated in an attempt to better understand what or how

data affect those costs. Investigating similar costs with PVM is not included at this

time. Secondly, a load balancing algorithm appropriate to the type of processing

explored in this work is proposed. Lastly, equations that allow us to predict the

behaviour of the algorithms under certain controlled circumstances were derived.

8.1. Reducing Overhead Costs

The research described in Chapters 5 and 7 from very early on showed the high cost of

process creation and queue maintenance. One wants to understand more clearly the

nature of the overhead costs and also, if possible to try and determine if and where

time requirements can be reduced and better results obtained. Thus some additional

experiments were designed to investigate process creation costs in greater detail.

8.1.1. Process Creation Costs

When studying the first results obtained, it was noted that the process creation times

seemed very high. Furthermore, seemingly random variations in process creation

times were apparent and the reasons for them were not understood. At that point

it was decided to do some tests to pinpoint the precise process creation times under
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controlled circumstances in an effort to fully understand when and how the time is

incured.

Previous experiments involved both shared and private data structures and both

types were also included in the process creation tests. It was expected that the

amount of time would depend not so much on program size as on the size of the

data structures passed on to the newly generated processes. It was assumed that

there would be a difference between shared and private data structures, and expected

that private data structures would be more expensive than shared data structures.

This seems a reasonable hypothesis since private data structures require that a copy

be made for each processor, while for shared data structures only an address and

parameters need to be passed. It was expected that the larger the data structure, the

more time would be needed to fork.

8.1.2. Process Creation Cost Measurements

For each run the process creation time was measured. This value measures only the

time needed by the program to create the parallel processes. The first measurement

is taken immediately before the mforkO call, the second time is taken as soon as the

child process arrives in its subprogram. The difference between the two is the pure

process creation overhead time. This time was measured while other parameters in

the program were changed, to determine which factors influence the amount of fork

time needed. The parameters tested for are described in the following.

Two types of data structures were tested, the ones most commonly used in the

algorithms implemented here. They are (i) large size two-dimensional arrays and (ii)

pointers to large data structures. The latter point to large arrays that are approxi-

mately half integers and half more pointers of the same type. The experiments were

set up so that the arrays and pointers represent data structures of approximately
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equal size, allowing us to compare the results. All tests measured the mfork() time

for PEs increasing from 1 through 12.

In the first set of experiments a large array of fixed size was selected and the

number of arrays passed to the forked processes was varied. Each two-dimensional

array, of size 20,000 x 4, can store 80,000 elements. The test meassured the fork time

when 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 such arrays, capable of storing respectively from 80,000

to 800,000 elements, were used. I ran this test for four different combinations of

parameters, looking for the influence of shared versus private arrays copies of the

arrays as well as for differences between empty and full arrays. Arrays were filled

with random data (i.e. integers), similar to the ones used in other experiments in

this research. In the second set of experiments the size of each array was varied to

accommodate between 10,000 and 80,000 elements. The tests were run for arrays of

size x x 4, where x has a value of 2,500, 5,000, 7,500, 10,000, 12,500, 15,000, 17,500,

20,000.

The experiments to test the fork behaviour when pointers were used instead of

arrays, was set up in a similar manner. Pointers to a two-dimensional array of fixed

size were passed to the child processes in increasing quantities from 1 trough 12 and

the process creation times were observed.

8.1.3. Experimental Results and Discussion

All test programs were run at least four times. The three most consistent runs

were averaged. Preliminary runs of the second test type done on arrays indicated

that similar tests for pointer would not provide new data or more insights into the

problem at hand. Based on that premise and the results of the data obtainted in the

first set of tests, it was decided to run this test only on shared empty arrays as one

expects that the times of the other combinations mirror the results obtained by the
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Process Creation - Full Shared Arrays
Array size: 20,000 x 4

2 4 6 8

Number of Processors

10 12

- 1 array - 2 arrays - 4 arrays

6 arrays * 8 arrays + 10 arrays

Figure 8.1: Process creation costs for shared full arrays of size 1 x 80,000.

first test.

In general, the obtained results are very consistent. As expected from previous

experiments, the overhead generated by process creation grows substantially as the

number of PEs increases. The fork time grows in a linear fashion, excepting the

time required by a single processor. The time required by mfork() also increases at a

steady rate as the number of processes involved in the fork function increases. In other

words, a seemingly fixed amount of time required for every additional PE involved in
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Process Creation - Full Private Arrays
Array size: 20,000 x 4
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1 array + 2 arrays * 4 arrays

- 6 arrays *8 arrays + 10 arrays

Figure 8.2: Process creation costs for private full arrays of size 1 x 80,000.
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Process Creation 10 Arrays (20,000 x 4)
Shared (Sh), Private (Pr)
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Figure 8.3: Process creation costs for 10 arrays of size 1 x 80,000.
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the process creation. Thus the more processors are involved, the larger the amount

of time required to fork each processor. For example, the results for shared large

full arrays, given in Figure 8.1, show approximately 35,000 time units required for

each additional processor when 10 large arrays are shared. The time used when fewer

arrays are shared is slightly less. The same figure also shows how the requirements for

different sizes slightly diverge as more processors are involved. Thus, as the number

of processors grows larger, that increase in time required becomes more significant.

This suggests that this trend will continue if more processors could be added to these

tests. The results for full shared large arrays and empty private arrays respectively,

and these results are very similar to the ones already discussed. There seems to

be very little difference between empty or full shared arrays. The results for private

empty arrays show just a slightly lower time requirement than for shared arrays. This

result is in contradiction to the initial hypothesis. The most surprising results were

found for private full arrays which are shown in Figure 8.2. The time requirements

for this type of data structures grows exceedingly fast as the number of PEs increases.

Figure 8.3 emphasizes the difference between this last type of process creation and

the ones discussed earlier. The figure shows the results for 10 arrays, but the results

are consistent for any number of arrays. Obviously the use of large full private arrays

is not cost effective.

The results of the second test, where arrays of increasing size were used, are very

uniform. That is to say, for the same number of processors, the size of the array

seems to be of very little or no importance. For example, approximately the same

amount of time is required if a 4 x 2,500 array or a 4 x 15,000 array is used. Their

time is very close to the ones observed in the first test. The test for pointers are very

similar to those reported for arrays.
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8.2. A Load Balancing Strategy

None of the solutions described so far in this work address the issue of load balanc-

ing. The locked algorithms discussed previously in this research do not require it.

The partitioned and distributed algorithms included in this dissertation only work

as expected if all the processors function correctly and at approximately the same

speed. Thus all PEs are expected to perform an equivalent amount of work within

the same time frame. No algorithm provides for a failing or slow processor. The Se-

quent multiprocessor automatically replaces a failing processor and reassigns its load

to a new one. Where such mechanisms are not available, or where processor speeds

vary greatly, such as in a network of heterogeneous processors, a good load balancing

algorithm may be essential. This section proposes a load balancing strategy adapted

for large data structures. The algorithm informally described below was developed

for distributed systems, but can be emulated on a shared memory multiprocessor

architecture with ease.

8.2.1. Strategy Outline

The central idea is to initially partition the data structure into q = 2k smaller segments

and k is known to all processors. Each processor is assigned v segments, where v> 1.

No segment is assigned to more than one processor. The size and number of the

partitions can be variable. Initially the segments may be large, and each processor

receives a single one. Large segments can subsequently be subdivided into smaller

segments as the processing dynamics dictate.

The master processor calculates the upper and lower limit of each segment s,

gives it a Segment Identification Number (SIN), and assigns it to a processor. Each

processor receives the SIN and the limits (i.e. boundary addresses) for each of its

t8
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Processor ID: 0 1 2 ... p-1

segment ID number

uppper limit
lower limit

capacity
level

Figure 8.4: Host Segment Status Table (SST) in load balancing.

segments. The master processor stores all its segment information in a Segment

Status Table (SST), shown in Figure 8.4. For each segment s, the table stores the

SIN, its upper and lower limits, its assigned processor and the maximum number of

keys it can store.

If all the processors in the system have known equivalent in their performance

levels, the master processor assigns each PE an equal number of segments. Otherwise

the number of assigned segments can be computed relative to a processor's computing

power and speed. As the logical data structure continually changes through update

transactions, so do the partitions. The master processor keeps track of which proces-

sors are under- or overused, and decides when load balancing becomes necessary. Seg-

ments from overloaded processors can be reassigned in their entirety. Alternatively,

a segment may be split up into smaller ones and distributed among the underused

or idle processors. Each processor has a table similar to the master's SST to keep

track of its own segments of the data structure. This is necessary as a PE's partition

may eventually become somewhat randomly distributed in the data space. The table

includes the SIN, its upper and lower limits, and the current count. In addition each

table also stores a level number 1, which indicates how many times the segment has

split since the beginning. Each segment can be divided into two equal smaller ones

each time a split occurs. The SIN numbers to be assigned to each new segment are

generated as follows. A 0 is concatenated to the left of the old SIN number and
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assigned to the new segment that contains the smaller values. Similarly, a 1 is con-

catenated to the left of the old SIN number to create a number for the new segment

that contains the larger values. All the SIN numbers are stored in a binary tree /.

An in-order traversal of the leaf nodes of /3 yields the segments in lexicographic order.

This allows the algorithm to track subdivided segments and identify the initial data

space segment for each.

8.2.2. Determining the Processor Load

How is the master processor going to know the load of each processor? It polls

each PE in the system to learn its load on a regular basis. One measure of work is

the number of transactions in a processor's wait queue. Another is the number of

transactions completed since the last polling. A combination of both measures can

also be used to estimate the load. The poll need not be a precise number. A close

estimate is accurate enough for this algorithm.

Let t be the total number of transactions to be shared by all PEs. Assume a totally

random distribution of keyvalues and transactions, and processors with equivalent

processing power. A PE's load can be calculated in a variety of ways. In function 1,

each processor initially has approximately base b = [t/pl transactions to complete.

As transactions are completed, they are subtracted from b, and new transactions are

added as they arrive. In function 2, the number of complete transactions between

consecutive pollings is used as a measure of efficiency. In function 3, a combination of

both measures is used. All functions can be adjusted to accommodate heterogeneous

multiprocessor systems.

At timed intervals, the master processor polls all its slave processors and receives

either the number of transactions currently left in the queue, the efficiency measure,

or both. It decides on that basis which processors are overloaded or underused, and
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adjusts the load accordingly. Considering the high cost observed for send and receive

operations in a distributed system, the frequency of load adjustments should be min-

imized. This is especially true of the type of environment under consideration. Here

one is not just shifting the transactions from.one wait queue to another, but also part

of the data structure. A better approach is to act not on a single unbalanced load

occurrence, but on a repetitive pattern instead. Thus the master processor gathers

data from at least two consecutive polling, and monitors the rate at which work is

accomplished. If the same processor shows under- or overload for at least two con-

secutive polls, load balancing can be initiated. This method can also be modified to

accommodate failing processors. If no responses to polls are received, a processor is

considered dead, and its sections of the data structure and the pending transactions

are reassigned to other processors. To minimize communication overhead, the initial

request for data from the master processor can be eliminated. Instead the slave pro-

cessors send their work load data to the master processor according to a prearranged

timed schedule.

The master processor keeps track of its polling information in a Processor Status

Table, shown in Figure 8.5. For each processor it shows the number of transactions

pending, the throughput rate, the size of all its sections combined, type and time of

the last load balance, and the current processor status, such as normal, dead, slow,

fast, etc. obtained on previous polls. If more than one poll result is included, a

formula is used to determine a PE's new status. A processor's current status is the

base used to determine if, and how, the work load is reassigned.

8.2.3. Initiating Load Balancing

After each poll, the master processor scans the PST to determine if any segments are

to be reassigned. Assuming that there is enough work to do to keep all PEs busy,
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Processor ID: 0 1 2 ... p-1

segment ID number
transactions pending
throughput rate
total size
current processor status

Figure 8.5: Node Processor Status Table (PST) in load balancing.

and that there is not more work than can be accomplished by all the PEs currently

in the system, four situations are possible:

(i) There are no overloaded PEs and there are no underused PEs. No load balancing

is necessary.

(ii) There are no overloaded PEs and there are some underused PEs. In this case

the options are (a) to do nothing; adjusting the load is expensive and performance

may be better when allowing some of the PEs to be idle some of the time than to

generate more work through load balancing. Another option (b) is to initiate load

balancing. The last option (c) is to dynamically adjust the algorithm. The threshold

for overloaded processors is lowered, and/or the threshold for underused ones is raised.

No action takes place until the results of the next poll are in. Situations may revert

to situations (i), (iii) or (iv).

(iii) There are overloaded PEs and there are no underused PEs. Break up a section

from the overloaded PE(s) into smaller sections and reassign to the ones with the

best performance. Again, another option is to do nothing at this time.

(iv) There are overloaded PEs and there are underused PEs. Load balancing is

initiated.
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8.2.4. Load Balancing without Dividing Segments

This section describes the procedure to reassign a segment in its entirity to a new

processor. The procedures for breaking up a larger segment into smaller ones is given

in Section 8.2.5. An informal algorithm outline is given below. If the data are stored

in data files accessible to all nodes on the network, only the index need be sent over

the network. This can significantly reduce communication overhead costs.

(i) An overloaded and underused processor are matched by the master processor.

(ii) The overloaded PE releases a section s. This section can be designated randomly,

can be an end section (i.e. the first or last one in a contiguous range of segments), or

an "isolated" segment (i.e. a segment without adjoining ones).

(iii) Adjust the Segment Status Table (SST) to reflect the changes and add the new

information to the Processor Status Table (PST).

(iv) The relinquishing PE sends the new owner of the section its SIN, its limits and

the data currently in the partition. It also gathers and sends the transactions pend-

ing in the queue. This assumes that each PE writes its data to a permanent storage

device. Otherwise it needs a procedure to collect the data in the segment and send

them to the new owner.

(v) The new owner receives the data and rebuilds a new data structure for the seg-

ment. Transactions for the new segment are appended to the queue.

8.2.5. Load Balancing with Segment Division

This section discusses the procedures to divide a segment into two smaller ones. This

is the most complex part of the algorithm, especially for those data structures that

maintain the data in sorted order.

(i) Select a section from an overloaded processor.
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(ii) Break up the section into two smaller segments of equal size. One section (the left

one) keeps the SIN originally assigned to the entire section, and the other one is given

a new number. If it is important to keep track of how sections have split up (as is the

case when data are stored in sorted order), the new number is built by concatenating

a new digit to the left of the original SIN number. The two new segment numbers are

stored as leaf nodes in binary tree /3. Each time a section is divided, the local level

value l is incremented. Each segment can find its immediate parent by performing a

modulo (l + k - 1) operation on its SIN value.

(iii) Adjust the Segment Status Table (SST) to reflect the changes. The left segment

remains in the same location as the original segment, and the other one is stored in

the next available space in the table. The new information is added to the Processor

Status Table (PST).

(iv) The relinquishing PE sends the new owners of the sections their SIN, their limits

and the data currently in the partition. It also gathers and sends the transactions

pending in the queue.

(v) Each new owner receives the data and rebuilds a new data structure for its new

segment. Transactions for the new segment are appended to the queue.

8.2.6. Implementations

The load balancing algorithm proposed here has not been implemented at this time.

The design of its detailed algorithms, implementations and experimental testing, are

planned for the near future. I believe it can work easily with the partitioned and

distributed algorithm discussed in this dissertation, although some minor alterations

may be required. Some mechanisms to accomodate the load balancing algorithm

are already in place. The search algorithm, for example, already determines if the

search key resides in a processor's (single) partition. If the load balancing algorithm
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was in place, the limit checks would repeat until the correct segment was found or

until all were checked. The next phase is to develop detailed algorithms, implement

them and test their performance. Various tests can be designed to discover their

behaviour under a variety of circumstance, and likely suggest some venues to improve

the design.

8.3. Predicting Performance

This section derives equations that allow us to predict the behaviof the algorithms

under certain controlled circumstances. Results from the experiments for inserts in

empty and in loaded data structures are included, as well as for the results obtained

for B'"d-trees.

Regardless of the data file size or the type of data structure, the results for each

algorithm type show the same trends. When inspecting the total insert times for any

concurrent implementation, the results obtained all show a similar curve. When the

total run time is decomposed into its components, two different types of lines emerge,

as can be observed in many graphs, including Figures 5.1, 5.2, 7.1 and 7.2. A concave

curved line represents Tinsert, and is of the form a/x + k. Overhead and process

creation times both appear to be linear and are expressed as an equation of the form

qx + b. Both b and k are constants representing basic costs, the former for overhead

and process creation time, the latter for the insertion operation. The variable q is used

to express the time required by a processor to get ready for processing. The variable

x is the number of PEs in the multiprocessor system. Adding these lines together one

gets the curve for the total time, defined by the function f(x) = (a/x + k) + (qx + b) =

a/x + qx + c. Thus values were found for the constants a, q and c using non-linear

regression analaysis with SPSS, and all the results are given in Tables 8.1 through
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Table 8.1: Curve fitting by non-linear regression for continuous inserts.

Curve Fitting Results for a/x + q * x + c.
St.Err is standard error

Algorithm Number a q c
of keys Estimate St. Err. Estimate St. Err. Estimate St. Err.

Bnk-tree Block P. 10,000 3,743 779 10 33 511 379
15,000 5,981 114 29 5 658 56
20,000 8,763 213 51 9 684 104

Linear Hash Block P. 10,000 2,427 218 72 9 120 106
15,000 3,095 133 56 6 476 65
20,000 4,792 129 67 5 511 63

Linear Hash Lock 10,000 3,898 160 134 7 -95 78
15,000 5,688 249 174 10 -43 121
20,000 7,926 470 219 20 -129 229

8.3. All tables include estimates for a, q, and c, and the standard error for each. All

the data include appropriate overhead costs.

The calculated values are consistent, and with few exceptions, have small stan-

dard errors. The influence of the constant c appears to be minimal in all cases. The

values obtained for a, q, and c with non-linear regression were then used to estimate

algorithm behavior while varying parameters. This allowed us to project the per-

formance of the algorithms for larger numbers of processors. It was found that the

results also seem to depend on the size of the data sets, and I was unable to make

similar projections while varying the size of the data sets.

The non-linear regression analysis values of a, q and c for insertions into an empty

data structure are shown in Table 8.1. Figure 8.6 shows the projected performance

of partitioned Blink-tree algorithms. Although results are good for smaller data sets,

increasing the number of transactions results in performance deterioration. The same

general trends are observed for partitioned (Figure 8.7) and locked (Figure 8.8) linear

hashing.
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Blink-tree Performance Projection
Partitioned Continuous Insert

2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46 50 54 58

Number of Processors

10,000 inserts

15,000 inserts

+20,000 inserts

Figure 8.6: Performance projection for partitioned Blink-trees.
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Linear Hashing Performance Projection
Partitioned Continuous Insert

5r

6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 3 42 46 50 54 58

Number of Processors

10,000 inserts

15,000 inserts

20,000 inserts

Figure 8.7: Performance projection for partitioned linear hashing.
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Linear Hashing Performance Projection
Locked Continuous Insert
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Figure 8.8: Performance projection for locked linear hashing.
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Table 8.2: Curve fitting by non-linear regression for loaded data structures.

Curve Fitting Results for a/x + q * x + c.
St.Err is standard error

Algorithm Number a q c
of keys Estimate St. Err.EsiaeS.r.EtmteIt.r.

B -tree Block P. 5,000 1,698.09 67.13 4.69 2.81 50.45 32.71
10,000 3,127.77 690.53 1.60 28.92 311.55 336.47

B '"-tree Lock 5,000 4,453.09 534.61 103.48 22.39 -438.04 260.49
Linear Hash Block P. 5,000 863.71 21.96 0.09 0.92 64.05 10.70

10,000 2,241.20 878.73 39.33 33.80 -228.04 416.72
Linear Hash Lock 5,000 2,005.97 88.39 47.82 3.70 -31.29 43.07

10,000 3,994.39 172.89 94.99 7.24 -50.81 84.24

The non-linear regression analysis results for transactions in loaded data structures

are given in Table 8.2. Performance projections for loaded data structures are shown

in Figures 8.9 and 8.10. They show the same trends observed for transactions in

empty data structures, namely that performance generally worsens as the data sets

grow larger. Note also that where large values for the standard error were generated

by the non-linear regression analysis, the curves are very flat. Those results are likely

false. If the value of q in the equations is increased to larger values within the standard

error, the curves are nearer to expectations.

The results of the non-linear regression analysis for the Bmad-tree are given in

Table 8.3, and Figure 8.11 shows the projected performance curves. Contrary to the

results obtained for the other data structures, the Bmad-tree's performance usually

shows improvements as the data sets grow larger for the locked and distributed imple-

mentations. The results of the partitioned implementations show the trends observed

for Bflnk-trees and linear hashing. This is especially encouraging as the data under

consideration do reflect performance on the tree before it is restructured. Even better

performance is expected in a B ad-tree with fewer overflow nodes.
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Blink-tree Performance Projection
Initial 5,000; Partitioned (P) & Locked (L)
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P:5,000 inserts

*P:10,000 inserts

{ L:5,000 inserts

Figure 8.9: Performance projection for loaded partitioned and locked Blink-trees.
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Linear Hashing Performance Projection
Initial 5,000; Partitioned (P) & Locked (L)
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Figure 8.10: Performance projection for loaded partitioned and locked linear hashing.
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Bmad-tree Performance Projection
Initial 5,000; Partitioned(P), Locked(L), Distributed(D)
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Figure 8.11: Performance projection for Bmad-trees.
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Table 8.3: Curve fitting by non-linear regression for the Bmad-tree.

Curve Fitting Results for a/x + q * x + c.
St.Err is standard error

Algorithm ]Number a q c
of keys Estimate 1St. Err. Estimate 1St. Err. Estimate 1St. Err.

Bma -tree Block P. 5,000 893.95 21.05 1.58 0.88 64.89 30.26
10,000 2,027.77 64.31 5.70 2.69 92.36 31.34

Bma-tree Lock 5,000 1,358.38 43.06 27.57 1.80 74.35 20.98
10,000 2,765.40 65.18 22.17 2.73 273.70 31.76

Bmac -tree Distr. 5,000 2,171.85 1,056.23 173.03 31.67 -1,162.73 453.34
10,000 2,046.48 1,874.15 113.75 56.19 -184.34 804.41

The remaining graphs compare the projections for all implementations. Figure

8.12 shows the results for 5,000 transactions, Figure 8.13 for 10,000 transactions.

Observe again the best performances are from the partitioned algorithms. Also note

the excellent performance of the locked Bmad-tree algorithms as compared to other

locked algorithms.

8.4. Summary

The research in this chapter focusses on some approaches to improved performance

of the algorithms under investigation. The study on process creation costs shows

some interesting results. For arrays the data seem to indicate that the size of an

array has little or no influence on process creation time. Both the number of arrays

and the number of processors appear to be the primary contributing factors. One

exception are the poor results for full private arrays, which may indicate that this type

of data structure should be avoided in the concurrent processing environment. Very

similar results were obtained when arrays with pointers were used. For the Sequent

multiprocessor, it seems there is a fixed overhead time for creating multiple processes
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Compare Performance Projection 5,000 inserts
Initial 5,000; BM: Bmad; BL: Blink; LH: Linear Hashing

Partitioned (P), Locked (L), Distributed (D)
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3,000

200 -

2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46 50 54 58

Number of Processors

*BM P *BM D +BM L +BL P *BL L *LH P *HU- L

Figure 8.12: Performance projection comparisons with 5,000 transactions.
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Compare Performance Projection 10,000 inserts
Initial 5,000; BM: Bmad; BL: Blink; LH: Linear Hashing
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Figure 8.13: Performance projection comparisons with 10,000 transactions.
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that increases as the number of child processes increases, regardless of the size and

the number of data structures passed on. The results indicate that the number rather

than the size of the data structures has an influence on process creation time.

Another important topic is touched on. by the section on load balancing. An

algorithm is proposed that can work, not only when shifting the work load from one

processor to another, but also part of the data structures. This algorithm has not

been implemented at this time, but will be included in future work.

The last section of this chapter attempts to address performance projection. Lim-

itations in both memory and disk space, and in the number of available processors,

restricted implementations and the results obtained. This section makes an attempt

to derive equations that allow one to estimate how an algorithm will perform for

larger data sets and larger number of processors.



CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

9.1. Conclusions

This research started with a simple premise. Many parallel and concurrent algorithms

have been proposed for B-trees and hashing algorithms, but very few ever were im-

plemented in practice. Most of those were tested on simulated multiprocessors. Very

limited data on the comparative performance of concurrent B-tree and hashing algo-

rithms is available. One purpose of this study is to conduct an experimental study

on real multiprocessor systems and provide some of that missing information.

First, Chapter 2 gives an overview of the literature on concurrent B-tree and lin-

ear hashing algorithms. The algorithms were grouped according to their predominant

type of concurrency control and brief descriptions of those most important to the cur-

rent topic were included. The implementations started with the best known B-tree

and hash algorithms for disk-based data files. As concurrency control methods, ex-

isting lock-based algorithms for the Blink-tree and linear hashing with uncontrolled

splits were used. Both were enhanced with improvements, some by myself, and some

suggested by other researchers in other algorithms. In addition a partitioned data

model was introduced, which was applied to a shared memory and a distributed mul-

tiprocessor system. Concurrent partitioned algorithms in the shared memory model

were given for Blink-tree construction, and for Blink-tree and linear hashing update

algorithms. Update algorithms for a distributed environment were also included. The

partitioned model inherently offers the promise of good performance. The method is
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simple and requires no locks. As long as all the data are distributed randomly and

no processors fail, it is expected to give good results. Some problem areas include

additional overhead required by the method, which initially included the creation of

input data queues for each processor. This.cost is unique to this method. Experi-

mental data showed that creating those queues was too expensive. Further research

determined that much better results were obtained if each processor was allowed to

select its own transaction data from the input stream.

The initial experimental research compared two parallel methods, namely block

partitioned and lock-based concurrency control systems, on Blink-trees and linear

hashing. These first experiments started from an empty data structure. The re-

sults show, as expected, that the performance of the block partitioned data structure

approach is significantly better than the locked approach in Blink-trees and linear

hashing. Especially the results for the locked Blink-tree were poor. Then another

experiment was designed to measure the performance of inserts into a loaded data

structure. Those results show a significant improvement for all algorithms, but es-

pecially for the locked Blink tree. An empty or small B-tree growing at a rapid pace

requires a lot of new node creation, and thus many leaf and index nodes splits. Each

of these operations requires a lock. Many of the processors in the system are thus

constantly competing for locks on the same nodes and spend a large amount of time

in idle waiting. Apparently the insertions into an empty B-tree causes a major bot-

tleneck, as the root node and the index nodes at the top of the tree are continually

locked and split. However, once the tree is established, such splits and restructuring

operations are much less frequent, especially in the root and upper levels of the tree.

Furthermore, as the tree is much larger, the probability that processors will compete

for locks on the same nodes is lower. For all the implementations, a significant part

of the improvements observed with transactions on loaded data structures are due to
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more efficient queue management. The results also indicate a trend towards improved

speedup as the data sets grow larger. As both overhead and process creation time are

reduced, the partitioned algorithm, and to some extent the locked algorithm, show

even more speedup.

Another result of the experimental research was the introduction of an improved

BLink-tree, called the Bmad-tree, for Multiple Access and Dilation. For this data struc-

ture, a Blink-tree was altered to adapt it specifically for a lock-based model in a

parallel environment. It allows multiple updaters in the same node, reduces the num-

ber of locks required during updates, reduces the length of time locks are held, and

delays tree restructuring. Partitioned algorithms for tree cosntruction, search and in-

sert were given. Search and insert algorithms were also given for a locked algorithm.

Restructure algorithms for both models were also included. More algorithms are to

be developed, including a Bmad-tree construction algorithm for the locked model, and

delete algorithms for all. Other algorithms such as traversal and range search, are

also necesary but not included at this time.

The Bmad-tree algorithms were implemented using four different approaches. Those

were implementations of lock-based (both traditional lock and relaxed lock) ap-

proaches, as well as partitioned and distributed algorithms. The first three were

implemented on the Sequent Symmetry S/81 Multiprocessor, the last one on a vir-

tual machine on a network of processors created with the PVM (Parallel Virtual

Machine) software support system.

For each, an initial tree was created with the construction algorithm. Subse-

quently, between 2,500 and 10,000 transactions were performed on the tree, and the

performance data were measured. The experimental results demonstrate the very

good performance achieved by the Bmad-tree algorithms. They compare very favor-

ably to the results obtained for the other data structures included in this dissertation.
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In all aspects, the Broad-tree performed even better than expected. Especially the

locked algorithms executed much faster than anticipated. The only drawback, the

rather high cost of the restructure algorithm, is not tied to the data structure. Since

it is allowed to run in the background, it does not interfere with normal process-

ing. The high costs for network and communications processing in the distributed

algorithms are disappointing. However, these factors are bound to the network and

systems software, and are independent of the algorithms implemented in this work.

Further investigations in this area are needed to determine how to achieve better per-

formance. All algorithms achieve good to moderate speedup when overhead costs are

not included. All but the distributed algorithm show some speedup when they are

included. These results highlight the good potential for the newly created Bmad-tree,

especially where a lock-based model is adpated.

Table 9.1 places the Bmad-tree algorithms developped in the current research in

context with other concurrent tree algorithms. The table also includes all the other

tree algorithms improved and experimentally tested in the current research. Table

9.2 shows a similar table for concurrent hash algorithms.

The last part of research focusses on some of the problem areas encountered during

the experimental research, and it attempts to offer some solutions towards improving

performance and understanding of the data and outcomes. The research on process

creation costs showed some interesting results. The data suggest that the Sequent

Symmetry multiprocessor has a fixed overhead time for creating multiple processes,

and that it increases as the number of child processes increases. The size and the

number of data structures passed to the spawned processors appears to have little or

no influence on the cost. The results obtained here indicate that the number rather

than the size of the data structures has an influence on process creation time.

Process creation time, slow processors, or processor failure are possible in this
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Table 9.1: Concurrent tree algorithm summary.

Concurrent Tree Algorithms

Architecture Concurrency Single Read Multiple Read Multiple Read
Control Single Write Single Write Multiple Write

Shared Naive [Sam76] B-tree [BaS77] B+-tree [Ell80a] binary
Memory Lock [Par77] B+-tree [Ell80a] binary [E1180b] 2-3 tree

Coupling [E1180b] 2-3 tree
[MaL84] binary

Optimistic [BaS77] B+-tree [Loy9l] 0-tree
Descent [ShG88] B+-tree

[ShG88] binary

Pessimistic [MoR85] B+-tree
Descent
Link [LeY81] B'"-tree [Dem96] Bm'n-tree
Type [Sag86] Blink-tree

[DJS90] Blink-tree
[FuK89] Blink-tree

Data [KuL8O] binary [KwW82] B+-tree [Ish92] B+-tree
Duplication [WeW90] Blink-tree

Key Value [Moh9O] B+-tree
Locking

Synchronous [DP186] rn-way [PVW83] 2-3 tree
[HiS92] B-tree

Relaxed [Dem96] B'r"a-tree
Locks

Partitioned [Dem96] B :n -tree [Dem96] B'n"a-tree

Distributed Synchronous [PrK90] B-tree
Memory [MaS90] B-tree

Asynchronous [Dem96] Bz? -tree [ShG88] binary
[Dem96] Bmad-tree
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Table 9.2: Concurrent hash algorithm summaray.

Concurrent Hash Algorithms
Architecture[Concurrency Algorithm Single Read Multiple Read Multiple Read

Control type Single Write Single Write Multiple Write

Shared Lock Linear [E1187] [SPW90]
Memory Coupling [OuA89]

Exponential [ShG88]

Extendible [Kum90] [HsY86]
Partitioned Linear .Dem96]

Distributed Open Hash [GGI77]
Memory [HNS84]

Chained [HNS84] [DiG90]
Exponential [ShG88]
Linear [Dem96]

method as well as in any other. A load balancing proposal suitable for this type

of application is included. An algorithm is proposed that can work, not only when

shifting the work load from one processor to another is necessary, but also part of the

data structures. This algorithm makes it possible to shift parts of a data structure

from one distributed processor to another. If necessary, larger segments can be divided

into smaller ones. At the same time, the algorithm is able to keep track of the segments

in their lexicographic ordering. This algorithm has not been implemented at this time,

but will be included in future work.

Lastly, one make an attempt to address questions regarding performance beyond

the limits imposed by memory size, disk space and the number of processors available

in the multiprocessor system. The formulas were derived from experimental results

obtained in the various tests. They allow one to estimate how an algorithm would

perform for a larger number of processors. The results are dependent on the system

and the size of the data set.

In conclusion, the research presented in this dissertation was able to show the

- 2. -0 - - -- . -alimmom
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superior performance of the enhanced B-tree data structure proposed in this disserta-

tion. It easily outperformed the best existing B-tree algorithm, namely the Blink-tree

with its many enhancements. In fact, the Bmad-tree performed at a level equal or bet-

ter than linear hashing, a fast hash table algorithm. This outstanding performance

was persistent for all of the concurrency control methods included in the tests, but

was especially important in the lock-based algorithms. It is of interest to investigate

if similar methods can be applied to other data structures to improve the performance

of their parallel algorithms.

9.2. Future Research

Further research will include the addition of more algorithms for the Bmad-tree, such

as delete, traversal and range searches. Traversal and range algorithms are perceived

as simple. Most B-tree algorithm implementations delete a key by setting its delete

flag. Locked versions of construction algorithm have to be developped. It would

also be interesting to further explore relaxed locks for algorithms where contention

is high. If one desires to improve distributed results, more investigations are needed

on network aspects of the PVM software. At this time, the performance of various

network configurations was not included in the research, but obviously that us an area

of interest. Further work on load balancing is expected to yield significant results.

Its implementation and further development are envisioned for the near future.
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